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ABSTRACT 
The University of Salford has developed a program in order to improve the control of 
lower limb orthotics thus improving the ability of paraplegics to walk. Although the 
system is greatly needed for rehabilitation it is hoped that the final system would enable 
paraplegics to walk in the community. The present project, which is based on previous 
designs such as the R. G. O (Reciprocating Gait Orthbsis), strives to add external power at 
the hips of the R. G. O. The constructed prototype is made of a mechanical skeleton with 
each leg driven by a brushless motor and a lead screw. 
The main purpose of this project is to design a control system to control the motion of the 
legs. The first step in achieving this task was to model the various components of the 
system separately and then derive a model using system identification that will describe 
the behaviour of the whole system. 
The starting point was a mechanical device with two motors mounted one at either hip. A 
full mathematical analysis of the system is carried out. Once a mathematical model is 
derived for the RG. O with the two motors it can be used to carry out real time 
simulations using MATLAB. 
Once the model is derived it must be validated to make sure it is actually a mathematical 
representation of the system. The identified model is usually very accurate as it is based 
on the actual system performance. Then real time simulations of the theoretical and the 
identified model are compared. If the theoretical model behaves in the same way as the 
identified model then it is validated and may be used for further work. 
The models derived using system identification were validated and gave a good 
comparison when compared to real data. A pole placement controller was designed and 
tested based on these models. The controller performance was tested with the orthosis 
unloaded, loaded with artificial loads (a plaster leg weighing 10 Kg). The controller 
managed to follow the pre-set trajectory reasonably well. The orthosis was then tested 
with a volunteer in it. Again the performance was very encouraging. 
The fmal Project will be P. C driven System with the possibility of using NiCAD 
Batteries as the power source. The main tools, which will be used in order to carry out 
simulations and comparisons of theoretical and practical results, are MATLAB. The 
software used was C 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Human gait has been investigated for several decades. It is one of the most sophisticated 
forms of locomotion existing in the animal kingdom. It consists of two main functions. 
1. Propulsion: A sequence of movements permitting displacement in several directions. 
2. Dynamic Stabilization: This permits balance of an upright structure moving over 
rugged terrain or an incline. These functions are acquired at a young age, and that it 
would take approximately 18 months for a baby to walk using all his feedback 
sensors such as sight, hearing, feelings and finally pressure [Rabischong P., 1975]. 
In recent years there were many attempts to develop an exoskeleton for paraplegics with 
paralysis of lower extremities in order to give paraplegics at least a minimum ability to 
walk [Vukobratovich M., 1976; Grundman J. and Seireg A., 1976]. All efforts so far did 
not result in an efficient suitable device. The principal disadvantages of the developed 
devices were a low degree of anthropomorphism and a high technical complexity. 
An anthropomorphic active exoskeleton is usually defined as a portable mechanism 
whose configuration and degrees of mobility corresponds to those of patients body and 
which can be made to produce walking motions that closely resemble those of a healthy 
human being by means of a continuous execution of special control programs with the 
help of slave drives. 
I 
For many disabled people, particularly paraplegics, polio patients or those with 
deformities of the lower limbs with a loss of the gait function, some compensation is 
required, if the upper limbs are functional then for some patients crutches may help 
others are confined to a wheel chair. Therefore there is a tremendous need for a device 
which would counter the flaccidity of the muscles in paraplegics and assist in the 
propelling forward of the subject. The device also needs to counter the hip extensor 
weakness in paraplegics thus helping the subject to adopt the upright posture. 
Hip extensor weakness in myelomeningocele causes problems in ambulating thus 
creating difficult challenges for effective Orthotic design, hip extension by the gluteus 
maximus (muscles in the buttocks) is innervated by signals from the sacrum (bone 
between the two hips). Hip flexion is innervated by upper lumbar levels (upper part of 
body, on both sides of the spine between the floating ribs and hip bone) 
For many disabled people, particularly paraplegics, Polio victims and patients with 
myelomeningocele who have paralytic levels in the lumbar region (lower back) have 
paralysed hip extensor. This means that these patients may assume a posture of hip 
flexion while attempting to stand or walk figure (1). This depends on the level of 
paralysis in the lower back. One solution has been the addition of a reciprocating 
mechanism to the hip joints of a lightweight Orthosis that controls the hips knees, ankles 
and feet (KAFO). 
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Figure 1 Standing Postures with and without Orthosis for paraplegics 
The basic principle of these devices is that they provide a rigid support structure upon 
which the patient's weight may be borne during the stance phase of a gait cycle, therefore 
facilitating either functional ambulation or exercise. Hence these devices are prescribed 
so that the patient may be rehabilitated as far as possible, through the restoration of some 
degree of mobility to an otherwise wheelchair bound subject. 
The Amo! project [Rabischong P., 1975] considers the three problems faced by any 
person working on this complex problem. 
1. The concept of an Orthosis and its adaptation to the patient. 
2.. The problems of a portable energy source and the choice of actuators. 
3. The control problem. 
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The classical Orthotic approach relies on the application of an external skeleton 
supporting the impaired limb, such an arrangement involves force transfer over the man- 
machine interface as well as external control adapted to the patients need and body 
attitude. 
In the late 1960s, a number of reciprocating Orthoses were devised for children, quite 
independently of one another. David Scrutton of Guy's Hospital, London, designed a 
polyplanar hip hinged brace [Scrutton D., 1971] used for children with cerebral palsy and 
spinal bifida. To find out the outcome of this type of bracing [Stauffer E. S., 1972] 
followed up 100 adults and 91 children five years after discharge. On the basis of this 
group of patients it was concluded that functional ambulation was realistic only for 
children and adults who are not completely paralyzed. This effectively means that these 
systems are limited and only a few people will benefit from them. They also found that 
children generally tended to ambulate for longer periods than adults after being braced. 
However, of the children studied, those with complete lesions stopped walking when they 
reached adolescence. 
[Hoffer M. M, 1973] reported similar findings, namely that 56 children with 
myelomeningocele, non with thoracic lesions walked at all. 
[Guttman L., 1976] reported paraplegics with mid thoracic or lower lesions walking with 
non-weight-bearing callipers (using Duralumin for younger adults and children) and in 
some cases, with pelvic bands or leather corsets for additional support. 
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All these bracing programmes came up against a variety of problems and were eventually 
discontinued. These problems include the failure in designing appropriate control systems 
and lack of funding. 
Other ideas and developments followed some years later, for example the swivel walker 
[Stallard J. & Rose G. K., 1981]. The swivel walker is a standing frame, which will move 
forward when the patient leans his trunk from side to side. Progress is very slow and it 
only works on flat surfaces. It is mainly used by small children. The study of [Hyde S. A., 
1982] showed that, of 30 boys with Duchenne muscular dystrophy braced with a 
lightweight Orthosis (by John Florence), 24 managed to walk and delay deterioration of 
the muscles. 
Until recently, the only form of walking available to paraplegics was with swing through 
gait using a hip-knee-ankle-foot Orthosis. This brace effectively makes the patient into a 
rigid structure from the waist downwards and enables walking to be achieved using a pair 
of crutches. Both legs move forward while the body weight is taken through the crutches. 
The legs then take the weight while the crutches are moved forwards. The gait is ungainly 
and tiring, but nonetheless can be fast and effective. 
There have been a number of attempts over the years to permit the paralysed to walk 
using reciprocal gait. Prominent among recent work are two designs, which have 
emerged as practical systems. One is the reciprocating gait Orthosis or RGO developed 
by Roy Douglas and his colleagues [David A. Y., Roy D., & John M. R., 1984]. The 
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R. G. O itself is a development from earlier device such as the KAFO (Knee-Ankle-Foot- 
Orthosis) used to lock the knee and ankle joints within a rigid framework supporting the 
subject's stance. This device was initially tested at the Ontario Crippled Children's centre 
(1969) and later at the Louisiana State University [David A. Y., Roy D., & John M. R., 
1984]. The second device is the hip guidance Orthosis HGO also called the 'Para Walker' 
developed by Gordon Rose and his colleagues at the Orthotic research and Locomotion 
Assessment Unit (ORLAU) at Oswestry. England. [Rose G. K., 1981 & 1983]. 
For patients with a greater degree of weakness at the hips it was necessary to also 
incorporate an additional hip braced component as described by [Lehman IF, Redford 
J. B., 1986] in both the RGO and HGO. Both devices have enabled work to proceed with 
the restoration of the gait in those having complete flaccidity of the lower extremities, 
using the subject's own upper body musculature to provide the motive effort. 
Regular use of these devices proved to be a very fatiguing experience for the user. This is 
principally due to the transfer of the physical effort to the upper body and the efficiency 
with which this can be done. Various attempts have been made to apply an external 
power source under active control to an Orthosis. Much of this work can be put into two 
main categories, either that using Functional Electrical Stimulation (F. E. S) of the subjects 
own leg and lower trunk muscles, or that utilizing external actuators, 
Functional Electrical Stimulation F. E. S in conjunction with the mechanical Orthosis was 
jointly developed by Louisiana State University Medical center and Durr-Fillaver 
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Medical, Inc to overcome four problems encountered with the existing model 
[Solomonow M., 1989]. 
1. The high energy cost of locomotion 
2. The great arm strength required for patients to stand up from the seated position 
without assistance. 
3. Difficulty in remaining standing owing to failure of the knee latch to lock except in 
full extension. 
4. Problems in balancing when ambulating on an incline. 
FES can produce sequences of controlled muscle contractions leading to functional 
motions such as standing, ambulation, and hand actions. However FES rehabilitation 
technology is not effective in all cases of paralysis. In order to extend the scope of FES, 
methods combining FES and active exoskeletons, the so-called Hybrid-Assistive-Systems 
(HAS) have been proposed. Gait stability and posture control are maintained without 
machine assistance by involving the patient's upper extremities (bars, crutches, canes etc) 
[Handicapped, Robots For]. 
FES has a great advantage over exoskeletons in that it attempts to regenerate functional 
motions by evoking external biological reflex mechanisms and internal synergies over 
which voluntary control has been lost due to damages to the neural networks 
[Handicapped, Robots For]. The application of FES enables the patients to produce the 
motor function using their own energy muscles as actuators and their metabolic energy. 
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The idea that FES should be supported by externally controlled Orthosis in order to 
improve and extend the application field of FES was presented quite early. It took some 
time before hardware and software tools for HAS had been developed so that the clinical 
feasibility studies of this rehabilitation method could be started. However it must be kept 
in mind that FES by itself cannot restore in a satisfactory way functional motions in all 
instances of paralysis. With total lesion (total break of the spine, severing the neural 
cords) or denervated muscles, application of FES is not yet possible. Therefore in cases 
of severe lesions, HAS may be the only solution. 
The safe transition from various static postures as described by [Mulder A. J., 1992], have 
in the main considered FES as the principle motive power source. FES has one major 
advantage over the alternative method using motor driven actuators. The latter requires 
bulky power packs, which burdens the subject with both additional complexity and a 
greater physical load. However there are also penalties that may be associated with the 
use of FES. These include both problems concerning the degree of actual control 
available and the long term fatiguing of the subject's own muscles. 
Such limitations of the controllability of the FES led to the investigation of the externally 
powered and actuated Orthosis. The most notable amongst the earlier attempts was the 
AMOL project of [Rabischong P., 1975]. Developed in the mid 1970s and aimed at 
producing an active modular Orthosis having separate strap-on Orthotic and powered 
components. Since then work has progressed with certain features of the original work 
now being embodied within the EUREKA/CALIES project described by [Micallef J. P. & 
B 
Rabischong E., 1991]. However this application of a controlled electrically driven 
Orthosis is limited to the training in the clinic rather than truly free ambulation. In other 
words the use of these Orthoses would be limited for rehabilitation and training in 
hospitals or clinics. 
[Hill J. W., 1981] Stanford research institute, California considers using hydraulic power 
on the Amol project; he quotes several advantages in the use of hydraulic systems over 
actuators. Great torques are required at the joints when sitting down or standing up (about 
117.7 Nm), also available very light and small hydraulic actuators (1 kg in weight and 
25mm thickness). Hydraulic cylinders are smaller and less noisy than pneumatic 
cylinders. However there are disadvantages of hydraulic systems such as leaks, and even 
the power capability of the system may pose a danger to the patient. Powering up these 
mechanical systems produces new challenges for engineers, namely the issue of control. 
The control problem has been approached in two different ways. One is to consider the 
Orthosis as an independent autonomous machine, which solves the problems of stability 
and propulsion. The second assumes that stability is controlled by the patient. That is the 
patient must shill his body weight with his canes or walker to continue the walking 
process, In effect the patient becomes part of the control loop [Rabischong P., 1975]. 
Work reported in this field has been few and no clear evidence of working control 
systems has been presented. [Miyamoto H, 1985], [Rabischong P., 1975] and [Hill J. W., 
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1981 ] reported that working control systems had been developed, but no evidence of such 
systems were presented in their respective papers. 
The device that was selected for this project is based upon a conventional Reciprocating 
Gait Orthosis (R. G. O) [Edwards J. & Gray J. O, 1993], being subsequently modified as to 
incorporate one or two electrical drive units. Such aids have been developed to 
counteract flaccidity of the lower limbs of paraplegics. The lineage of this form of aid 
extends at least to the 1960s, with earlier designs in turn being the product of an 
evolution development originating from the earliest caliper designs [Grundman J., 1976, 
Guttmann L., 1976]. 
Such a device could be powered in many ways as various direct power schemes have 
been considered for use in the work of others. These include hydraulic power [Miyamoto 
H., Israel I., Mori S., Sono A. & Sakurai Y., 1985], direct electrical drives as discussed 
earlier and Hybrid schemes [Tomovic R. & Popovic D., 1990]. A decision was taken to 
adopt the directly electrically driven design as presented. The alternatives were rejected 
in favor of the current design in order not to compromise the improvements in mobility or 
the anticipated degree of control possible. However a combined FES and directly driven 
power schemes similar to that of [Tomovic R. & Popovic D., 1990] does have certain 
attractions, in that a given power output could be sustained for a greater period with more 
flexibility. This however would form the basis for future work to be addressed after the 
basic issues of control have been addressed within the current project. 
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Within the scope of this project as presented here the objectives are as follows: to extend 
the ambulatory capability beyond that provided by an unmodified RGO and to design a 
computer control systems to improve the performance of the RGO. 
It is worth stressing at this point that it is not our intention or aim to provide all the power 
required for human mobility, but rather to assist the efforts of the upper body musculature 
still being used to maintain balance and contribute some motive effort. Adopting this 
approach has enabled us to minimise the size and weight of the components in the 
external drive. However, even without any subject motive effort, the estimated 
performance derived from the 26.3Nm at the hip limit indicates that 70Kg subject having 
a lm leg and 0.75m stride can attain 22m per minute. This is about one third of the 
expected 75m per minute for an able-bodied subject [Downes C. G, Hill S. L. & Gray J. O, 
1994]. 
The main tools used were Matlab, programming in C. The techniques were solving 
polynomial equations for the pole placement equation and assessing the relative stability 
of the closed loop systems using frequency domain techniques based on the Nyquist and 
Bode plots 
The layout of this thesis is as follows: The first chapter is the introduction the second 
chapter is the background which gives the preliminaries on previous work done interms 
of different Orthotic devices, Energy requirement for these devices and the control 
systems considered for these devices by other researchers. Chapter 3 compares the 
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different types of Orthotic devices and the mechanical calculations for the powered 
Orthosis are presented. Chapter 4 shows the testing of the different components i. e. the 
motor torque-speed and current characteristics. Chapter 5 explains how the mathematical 
model for the RGO was derived using System Identification in Matlab. Chapter 6 gives 
detailed work of the design and background for Pole-Placement controller and chapter 7 
shows the results when implementing the pole placement controller. And finally the 
conclusions and future work are presented in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
Clinicians and engineers have been involved in the walking rehabilitation of paraplegics 
since the early 1960s. During the early period there was no attempt at developing a full 
Orthosis which would enable children and adults to ambulate. The early work 
concentrated on bracing joints particularly for children. The idea was to help stiffen up 
the limbs by mechanical means compensating for the paraplegics' own flaccid muscles. 
This would enable the patient to stand upright and then use his upper body's strength to 
propel himself forward. 
Work on full Orthosis and the idea of reciprocal walking for adults and children really 
began in the early 1970s. The concept was first introduced by Roy Douglas at the Ontario 
crippled center. At about the same time the North Western Orthotic unit in Salford which 
had an established Orthotic clinic specializing in the rehabilitation of paralyzed people 
was using the Salford University designed Swivel Walker [Henshaw IT & Griffiths J. C., 
1981]. 
The 1970s and 1980s saw rapid development of reciprocal gait Orthosis. However in the 
last decade there seems to be very little literature on this subject. This could be due to the 
lack of funding and the difficulty in producing a control system for these devices. All 
previous publications such as [Miyamoto H., 1983, Hill J. W., 1981, Rabischong P., Bel 
J. P., Hill J., 1975] talk about the high level control requirements, but non talk about the 
... 
ý 
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details of the control requirements such as bandwidth or noise rejection properties. A 
summary of the most successful Orthotic devices developed since 1970 is given in this 
chapter. 
2.1 Orthotic devices 
The Swivel Walker was one of the first devices available for paraplegics [Butler P. B et 
al., 1982]. Due to the widespread success of the swivel walker among children paralyzed 
below the waist as a result of spina bifida and various neuro-muscular diseases, over 
1000 swivel walkers were prescribed to children over a ten year period. All the children 
were five years and over. Most were taken from wheel chairs but some had tried 
unsuccessfully to use more conventional equipment first. The appliance is intended for 
use indoors but some patients do use it outdoors where a firm level surface is available. 
Measurement of distance travelled in thirteen children using a specially designed counter 
shows considerable variations, one child travelling as much as 1000m in one day (6 
hours). However adults paraplegics found this device difficult to use with the result that 
only 21 swivel walkers were prescribed to adults, and just 5 patients continued to use 
them in the long term [Henshaw J. T & Griffiths J. C., 1981]. 
Whilst swivel walkers enable walking early in life to be achieved their speed, surface 
limitations and their somewhat penguin-like pattern of locomotion made the development 
of Reciprocal Orthosis with better characteristics eminently desirable. The Hip Guidance 
Orthosis (HGO) was therefore produced. The Orthosis enables paraplegics to walk 
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reciprocally with crutches over a variety of surfaces and inclines. The principle of the hip 
guidance articulation used in the Para Walker has been extensively described by [Rose 
G. K., 1979,1980], [Butler P. B. et al., 1984], [Stallard J. et al, 1986]. It makes use of 
components of locomotion and components of gait [Rose G. K., 1986]. The HGO was 
also supposed to improve or reduce the energy requirement needed for walking. The Para 
Walker (name given to the Hip Guidance Orthosis) has been in use since the early 80's. 
A survey [Summers B. N. et al, 1986] showed that 85% of the patients were still regularly 
using their Para Walker at follow-up on average 20 months from the date of supply of 
their Orthosis. 
Further developments from the swivel walker and the H. G. O brought about the 
Reciprocating Gait Orthosis (R. G. O) by [David A. Y. & Roy D., 1984]. The Louisiana 
State University Reciprocating Gait Orthosis is a prime example of the R. G. O. The L. S. U 
R. G. O comprises molded polypropylene Ankle-Foot Orthosis with carbon fibre inserts 
for added strength and stability. The side straight is made of titanium and aluminum 
alloys. On each side, the hip joints lock in the upright position and unlock by means of 
small button, enabling the patient to sit or bend forward. Two bowden cables are 
connected to the hip joints. The cables assist in the reciprocating gait. The L. S. U Orthosis 
is designed to support the patient in the upright position and assist the walking action 
purely by mechanical principles which are actuated by the patients upper body and arms. 
[Beckmann J., 1984]. 
IS 
The British Government's Department of Health and Social Security commissioned a 
trial at the Nuffield Orthopedic Centre, Oxford, running from September 1986 to April 
1988. The trial was a crossover study in which 22 patients were grouped into pairs, 
matched as closely as possible. Each patient first underwent four weeks of exercise, 
followed by fitting, at least one week of training in the first brace and then four months of 
wearing it at home. The pattern was then repeated for the other brace. At the end of the 
second four months wearing period, the patient chose whichever brace he preferred. One 
member of each pair used the H. G. O first, followed by the R. G. O, and the other member 
was given the R. G. O first, followed by the H. G. O. The fact that a trial was needed at all 
suggests that neither brace is clearly much better than the other. The aim of the trial was 
not to find a "winner" but rather to give guidance to fitters as to which patients are likely 
to be unsuitable for either brace, which can be expected to do best in one and which in 
the other [Michael W. W., 1988]. 
Long term compliance with the reciprocating gait Orthosis (RGO) has been found to be 
poor [Sykes et al., 1995]. One contributory factor for this may be the energy requirements 
associated with its use. It has been suggested that reducing the energy cost of walking 
will allow the patient to use the device "over longer distances and periods of time, and 
thereby incorporate it in his daily living" [Hirokawa et at., 1990]. To achieve this the 
mechanical Orthosis has been combined with electrical stimulation of the thigh muscles 
to produce a "hybrid" system [Solomonow et at, 1989]. Stimulation is used to assist the 
propulsion of the patient. This system has been reported to improve ambulatory 
efficiency [Hirokawa et at., 1990], [Petrofsky and Smith, 19991], [Phillips and 
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Hendershot, 1991], [Isakov et a!, 1992]. However the evaluation of the RGO has been 
carried out largely in the laboratory environment. 
The R. G. O was taken further by different researchers, the issue of comfort and adding 
external power to the R. G. O was addressed by [Miyamoto H., 1983, Hill J. W., 1981, 
Rabischong P., Bel J. P, Hill J., 1975]. 
The AMOL project discusses the issues of comfort of the Orthosis and applying external 
power. The device consists of a set of soft but firm clothing segments. One fitting around 
the hips and the other fitting around the thighs and lower legs. The segments are 
fabricated from cloth and pressurized pneumatic tubes to stiffen the structure. The built in 
tubes provide firm contact with the patient and support for a metal skeleton of pins 
pinched between the inflated tubes. 
A prototype of a powered Orthosis for paralyzed lower limbs was designed by 
[Miyamoto H., 1983]. The powered Orthosis consists of the exoskeletal frame, four 
electrohydraulic servo actuators, sensory system, and a microprocessor with specially 
designed hardware. The electrohydraulic linear servo actuators were supplied with oil 
pressure of 686.7 N/cm2 by a power unit. Hip and knee joints were motorized by these 
actuators while ankle joints had no driven torque. The servo amplifiers and servo valves 
were installed in a wagon separate from the exoskeltal frame. The powered Orthosis was 
controlled via a prescribed reference gait pattern that was originally taken from a normal 
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subject's walk. The method was effective for a stationary level walk [Miyamoto H., 
19831. 
A similar prototype Orthosis but with two fixation mechanisms for ankle joints added 
was later developed by [Miyamoto H., 1985]. Again the gait patterns were based on a 
normal subject. Various sensors were included such as potentiometers, foot switch 
sensors and posture sensors. The weight of the Orthosis was 19.5 Kg compared to 15Kg 
in the 1983 experience [Miyamoto H., 1983]. 
[Hill J. W, 1981] considers some of the problems encountered using hydraulic actuators. 
He considers the conventional approach and a new approach. The conventional approach 
has constant speed motor drives, a pump with pressure regulator. The maximum 
necessary pressure and maximum necessary flow must be continuously available at the 
output of the pump. The power derived with that system is worked out by multiplying the 
maximum torque with the max speed. In his case 120 Nm x 2.2 rad/s = 264 watts 
The second system uses an accumulator to store the hydraulic energy for peak demand 
time. The pump generates only the mean flow required not the peak flow. Therefore the 
maximum power is again the maximum torque multiplied by the mean speed. 
Considering the same case as above yields 120 Nm x 0.45 rad/s = 54 watts. Now 
considering that the mean power actually required to drive the hip is approximately 8 
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watts [Vukobratovic M. et al, 19731. It can be seen how wasteful these two approaches 
are. This is important when the battery drain is considered [Hill J. W., 1981]. 
Adding external power to the mechanical Orthosis helps in reducing the energy 
expenditure by the patient. This is an essential requirement for the Orthosis to be 
successful or to be used in long distance walking. 
2.2 Energy Expenditure 
A disadvantage of unpowered Orthotic devices is the high-energy requirement from the 
user. Reduction of the energy cost of paraplegic walking is therefore an important goal. 
Estimating the energy expenditure of ambulation is essential for assessing the gait 
efficiency and the differences in orthotic systems in the spinal cord injured individual. 
Previous studies have demonstrated that the energy expenditure of walking with knee 
ankle-foot Orthoses (KAFO) is above normal after a spinal cord injury [Huang et al., 
1979; Chantraine et al., 1984; Miller et at., 1984; Waters et al., (1985,1989), Cerney et 
at, 1980, Merkel et al., 1984,1985) and R. G. O. [Hirokawa et at., 1990]. 
In order to evaluate what would be regarded as needing high-energy consumption the 
normal energy consumption of normal walking has to be evaluated. [Blessey R, 1978] 
studied energy requirement of normal walking and found energy consumption to be 
4.355 JKg-'s"' energy cost 3.25 JKg`'m-'and speed 1.37m/s 
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[Nene AN, Patrick J. H, 1989] studied the energy cost of paraplegics locomotion with 
the ORLAU Para Walker (H. G. O). Ten subjects with neurological lesion levels were 
evaluated in the laboratory at ORLAU using their Orthosis in the mechanical form only. 
The results were that Para Walker subjects consumed 3.1JKg"'s'', at a speed of 
0.213 m1s at the cost of 16.0 JKg''m''. The energy cost was 4.9 times the normal cost at 
only 15.5% of normal speed. The method used was to measure the amount of Oxygen 
intake at rest and the same again after the walk. The oxygen consumption per minute was 
used to calculate energy consumption. 
The assessment of functional performance by measuring oxygen uptake and other 
physical parameters to produce energy cost index, was found by experience not to be 
suitable for young children or severely handicapped patients [Nakagiri K. I, 1976, Dounis 
E. et a], 1980]. Face masks and cumbersome equipment either completely prevent such 
patients walking, or distort performance so much that assessment of function is 
impractical. Physiologists have shown that oxygen uptake and heart rate are linearly 
related and dependent on speed [Astrand P. O. and Rodhal K., 1970]. The use of small 
radio transmitters makes it possible to monitor ambulatory heart rate in addition to speed 
without causing undue stress to handicapped patients [Davies J. B, 1977], [Stallard J. et al, 
1978]. 
While it bad been shown that it is possible to measure walking performance of patients 
by monitoring speed and heart rate [Stallard J. and Rose G. K., 1980], the two parameters 
had not been combined by ORLAU to produce a single physical cost index. The problem 
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of comparison was further exacerbated because there were no standards by which to 
judge individual performances through various age groups. In addition it was often 
difficult to know whether to ascribe improvement in performance to increase in age or the 
effect of treatment. 
[MacGregor, 1981 ] introduced the physiological cost index (PCI) which is the ratio of the 
heart rate increase above resting heart rate to the velocity of ambulation. He found that 
for normal subjects the PCI range was from 0.51-0.11 beats/meter. The minimum values 
found were associated with those walking speeds selected by the patients as being 
"Preferred". He also uses PCI as an indicator of the level of handicap. 
PCI is not the only indicator of the level of handicap. In attempting to define the severity 
of physical impairment in a patient with a fault in the locomotor system, it was found 
from extensive experience with amputees [Dyson, 19771 and a wide variety of youngsters 
with conditions such as Polio, Spina bifida and Spasticity [Levy, 1980] that perhaps the 
simplest and yet one of the most repeatable and reliable indices available is a simple 
determination of the preferred speed of walking. Not only do attempts to vary walking 
speed by instruction or inducement produce additional information regarding the physical 
biomechanics of their locomotor system, but the preferred gait is a concept readily 
demonstrated by the patient and yields very reproducible performance from day-to-day 
[MacGregor, 1979a]. 
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PCI has been used to demonstrate the difference in energy costs between normal and 
disabled children by [Butler P., Engelbrecht M. 19841 who took on the task of using the 
heart rate and speed to find a physical cost index (PCI) for normal children. Their method 
shows that the mean PCI while wearing shoes is 0.4 and while barefoot to be 0.38. The 
PCI for children with pathological gait is appreciatively greater than that of normal 
children. The PCI is an important quantitative indicator because it enables fitters to test 
different Orthoses and the patient's energy consumption and also it can be used as an 
indicator of the level of physical handicap. 
A Comparison of energy costs of spastic diplegic children with and without ankle-foot 
Orthoses Was done by [Mossberg et al., 19901. PCI was also used to assess the gait 
efficiency of a single spinal cord injured subject ambulating with the R. G. O and F. E. S 
[Isakov et al., 1992]. The mean PCI found with this study was 2.55 beats/metre. 
In order to improve the energy cost of ambulation, a modification of the original R. G. O 
has become available [Motloch, 1992]. In this system (Known as the Isocentric R. G. O). 
the Bowden cables used to couple hip extension to contralateral hip flexion are replaced 
by a centrally pivoting bar and tie rod arrangement. It is claimed that this system is more 
efficient. To see if this claim is justified a study which examined the energy cost of 
ambulation using the reciprocating gait Orthosis and the modified Isocentric R. G. O. in 
paraplegic spinal cord injured subjects was carried out by [Winchester P. K. et at., 1993]. 
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The mean PCI for ambulation with the RGO was 3.61 ± 0.66 beats/metre compared to 
2.56± 0.47 beats/metre with the Isocentric R. G. O. 
Comparing the studies of [Isakov et al., 1992] and [Winchester P. K., 993] clearly shows 
that the mean PCI for the first was much better than that of the second. This improvement 
could be due to the length of training. While Isakov's subjects had been ambulating with 
the R. G. O for two years, Winchester reported an average training time of approximately 
35 ± 7.5 hours. 
Another approach to the energy expenditure problem was the use of what is known as 
Functional Electrical Stimulation (F. E. S). That is electrically stimulating the patients own 
muscles to carry some of the burden carried by the Orthosis or in some cases to 
completely do all the work while the Orthosis is a secondary safety system to be used if 
necessary. 
If all the muscles in the legs of a paraplegic were to be of normal strength they would be 
able to walk. This is the basis for functional electrical stimulation (F. E. S). The main 
physiological problems are muscle atrophy and muscle fatigue. The main technical 
problems are providing adequate electrical stimulation, developing sensitive control 
systems and protecting the patient in the event of system or power failure [Michael W. 
W., 1988]. 
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The combination of F. E. S and the Orthosis is known as a Hybrid system. The RG. O 
generation II system [Solomon M. et al, 1989] considers the advantages of such systems. 
It is claimed that the R. G. O generation II came about to overcome four main problems 
encountered with the existing model as discussed in the introduction. Testing on six 
Patients demonstrated an average of 30% reduction in energy expenditure at a walking 
speed of 0.05 m/s and a 15% reduction at 0.37 m/s. Improved mobility and better balance 
on inclines and unassisted rising in all patients. Walking range was increased from an 
average of 100m to an average of 800m [Solomonow M. et al, 1989]. 
Unfortunately, the higher the speed the less is the benefit gained from using F. E. S. 
[Hirokawa et al, 1990] showed that at speeds over 0.37 m/s walking with the R. G. O. on 
its own consumes less energy than when F. E. S is used with R. G. O. 
[Sykes et al., 1996] carried out an evaluation of the RGO and hybrid system while being 
used in the home environment. Five adult subjects participated in the study. Three 
methods were tried for the measurement of steps taken in the RGO and hybrid system. 
Firstly a commercial digital Pedometer was used. This Pedometer records the 
acceleration and deceleration movements in one direction. This approach was first 
adopted by [Bessey et al, 1988] who successfully used a Pedometer to measure the step 
score of elderly Patients over the course of a week thus measuring their level of walking 
activity. However this approach was rejected by this study because it required operation 
by the patient. 
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The second method was to use a magnetic switch counter. The main problem with this 
method was the bulk required at the hip joint in order to get a sufficient lever arm and 
range of movement. The device tended to catch clothes and was frequently pulled off. It 
also obstructed the hip joint release mechanism on the RGO and was abandoned. 
Finally, a contact switch was used which was combined with an electronic counter. This 
was the most reliable system. The results were not encouraging. This was because of the 
problems encountered. Firstly it proved difficult to find a reliable measurement tool. 
Compliance with the RGO and hybrid system was poor and there was no apparent 
increase in RGO use following the supply of electrical stimulation. No improvement in 
efficiency of ambulation was found when subjects used the hybrid system [Sykes et al., 
1996]. 
Other published reports on the use of RGO have relied on subjective information recalled 
by the patient. [Guidars et al, 1993] assessed RGO use in children with myelodysplasia 
by interviewing the patient and family. Mean daily usage of the RGO was 6.9 hours. 
Adult patients were not included in the study. [Sykes et al, 1995] used a questionnaire 
format. Median RGO use by patients aged under eighteen was 3 hours/day compared 
with 2 hours/day by adult patients. Median weekly usage was 5 days by patients aged 
under 18 and 3.5 days by adult patient. Self-reporting behaviour has been used 
successfully in other studies [Stephens et al. 1983]. 
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In 1984 at Wright State University, Dayton Ohio, U. S. A, Roy Douglas and Jerrold 
Petrofsky combined the L. S. U Reciprocating Gait Orthosis with functional electrical 
stimulation in a hybrid system [Petrofsky J. S., 1985]. The R. G. O provides the patient 
with support should the F. E. S system fail. With F. E. S many paralyzed muscles had to be 
stimulated and, as [Patrick J. H., 1986] points out, the fatigue caused by continuous 
stimulation to keep the patient upright and the possibility of this causing damage as well 
were also limiting factors to walking with F. E. S only. In Oswestry, [Watkin E. M. et al, 
1987] reported on four adults using the Para Walker combined with F. E. S. At the Walk 
Fund Spinal Unit, as part of a research project, four paraplegics were fitted with the 
L. S. U Reciprocating Gait Orthosis and F. E. S walking. Testing of patients using a hybrid 
system showed a considerably lower use of oxygen and energy for walking. This has 
been proved by testing the speeds and heart rates of children using their Para Walker 
combined with F. E. S. and comparing it with the speeds and heart rates of the same 
children using their previous Orthoses. For the patients tested there was a mean increase 
in speed of 87.3% and a mean decrease in heart of 10 beats per minute. 
The energy consumption is also effected by the status of the knee. The effect of bending 
or not bending the knee while walking is very significant. Biomechanical studies have 
shown that having to walk with fixed extended knees is a major consumer of energy in 
R. G. O. walking. [Ralston H. J., 1965] investigated the effect of restricting knee movement 
in normal subjects during walking. He observed an increase of 18% in energy 
consumption when they walked with one knee held straight. When both knees were fixed, 
he found that the energy consumption of walking was increased by an average of 45%. 
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2.3 Orthotic Control Systems 
Power assisted walking can reduce the patient's energy expenditure however this 
introduces the problem of control. 
The rules in applying a control system to what is called a Hybrid Assistive Systems 
(HAS) are discussed by [Tomovic It, Popovic D., 1990]. The term HAS relates to 
numerous different combination of bracing techniques. Common to all HAS designs is 
the man machine interaction in order to improve the gait performance. Three rules were 
discussed. Rule 1, the pressure difference between the two feet must change the sign 
within walking cycle, Rule 2, the prospective leg in the "swing" phase must not be 
completely off the ground. It can be dragged maintaining the contact to the ground, or 
touch the ground intermittently. Rule 3 states that the hip flexion terminal angle must 
cross the vertical line (through the hip joint) if the forward body displacement has to take 
place [Tomovic R., Popovic D., 1990]. Rule 2 seems to contradict itself. Not lifting the 
leg off the ground introduces great difficulty in walking special over a carpet or on an 
incline. Also the energy required to drag the leg will be much more than that required to 
lift the leg. However rule 2 gives the patient more confidence in walking if his legs does 
not clear the ground. This is because the patient would feel he is less likely to fall if the 
swing leg is dragged rather than lifted. Further training could eliminate this problem. 
The AMOL project describes the use of 60W DC motors for external power. It has four 
actuators, two at the hips and two at the knees with one degree of freedom. It also 
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considers two ways of controlling the powered Orthosis. The first is entirely automatic 
and includes propulsion and stabilization. In this case the patient may feel foreign to the 
device and ill at ease with it. The second case is for the patient to take care of the stability 
factor by himself while propulsion and regulation of gait are provided by the artificial 
system. The control system used has automatic feedback to limit the torque. It also allows 
the patient to intervene in the control program using simple switches. The patient can 
control, Start, Standing up, Sitting down, Speed, Stop both normal and emergency. 
However the paper does not give any details of the type of controller used or show any 
results of the control system performance. [Rabischong P., Bel J. P., Hill J., 1975]. 
A method for improving the response of the powered Orthosis during a stationary level 
walk was described by H. Miyamoto. A corresponding signal based on the error of the 
output from the reference gait pattern was calculated, The input signal was adjusted to 
reduce the error. It has been verified that this method is effective for a stationary level 
walk [Miyamoto H., 1983]. 
All the movements of the Orthosis are controlled by microcomputers. Again two control 
systems are considered. Autonomous control uses the measurement system of the centre 
of gravity displacement where the gait is entirely controlled by the microcomputer. The 
second method is an interactive control using the crutch floor contact plate. With the 
latter method the patient can transmit some commands to the powered Orthosis and it is 
not put entirely under the control of the computer. The controller used was described only 
as a following controller but no further details were given. However typical controllers 
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that can be used as following controllers are PID and Pole Placement controllers. 
[Miyamoto H., 1985]. 
[Hill J. W., 1981] considers a prototype control system which has appropriate sensors for 
measuring the electrical power input, the intermediate hydraulic power, and the power 
supplied to each of the four leg joints. An efficient solution to the hydraulic power source 
can be obtained by letting the pressure at the output of the pump fluctuate according to 
the demand, Thus, if the pump is driven at a constant speed corresponding to the joint 
velocity we desire at a particular instant, only the pressure required to move the joint will 
be seen at the pump. 
It is important to highlight that there was no detailed information for the low level 
controllers used in previous Orthotic devices. Furthermore control system specifications 
and evaluations are also very poor. This has also been the motivation for this dissertation. 
In addition, non-of the papers reviewed, which consider the control problem, discuss the 
issue of Modelling. There are no details on how they derived the model for the control 
systems. In this thesis the Modelling of an RGO is considered and the use of least squares 
identification method is investigated. 
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2.4 Pole Placement Controller Background 
Introducing the concept of power walking introduces the concept of control. Many 
control systems are based on deriving models for the system to be controlled. A basic 
issue in the control of linear time-invariant systems is the investigation of the effect of 
modelling errors on the performance of the control system. Typical modelling errors 
resulting from neglecting fast parasitic modes are considered by [Hassan K. K., 1981]. A 
suitable approach suggested by the author is to employ singular perturbation analysis. 
Fast parastic modes arise from small inductance, capacitance and inertia etc. In practice 
the parastic elements may be neglected. This is equivalent to having a reduced order 
model. If the neglected components are sufficiently small then the actual performance is 
arbitrarily close to the one predicted by the design model. Then it is reasonable to say that 
the control strategy is robust with respect to these kinds of modelling errors. [Hassan 
K. K., 1981]. 
A high order model will give a high order regulator. To obtain a simple regulator it is 
therefore important to base the design on a simplified model. It is then of interest to 
investigate the sensitivity of the closed loop system to variations in the model used for 
the design. Astrom considers a linear time invariant single output and gives inequality for 
condition of stability. [Astrom K. J., 1980]. 
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Nowadays due to the availability of powerful and cheap computers, virtually any 
conceivable control algorithm can be implemented. In theory we could sprinkle poles and 
zeros like salt and pepper over the complex plane if this should turn out to be desirable 
[Garcia C. E., 1982]. The difficulty in tuning these more complex controllers does not 
present any practical difficulties because of the widespread availability of powerful CAD 
packages and commercial tuning aids which can perform the tuning in a semi-automatic 
or fully automatic mode. 
In many control applications, it is not unusual that several specifications such as stability 
margins, servo response, noise rejection are needed. These are not fully compatible with 
each other. When such situations occur the designer has to perform the delicate task of 
balancing depending on what is considered to be a priority. Because there is no general 
relationship between these specifications, there is no easy way of designing the 
controller, which can give some kind of trade-off between these contradicting 
requirements. The usual approach is to resort to `trial and error' methods. 
The pole assignment controller has a strong appeal to control practitioners because of its 
close relationship to the classical design approach [Mustafa M. M., 1989]. Another 
advantage with pole assignment controllers is that they can easily cope with unknown or 
variable time delay and non-minimum phase systems, which occur quite commonly in 
sampled data systems. They also have the advantage that for any given set of closed loop 
poles the computation is a straightforward task of solving a set of linear equations. The 
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stability margin is also dependent on the chosen closed loop poles location. It is not true 
to think that locating the poles at the origin will always result in the greatest stability 
margin. For an open loop stable system, infinite stability margin is obtained when the 
closed loop poles are at the open loop location, which effectively causes the loop to be 
opened. [Mustafa M. M., 1989]. 
The difficulty in choosing suitable closed loop poles location is a trade-off between 
stability robustness and input output behaviour and can be overcome using the fact that 
two different ways of implementing the same closed loop system can have different 
Nyquist curves (i. e. different robustness properties). Therefore this problem can be partly 
solved by obtaining a parameterization of the class of all controllers which can give the 
same closed loop input and output behaviour. In normal practice the controller with 
minimal order is chosen. In this thesis it is shown in theory and practice that the freedom 
available in using high order pole assignment controllers allows the designer to meet the 
specified closed loop behaviour such as tracking and noise rejection. 
The use of high order controllers to improve the robustness and performance of digital 
pole-assignment controllers for a single input and single output systems is explored as the 
control system to be used in controlling the powered Orthosis. This approach enjoys a 
fundamental feature, which is the simplicity of the algorithm. Simplicity means the 
design can be carried out using basic numerical routines such as matrix inversion with a 
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priori known computational time, and the whole design can be fully automated, thus 
avoiding out any procedure involving man-machine iterative solutions. 
The pole assignment method can be summarized as follows. First design a minimal order 
controller to assign the closed loop poles at certain location depending on the desired 
transient response. The order of the controller is then increased and the extra freedom 
available is used to obtain a more robust controller i. e. one that preserves closed loop 
stability for larger modelling errors. Furthermore the sensitivity of the closed loop system 
to model mismatch is also reduced. 
There are two design methods or philosophies for adaptive pole placement controller or 
any control design. The explicit pole assignment self-tuner and the implicit one. For the 
implicit algorithm, the controller parameters are estimated directly with the help of the 
input output data of the system. [Bayoumi M. M., 1989]. The explicit scheme has been 
extensively studied and fruitful results are available. In the explicit scheme the actual 
system parameters or a related set of parameters are estimated. These estimates are 
passed on to a controller design phase where a set of linear simultaneous algebraic 
equation is solved to obtain the controller parameters [Allidin A. Y., 1985]. Although in 
this dissertation the off-line approach is used but it may useful to highlight the online 
methods (implicit and explicit) because it may be of some use in future work. 
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In any control system usually more than one requirement is needed whether it is 
reduction in output variance or reduction in noise. The relative merits and disadvantages 
of pole assignment strategy are important. The standard pole assignment strategy may 
give rise to an output variance that is considerably greater than the minimum achievable. 
The solution of increasing the order of the controller gives extra degrees of freedom that 
can be used for optimization purposes. [Zarrop M. B. Fischer M., 1985]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Reciprocal walking Devices and 
Mechanical calculation of powered Orthosis 
Definition: DHSS definition 
An Orthosis is a device applied direct and externally to the patient's body with the object 
of supporting, correcting or compensating for an anatomical deformity or weakness, 
however caused. It may be applied with the additional object of assisting, allowing or 
restricting movement of the body. 
(Orthotics principles G. K Rose 1986) 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the ideal characteristics of a powered Orthosis and compares 
different Orthotic designs for reciprocal walking. As well as carrying out the task it was 
designed for, it is imperative that the device is acceptable to potential users. Acceptability 
is a wide concept, which depends on many factors, these include cosmetics and cost. The 
powered Reciprocating Gait Orthosis is a development from the conventional R. G. O. 
The powered Orthosis as shown in figure (3.1) is the principal subject of this project. 
Within the scope of this project the objectives are as follows: to extend the ambulatory 
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capability beyond that provided by an unmodified RGO, implement a natural gait cycle 
and improve upon the dynamical control as found with other powered approaches. To this 
end the powered Orthosis has been constructed from the joint experience of the 
Orthopaedic Mechanics Research Institute (based in the school of prosthetics & Orthotics 
at Salford) and the Department of Electronic & Electrical Engineering. In this chapter the 
mechanical assembly and calculations are also discussed. The calculations indicate that 
the mechanical assembly with the selected motors and gears can supply the required 
torques. 
Figure 3.1 Digitally captured motion analysis of the Powered Orthosis 
IDownes C. G, Hill S. L., 19941 
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3.1 Ideal Characteristics of an Orthosis 
Although walking is the prime function required there are factors involved which will 
effect the suitability of the solution for any particular patient, by considering these 
parameters, clinicians will better be able to select a device to match patient needs. 
The way the device looks when mounted on the patient is very important for patient 
acceptability. Ultimately the decision whether the Orthosis is to be used or not is with the 
patient. If the patient rejects the device because of the way it makes him/her look then the 
device no matter how efficient it may be will be a non starter. Secondly it is important for 
the device to be socially acceptable, that is not too bulky so as to get in the way of others 
and more importantly not so big so it does not get through doors, lifts etc. There are 
additional factors these include: 
3.1.1 Independence 
To be of real value, walking for a paraplegic patient should be achieved completely 
independently. This means the patient must be able to put on and take off the complete 
system, transfer from sitting to standing and vice-versa, without any assistance from a 
helper. Other aspects of independence include problems of toiletting. 
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3.1.2 Energy cost 
One of the main benefits expected of a reciprocal walking system is a reduction in patient 
energy expenditure. The degree to which this energy saving occurs will depend on the 
effectiveness of the system used in permitting the swing leg to be cleared from the 
ground. 
3.1.2 Cosmesis- 
Because Cosmesis is such an emotive subject it is often not considered in a suitably 
objective manner. It will be a compromise of a number of different factors, all of which 
are important. Those, which are most important, will depend on the individual patient's 
own attitudes. The main factors concerned in Cosmesis are: 
a) The style of walking, the aim being that it should resemble normal walking as closely 
as possible. 
b) The ability to disguise the wearing of the Orthosis, the ease with which clothes can 
cover the device being the important factor. 
c) The clumsiness of the walking aid used in conjunction with the Orthosis. 
Cosmesis must be both static and dynamic, including the elimination of noise on 
usage. The creaking of a long leg brace or the puff of a pneumatic valve can be 
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equally disturbing. At the same time it is essential to realise that desirable as 
Cosmesis may be it is not this that determines the acceptability of an Orthosis. 
3.1.4 System Reliability 
For a system to be truly practical it must have a high level of reliability so that the user is 
not frequently deprived of the walking function. It should also be designed so that any 
failure, which may occur, does not put the patient at risk of physical injury. 
3.1.5 System Cost 
There are no cheap options for systems, which enable the paraplegic to walk. However it 
is important to keep the cost as low as possible. 
3.1.6 Patients acceptability 
Patient acceptability includes a wide variety of factors: - 
a) Comfort on sitting as well as walking. 
b) Ease of toilet function. 
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c) Reasonable wear on clothes. Touch and close fastening. 
d) Low energy usage. 
e) Cosmesis. 
3.2 Currently available systems 
There are four fundamental approaches to the provision of reciprocal walking for high 
level paraplegic patients. 
1) Purely Mechanical System (Unpowered Orthosis). 
2) Hybrid devices comprising mechanical Orthosis with supplementary FES. 
3) Purely FES system with no mechanical system. 
4) Powered Orthosis. 
At the present time the most widely available and the most widely used is the first 
system. However this system suffers from a major draw back, that is the patient's high- 
energy expenditure when using these devices. These devices are discussed further along 
in this chapter. 
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The hybrid system and pure FES approaches to paraplegic walking are being extensively 
researched. It has already been established that the hybrid approach can further improve 
the efficiency of walking [Watkins E. M. et al, 1987]. 
The fourth and final system is the same as the first system with the addition of external 
power. This is the subject of this thesis. 
3.3 Reciprocal Walking 
Because of the high-energy cost of swing through gait and the restrictions inherent in 
swivel walking, devices have been developed which permit patients with no control of 
the lower limbs to ambulate reciprocally. This is a form of walking in which one leg is 
placed sequentially in front of the other (i. e. normal walking). Such a method enables 
patients to take body weight through the stance leg, therefore providing a potential for 
reducing energy cost. Swing through gait effectively means that both legs are propelled 
forward at the same time. The hands take all the body weight. Downward force is applied 
to both the crutches enabling the body to be lifted. This effectively means that every step 
forward is similar to doing a sit up. This is a very high-energy cost and tiring process. 
It is inevitable that such a system would need additional aids e. g. (crutches or walking 
frames) for stability and to input propulsion forces. However when mastered, the design 
should enable the patient to walk over a variety of surfaces including slopes and may 
eventually lead to the use of steps. 
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3.4 Clinical Considerations 
Reciprocal walking systems demand the input of quite large forces from the upper limbs, 
which must be carefully controlled in both direction and relative timing. Therefore good 
upper bodies strength and co-ordination is essential. Also a reasonable degree of 
cardiovascular fitness and a level of intelligence which allows them to understand 
detailed physiotherapy instructions is needed. A good range of hip movement on both 
sides is an essential requirement. 
3.5 Mechanics of Reciprocal Walking 
Reciprocal walking includes three essential features: - 
1) The `swing leg' must be cleared from the ground. 
Clearing the swing leg is achieved by tilting the body sideways or lifting on the relevant 
side or a combination of both of these. Downward and lateral forces are applied to one or 
both crutches (or other walking aid) for this purpose. 
2) The `swing leg' must pivot forwards from relative hip extension to hip flexion. 
Pivoting the swing leg from relative extension to flexion. This requires a forward turning 
moment to be generated about the swing leg hip. This can be achieved as a result of 
gravitational, inertial or orthotically generated mechanism forces or a combination of 
these. 
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3) The trunk must be progressed forwards over the stance leg from hip flexion to 
extension. 
Trunk translation (hip flexion to extension) over the stance leg occurs as a reaction to 
rearward forces generated in the crutches or walking aid. These may he applied 
unilaterally or bilaterally and require that the arm he drawn to the tnmk. Usually through 
the action of latissimus dorsi [Rose G. K., 1986]. 
3.6 Existing Designs of Reciprocating Orthosis 
There are two systems, which are widely used for the provisions of reciprocal walking for 
paraplegics, the Orlau Para Walker (H. G. O) and the Reciprocating gait Orthosis (R. G. O). 
Both recognise that there are a number of factors, which must be considered, and that the 
final design requires a compromise of these [Stallard J. et al., 19791. 
i 
POOOF 
Figure 3.2 the Orlau Para walker 
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The (H. G. O) aims for maximum efficiency of ambulating with crutches, ease of doffing 
and donning and transferring, and a free flowing gait style [Rose G. K., 1979, Butler and 
Major, 1987]. 
In order to achieve this the (H. G. O) consists of the following: - 
1) A structure, which rigidly resists adduction abduction but which conforms for 
cosmetic, reasons as closely as possible to the patient. 
2) Limited range of low friction flexion-extension at the hips, which can be overridden 
by an easily operated lock to permit a full range of flexion for sitting. 
3) Easily operated fastening mechanisms for the support points, which provide limb 
stabilisation for the patient. 
4) A high degree of mechanical safety and reliability to minimize the danger of patient 
injury and reduce the cost of maintenance. 
5) An initial cost, which does not exceed that of conventional devices, supplied to 
patients for standing and limited mobility. 
A particular advantage of the Para Walker is the ease with which crutches may be used- 
elbow crutches being the most popular and efficient. The structural basis of the design 
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ensures easy modification for growth or anatomical changes in the patient, a high degree 
of reliability, and a capacity for accommodating very large patients. 
The R. G. O (Reciprocating Gait Orthosis) is a bracing system, which can give paraplegics 
a limited ability to walk independently. The original design in the early seventies was to 
help children with spina bifida and other forms of muscular dystrophy walk. The system 
has since been developed to also help adults with lower back spinal injuries. 
The system consists of two-moulded plastic knee-ankle-foot Orthosis attached to a metal 
pelvic control band and upright thoracic supports, while two cables connect the 
reciprocating hip joints. These cables prevent both hips from flexing simultaneously, and 
thus support the upper body. The R. G. O consists of the following. 
1) A closely conforming polypropylene Orthotic patient support structure. 
2) Freely hinged metal hip joints attached to the polypropylene body brace and lower 
limb segments of the Orthosis. 
3) Twin cables linking the two hip joints to enforce relative reciprocal flexion and 
extension for reciprocation during walking whilst providing stable support with the 
hips fully extended and both feet grounded. 
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4) Releasable fastenings on knee joints and the interlinking cable mechanisms at the hip 
to permit sitting. 
LSU RcciprII; ning G, ul ()nh i% 
Figure 3.3 LSU RG. O and Hip Joint Mechanism 
3.7 Advantages [Rose G. K, 19861. 
1) Low energy requirements. 
2) Speed over 50% normal rate of walking. 
3) Can surmount a single step of 15cm. 
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4) Can be used on all surfaces, for example roads and fields. 
5) Very acceptable dynamic cosmetic walking pattern. 
6) Independent doffs and don and transfer from sitting to walking. 
7) Available for children from 4 years onwards and adults. 
3.8 Disadvantages [Rose G. K., 19861. 
1) Crutches or some other form of walking aid are needed. 
2) Requires a fair amount of upper body strength. 
3) Requires good co-ordination from the patients. 
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3.9 Powered Orthosis 
So far two designs have been discussed which are capable of producing reciprocal 
walking. However a more advanced design is now being developed at the University of 
Salford. 
Left Hip Master Right Hip 
motor motor 
Controller Controller Controller 
Motor 1IIIIIIII Motor 
Shaft I LA Shaft 
Encoder Encoder 
1: 219 1: 219 
Screw Screw 
Drive Drive 
Left Hip 
Joint 
Right Hip 
Joint 
\- Volts/Rev Volts/Rev -- -+/ 
Figure 3.4 Powered Orthosis System Architecture [Downes C. G. Hill S. L., 19941 
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3.10 The Powered Hip Walking Orthosis 
The purpose of this design was to extend the walking capability of paraplegics beyond 
that presently provided through the use of reciprocating Orthosis discussed earlier, 
(LSU R. G. O., ORLAU Para Walker). 
The devices discussed earlier do enable people who are paralysed below the waist to 
walk upright in a reciprocating fashion over a variety of surfaces including soft grass. 
Tests show that even on hard level ground the walking speeds provided by these devices 
was 1/8 to 1/4 of normal walking speed [Yngve D. A., 1984]. Furthermore many adult 
patients become excessively fatigued after walking only 100 yards. 
By using functional electrical stimulation (F. E. S) of the quadriceps and hamstring 
muscles in conjunction with R. G. 0., a few paraplegics can achieve a continuous 
walking speed of 1/3 to 1/2 of normal cadence over a distance of up to one mile. 
However paraplegics with higher spinal lesions or weak upper body strength find it 
extremely difficult to use the R. G. 0 effectively [Yngve D. A, 1984]). 
Another disadvantage of using F. E. S is that it does not work on muscles with damaged 
secondary motorneurones. Therefore the answer for all these problems is to add an 
external power to the hip joints of the R. G .0 to 
help in the forward propelling of the 
Orthosis. Adding external power to hip joints of the R. G. 0 allows a larger number of 
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paraplegics to achieve reciprocating gait at near normal speeds, with significantly less 
fatigue. 
The present design allows future work to make use of the lockable/unlockable knee joint 
recently designed at Salford. This should allow paraplegics to achieve a more normal gait 
pattern by knee bending during the swing phase. As a result the height by which the hip 
will have to be raised to avoid stubbing the toe on the ground during swing through will 
be reduced therefore achieving a further reduction in energy expenditure. 
3.11 General Design Specification 
Previous publications reporting attempts to power lower limb Orthoses have been few in 
number [Miyamoto H., 1983,1985, Rabischong P. et al, 1975]. All proved to be 
impractical as they were attempting to provide all the power needed for human mobility. 
However the projects aim is not to provide all the power required for human mobility, but 
rather to assist the efforts of existing upper body musculature. This made it possible to 
minimise the size and weight of components in the external drive unit. 
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Figure 3.5 angles of the hip 
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To achieve anything like a normal pattern of gait, the powered Orthosis should satisfy the 
following requirements table (3.1) (with reference to fig 3.5). 
Requirement Variable Value 
1) Maximum angular movement of hip joint 8E -15' 
In extension, measured from neutral 
2) Maximum angular movement of hip joint OF +20° 
In flexion, measured from neutral position 
3) Overall maximum angular movement of hip OH 35° 
Joint. 
4) Maximum angular velocity of hip 
(Representing range of approx. 3/. 
to normal walking speed where (on +1.3 to 1.8 rad/sec 
the peak occurs at mid stance and (11-16 rpm) 
mid swing). 
5) Maximum hip torque in either direction 
(In normal walking this occurs at heel 
strike with another lower peak at toe TH 40-85 Nm 
Table 3.1 Parameters for Normal Walking 
[Paul J., 19751 
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In addition the angular acceleration of the hip joint during the early part of the swing 
phase must be sufficient to create an inertia moment which flexes the knee so that the 
toe just clears the ground at the mid point of swing. This is normally about 25 
rad /sect . During the latter part of the swing phase, the rate of hip flexion should 
decelerate sufficiently to bring the knee into near full extension by the time the heel 
strike (about 15 rad / sect ). 
3.12 General Description of Motor Drive Assembly 
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Figure 3.6 Diagram of the Powered Orthosis 
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Figure 3.7 Mechanics of drive actuator system 
Reference will be made to figures (3.6) and (3.7) in order to fully describe the 
powered Orthosis. Currently power is supplied by a power supply through a Maxon 
controller [Chapter 4.2], which in turn sends a P. W. M signal to the motor. However 
in the final design it is envisaged that NiCad batteries will be used to supply the 
power needed. The motor is contained within the cover of a drive unit (1), which is 
mounted on the sacral band of a reciprocating gate Orthosis (R. G. O). The motor 
actuates a lever (3) attached to the coupling at the hip joint (5) by means of a ball 
screw and nut arrangements (2). When the hip joint latch plunger is set in its locked 
position, the motor will also cause the high sidebars of the Orthosis (7) to flex or 
extend the hip joint, thereby assisting walking. However, disengagement of this 
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plunger allows the hip to rotate freely so that the user can sit down whilst still 
wearing the Orthosis. During walking, rotation of the motor and screw are stopped 
and reversed at each end of the actuator stroke by electronic control. 
The motor produces a rotational torque, which is converted to a translation force by 
the ball screw mechanism and that is converted to a rotational motion via a lever 
attached directly to the hip (fig 3.7) 
3.13 Coupling between the Orthosis and the Motor 
The motor (EC/040/70/38) has a maximum no load speed of 4450 rpm. Therefore, the 
MECHANICAL RATIO (MR) required between the motor and the hip joint. 
Knowing that the operating speed is 4450 r. p. m. and the required speed at the hip is 
16 r. p. m (table 3.1) then the following is true. 
MR = 4450/16 = 278 
Therefore a reduction of 278 will be required if the desired speed is to be achieved. 
By appropriate choice of the lead of the ball screw and the length of the actuator lever 
arm, it was considered feasible to achieve this mechanical ratio without using a 
gearbox. This was desirable since a gearbox would add considerable bulk, weight and 
complexity to the Orthosis. However, it was necessary to check whether existing 
commercial ball screws were capable of withstanding the resulting torque. Axial 
loads and high rotational speeds. 
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a) Speed Limit of Ball Screw Mechanism 
Several ball screw mechanisms were investigated and it was decided to use an SKFSH 
ball screw of 10mm nominal diameter with 2mm thread. The speed capability for this 
screw is defined by the number of revolutions per minute (N) multiplied by the nominal 
diameter of the screw (Dn) such that: 
Nx Dn = 60000 [J. Edwards, 1993] 
Therefore, the maximum allowable screw speed is: 
N. = 60000/10 = 6000 r. p. m. 
Hence, the SKFSH screw is easily capable of handling the 4450 r. p. m input speed of the 
motor. However considering the motor will be running at speeds up to 4450 r. p. m. This 
seems to be to close to the speed capability of the screw. In other words the safety factor 
allowed is too low. 
b) Axial Force Delivered by Ball Screw (F) to Lever Arm 
The maximum continuous dynamic torque developed by the motor is: 
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Tm = 0.23 Nm 
For an SKFSH Ball Screw, the relationship between input torque and axial force at the 
nut is given by: 
Tm = F. S/2000npP equation 3.1 
Where Tm = Torque on screw 
F= axial force on nut 
S= thread of screw 
pP = Practical(direct efficiency =Ep100) 
E=% of theoretical direct efficiency 
1 
P= 
1+ 
K. Dn 
s 
Assuming S= 2mm Dn = 10 K(for SKFSH Screws) = 0.02 &E=0.875 for a new 
screw 
1=0.91 
P 
1+0.02*10 
2 
0.875*0.91=0.975% 
P=ý 100 
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From equation 3.1 
FTm*2000*zt*0.795 
S 
0.23*2000*n*0.795 
2 
Therefore Axial Force F= 574.5N 
c) Buckling Strength of Ball Screw 
Given the actual maximum axial load on the screw, we need to determine whether a 
screw of only 10mm diameter can withstand this load without buckling. 
The maximum compression load (F) on the screw with a safety factor of 3 is given by: 
F- 
34000Lb * do" 
equation 3.2 
Where 
do = root dia of Screw shaft (mm) 8.3mm. 
L= distance between the nut and the more distance bearing (mm) 150mm. 
b= Screw support factor. Because the screw is supported at both ends b=1, This 
effectively means that regardless of the ball screw position, the screw remains evenly 
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supported. That is, the likely hood of the screw buckling is the same wherever the ball 
screw arrangement is. 
Calculating equation 3.2 yields the maximum allowable value of F. 
F= 7171N 
Therefore the buckling strength of the screw is well within the loading with an effective 
safety factor of 
7171/574.5 = 41 
d) Maximum Torque delivered to hip by drive unit (TH) 
Given an axial force of 574.5N on the end of the lever, the torque delivered at the hip 
joint varies with the radius of the lever arm according to the following table. 
Lever Radius -R(mm) Hip Torque -TH(Nm) 
50 31.2 
60 37.4 
70 43.7 
80 49.9 
100 62.4 
Table 3.2 Summary of Torques corresponding to lever radius 
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To satisfy the design requirements whilst keeping the length of the lever arm as short as 
possible, it was decided to use a lever radius of 70mm, which delivers a maximum torque 
at the hip of 43.7 Nm. This torque is adequate (table 3.1). 
e) Maximum Angular Velocity of hip joint 
For a lever radius of 70mm, the stroke of the nut required to move the hip through an 
angle of 35 is 43mm (determined by geometry). At a maximum motor speed of 4450 rpm 
the time required to travel this stroke is: 
Time=70*60/2*4450 =0.47 
Max velocity at hip = 35*2pi/0.47*360 = 1.3 rad/sec 
This satisfies the minimum speed requirement of the design specification table (3.1) 
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CHAPTER 4 
Evaluation and Modelling of the Motor Driver Unit 
And Legs 
4.0 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the selection of the motor and drive unit are discussed. Evaluation of these 
components is carried out and a conclusion of their suitability in this project was reached. 
Also simple mathematical models for the motor and driver and the leg of the Orthosis are 
derived. The motor selected was from a range of electronically commutated brushless 
(EC) motors based on the size and power capability of the motor. 
As the motor is electronically commutated, a suitable motor driver is needed to provide 
control of speed. A 4-quadrant driver was chosen. It was important to select a 4-quadrant 
driver as it would be required not only to control speed in both directions but also to be 
capable of providing a holding torque at zero speed. 
The driver unit, which was selected, worked as a PI speed controller. However the values 
of the integral and proportional gains were unknown since the manufacturers would not 
disclose this information. Deriving a theoretical model meant that these values must be 
estimated. A model for the motor and driver unit with unknown integral and proportional 
gains was worked out. Different values for these gains were tried to match Matlab 
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simulations to experimental data. That is for the same input the practical behaviour and 
the simulated behaviour were compared for different values of the integral and 
proportional gains. Then the same model was extended to include a load in the form of a 
gearbox. 
Another unknown parameter was the amount of friction in one leg. This was also 
estimated using Matlab simulations. One leg was pulled to one side and released to freely 
swing till it came to a stop (i. e. like a pendulum). There was no external power applied. 
The behaviour was captured using Matlab and again parameters were varied till the 
Matlab simulation matched the practical data. 
The motor speed torque characteristics were investigated and corresponding graphs 
plotted As the motor can only be run with the motor driver unit the results shown are for 
both the motor and driver unit. One end of the motor shaft was connected to a 50: 1 
gearbox and the output shaft of the gearbox was connected to a dynamometer, where an 
electrical resistance was applied. The other end of the motor had a tachometer mounted 
so the speed can be monitored and graphs of the torque, speed and current are drawn. 
This experiment was carried out for three separate reference voltages and all results 
analysed. The Maxon controller proved to be a very good speed controller and capable of 
holding torque at zero speed. 
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4.1 Selecting the Maxon Motor 
The motor chosen was selected from a new range of electronically commutated motors 
that use rare earth permanent magnets. These produce higher magnetic flux densities than 
conventional permanent magnet DC motors and therefore provide a higher power output 
in a more compact device. 
The size of the motor is important because of the weight factor. It is desirable to have the 
Orthosis as light as possible for practical purposes and to save power. According to the 
Maxon catalogue the EC motor used (EC04007038EAA200A) has similar characteristics 
as a permanent magnet DC motor and according to the manufacturers recommendations 
the mathematical equations which describe the permanent magnet DC motor can be used 
to describe the Maxon motor. 
The use of electronic commutation requires additional electronics to be incorporated into 
the motor driver, however the absence of brushes in the motor will lead to an extended 
motor life which is more desirable in this particular application. The present motor can 
produce up to 100watts peak power output into the load with 80 percent efficiency, whilst 
producing in excess of 0.305 Nm of peak stall torque at the peak continuous current 
(t 10 amps). However the maximum continuous power dissipation within the motor is 
limited to 20 watts at room temperature, hence limiting the maximum current gives a 
maximum continuous torque of 0.230 Nm at the motor or 40.3 Nm at the hip. This value 
is consistent with the values calculated in chapter 3. They indicate that in order to achieve 
normal walking, the system must be capable of delivering torques at the hip between 40- 
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85 Nm. The calculations show that the system torque capability is close to the minimum 
requirement as indicated in table (3.1) in chapter 3. 
In brushless motors it is usually most practical to provide a stator structure as shown in 
figure (4.1b) where the windings are placed in an external, slotted stator. The rotor 
consists of the shaft and a hub assembly with a magnet structure. The brushless motor has 
the active conductors in slots in the outside stator. The removal of heat produced in the 
active windings is easier in the brushless motor since the thermal path to the environment 
is shorter and the permanent magnet rotor does not contribute any heating. The result is 
that the brushless motor is a more stable mechanical device from a thermal point of view 
n 
nw 
wvwt 
stMN 
Figure 4.1a cut-away view of DC motor Figure 4.1b A cut-away view of brushless motor 
[Dc Motors, Speed Controls, Servo Systems, 19801 
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The brushless motor system is shown in figure (4.2). There are 4 transistors, and a shaft 
position encoder. The latter generates logic signals, which control the commutation of the 
windings. There are many different commutation configurations. One of the simplest 
practical brushless motor circuits is shown in figure (4.3) 
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Figure 4.2 Essential parts of a brushless motor 
[Dc Motors, Speed Controls, Servo Systems, 19801 
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Figure 4.3 Full wave brushless motor controller 
[Dc Motors, Speed Controls, Servo Systems, 19801 
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Figure (4.3) shows full-wave brushless motor system. The winding configuration is based 
on a "star" connection stator arrangement where each winding is oriented 120°from the 
other. The six transistors are connected to the end points of each stator leg, and thus form 
a three-phase full-wave motor control. The conduction is always continuous in one leg 
when the other is being commutated. We can see that when Q1 is energized between 0 
and 60°, Q5 is also conducting, and current is thus flowing from point A to point B. In 
the next sequence (60 -120°) Q6 is energized and the current will then flow from point 
A to point C. In the meantime the current through leg B declines to zero by conduction 
through D2. The conduction angle per phase is 120°. 
4.1.1 Speed Control Using P. W. M 
Pulse-width or pulse-frequency control scheme is well suited for control of voltage and 
current to a brushless motor. A circuit diagram of an "H" type PWM amplifier is shown 
in figure (4.4). The transistors of the circuit in figure (4.4) can be switched in various 
sequences to provide the desired voltage polarity. There are two common modes the 
bipolar and unipolar methods. The bipolar drive is characterized by the fact that the 
transistors are turned on in pairs. When we want a positive current we turn on both 
Qt and Q4 . Whereas, for negative current, we turn on 
Q2 and Q3. By alternatively 
switching between the two pairs we can control the current. The combination of 
switching on one pair of transistors at a time provides a motor voltage that varies between 
the + Vs and - VS , with an average value, which is dependent on the 
duty cycle. 
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Figure 4.4 "H" type PWM amplifier 
[Dc Motors, Speed Controls, Servo Systems, 19801 
The bipolar drive method has a limitation, however. When a pair of transistors is turned 
off, it takes a finite time for the transistors to get to the off state. Therefore, we must 
allow for some time delay between the turning off of one pair and the turning on of the 
second pair. This time delay, which is approximately 5µs, limits the switching frequency 
to approximately 20kHz. 
In bipolar drive, the switching period T is divided into three phases: phase a, phase b and 
the delay phase as shown in figure (4.5) 
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Figure 4.5 The phases of the switching period 
The phases are defined as follows: 
Phase a: Q1, Q4 On 
Q21Q3 Off 
Phase b: Q2, Q3 On 
Q1, Q4 Off 
Delay Phase: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, 
4.1.2 Commutation Sensor Systems 
Off 
The motor voltage = Vs 
The motor voltage =- Vs 
In order to know which coil to energize for effective commutation the rotor angular 
position must be known. There are several methods available today for the angular 
position sensing system. The most commonly used method is the Hall effect sensors. This 
system utilizes a sensor, which detects the magnitude and polarity of the magnetic field. 
The signals are amplified and processed to form logic compatible signal levels. The 
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sensors are usually mounted in the stator structure, where they sense the polarity and 
magnitude of the permanent magnet field in the air gap. The outputs of these sensors 
control the logic functions of the controller configuration to provide current to the proper 
coil in the stator figure (4.6). 
Signal sequence diagram for the 
Hall-Sensors 
Conduct" phases .I 11 MI IV V VI 1 
Rotorposition 1 QO 120 '240 360 60 
Mall 
ral/gray aycab cabin Ö- 
nsor2 y 
blacW blscWgrayºcabN 0 
wait sensor 3 
white/gray O- 
Supplied voltage (motor) 
Winding segment 1 
red cable 
Winding aayment 2 
blackcable 
segment3 Winding 
ca white whltocabis 
- 
Figure 4.6 Signal sequence diagram for the Hall-Sensors 
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One drawback with such a location of the angular position sensor is that it is subject to 
stator temperature conditions, which may at times be rather severe (160-180 degrees 
Celsius) in high performance applications. Such temperature may adversely affect the 
Hall effect sensor and can therefore impair performance. This is because the Hall effect 
sensor is a semiconductor device. Therefore more carriers will be produced as the 
temperature increases thus producing a larger signal for the same field. Also the circuitry 
behind the Hall effect sensor will produce signals which are more noise at high 
temperatures. The Hall effect device can, of course be located away from the immediate 
stator structure and may use a separate magnet for angular sensing. 
4.2 The Motor Driver Unit (132368) 
The motor driver unit is an advanced 4-quadrant servoamplifier that is suitable for the 
chosen motor. A 4-quadrant controller means that it is capable of controlling speed in 
both directions and braking in both directions figure (4.7). The unit operates from a single 
DC supply in the range of 12-50 volts. The driver also requires a minimum inductance of 
0.5mH. for each motor winding. This means that for the chosen motor an additional 
0.2mH was required in each winding. The supply voltage used is calculated as a function 
of operating speed, torque and nominal voltage (see supply voltage section). 
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Figure 4.7 4-Quadrant operation 
This motor driver unit is a PI speed controller, which uses PWM for speed regulation. It 
also incorporates other useful features such as a speed monitoring facility, current 
limiting for the protection of the components, a power (MOSFET) final stage and 5 trim 
potentiometers at the edge of the driver for optimal setting. 
4.2.1 Speed Control section 
The Maxon motor drivers include servo amplifiers for controlling the EC motors. The 
primary function of these servo amplifiers is to maintain a predetermined shaft speed as 
stable as possible, independent of load fluctuations at the motor output. To this end 
electronic circuitry constantly compares a preset (desired) speed according to the set 
value V, ýf with the actual speed as measured 
by V (figure 4.8). The information thus 
collected provides an error-input signal for the control system. The values of the 
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proportional Kp and integral KI and sensor gain H3 are not known, as the manufacturers 
did not disclose this information. 
The intensity of the field can be varied through a pulse-width modulator. The pulse-width 
modulator operates at a frequency of approximately 20kHz and receives its set value 
from a PI controller (PI = Proportional & integration). In order for the driver to work 
properly as described in the data sheet and to be able to use attractive features such as 
speed monitoring (see section 4.2.3) the optical encoder must have 500 pulses per 
revolution (PPR). 
Set Value + 
--------------------------------------------- 
Maxon Motor Control 
II 
V.. 
Control M 
Circuitry 
V Final Stage W 
II 
Frequency to 
Voltage PPR Encoder 
V=f(PP R, W) Converter 
--------------------------------------------- 
Figure 4.8 Digital encoder speed control 
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4.2.2 Speed Monitoring. 
The monitor output signal ±5 volts corresponds to the adjusted max speed at ± 10 volts 
set value input. This feature is particularly useful because there is a direct linear relation 
between the input set value and the speed monitor signal, hence the speed of the motor 
can be calculated using this monitor signal 
The monitor signal on the driver will swing between 5 volts and -5 volts only if the 
encoder produces 500 pulses per revolution. This feature would be useful if it is decided 
that rate feed back is required or just as a monitor for the speed. 
4.2.3 Current Limiting. 
A± 10 amps absolute current limiter protects the electronic components. Maximum 
continuous as well as maximum intermittent current can be adjusted within the range of 
0.1 to 6 amps with the respective trimmers found at the card edge. The adjustment made 
to Imax represents the maximum continuous peak current that can be reached during 
normal operation 0-± 6 amps. However the system may withdraw current of up to * 10 
amps for a time constant of approximately 1-second. After that time constant the current 
is reduced to the value of the continuous current as set by the trimmers. In other words a 
window is opened for a defined period of time during which the motor may draw more 
current. If the effective motor current remains outside the continuous permissible current 
of ±6 amps for more than 1-second then motor current limiting is initiated. 
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4.2.4 Drivers /Final stage: 
The final stage is equipped with N-channel MOSFET transistors exclusively, assuring the 
C}----ý-ý- uu+I 
Mý Lontroihl 
Pulse- VuI Lim, circuit eneratot 
t 
mixon motor control 
Figure 4.9 The Maxon final stage for PWM generation 
excellent efficiency of up to 95%. The voltage drop across each conducting transistor 
(ON State) is 4V maximum. 
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4.2.5 Trim Potentiometer at the Edge of the Card 
The 4-Q driver has 5 potentiometers at the edge allowing for adjustments. 
a) Gain Speed controller potentiometer (P1): The amplification of the speed control 
signal can be adjusted with the potentiometer P1. If the system has small 
amplification then the controller has slow response. The proportional and integral 
gains are not changed separately but rather the overall gain of the system is changed. 
b) Offset potentiometer (P2): Set reference speed value to zero volts then adjust 
potentiometer (P2) until the motor shaft is stationary. This is a useful feature because 
due to offsets and problems with electronics, when applying zero volts as a reference 
signal this does not mean that the voltage across the motor terminals is zero. That is 
to say even for zero input voltage the motor shaft might still oscillate. This feature 
allows us to make sure that zero input means a stationary shaft. 
c) Current Limit Potentiometer (P3): The current limit can be adjusted by the 
potentiometer P3 (Imax). The maximum value it can be set to is ±6 amps and the lowest 
value is 0. 
d) Set Value Adjustment Speed Potentiometer (P4): The maximum possible speed is 
adjusted with the potentiometer P4 . Give the maximum set value speed (e. g. 10 volts) 
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and turn P4 so far that the required speed is achieved. The speed is monitored by a 
tachometer. 
4.2.6 Supply Voltage. 
The selection of the supply voltage was chosen according to the recommendation of the 
manufactures data sheet for optimal performance. There is an overall voltage drop across 
the driver of 4 volts [Appendix D, Data sheet for the driver]. 
Vs =U°x 
(nB 
+xMB)+4 [Appendix D] AM 
Operating speed nB [rpm ]= 4500 
Nominal motor voltage U. [volts I= 18-00 
Motor no load speed at Uq, no [rpm ]= 4500 
Speed/ torque gradient of the motor 
An [rpm / mNm ]=8.2 
As stated earlier (page 46) 
Operating Torque MB [mNm ] 230 
Vs = 
18.00 (4500 + 8.2 x 230 +4 4500 
Vs = 29.5volts 
Vs was chosen to be 30 volts 
equation 4.1 
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4.3 Calibration of the Motor Driver Unit 
As the supply voltage for the driver was worked out to be 30 volts. The corresponding no 
load motor speed at that value was worked out as follows 
From motor data sheet: 
18 volts -)ý 4500 r. p. m-+ 471 rads/sec 
Therefore 
30 volts-a 7500 r. p. m-a 785 rads/sec 
The 7500 r. p. m is well within the maximum speed limit of 15000 r. p. m for this motor. 
However we know that there is a voltage drop in the controller circuitry, therefore the 30 
volts are not necessarily what the motor would see. This can be confirmed with the 
experimental data. 
An experiment was set up to determine the relationship between the input voltage and 
the output speeds as measured by a tachometer. That is if the driver has been calibrated to 
give a linear increase in speed over the 10 volts input. A tachometer was mounted at one 
end of the motor shaft and the tachometer readings were taken for different input 
voltages. The results are recorded in tables (4.1 & 4.2). The supply voltage to the Maxon 
driver was 30 volts. This will always be the case for all the work to be carried out. The 
tachometer gives a voltage which is proportional to speed. The tachometer constant is 
K1= 41.1 * 10'3 V/ rad /sec [AppendixE]. 
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Direction = C. C. W 
Input voltage (pot voltage) Tacho voltage w= Vtw/ rad / sec Ký Vt. 
ho 
10 volts 29.5 718.0 
9 volts 26.7 650.0 
8 volts 23.7 577.0 
7 volts 21.0 511.0 
6 volts 17.9 436.0 
5 volts 14.9 363.0 
4 volts 11.9 290.0 
3 volts 8.9 217.0 
2 volts 5.9 144.0 
1 volts 2.9 71.0 
Table 4.1 Corresponding speeds at various voltages 
Direction = C. W 
Input voltage (pot voltage) Tacho voltage W= Vy/ rad / sec Kt 
Vt. ho 
-10 volts 29.5 -718.0 
-9 volts 26.7 -650.0 
-8 volts 23.7 -577.0 
-7 volts 21.0 -511.0 
-6 volts 17.9 -436.0 
-5 volts 14.9 -363.0 
-4 volts 11.9 -290.0 
-3 volts 8.9 -217.0 
-2 volts 5.9 -144.0 
-1 volts 2.9 -71.0 
Table 4.2 Corresponding speeds at various voltages 
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The data points in tables (4.1) and (4.2) were plotted as a graph figure (4.10) to confirm 
the linear relationship input voltage and speed. 
S" 
Speed 
in 
Radsec" 
4*8 
NJJJa"! 1"tN 
Input Voltage 
Figure 4.10 Relationship between input voltage and corresponding speed 
Figure (4.10) clearly shows a linear relation between the input reference voltage and the 
corresponding output speed of the motor in both clockwise and anti clockwise directions. 
The speed control and the linear relationship is maintained even at low speeds 
4.4 Mathematical Model of the Motor and Driver Unit 
A DC motor can be described by a second order model with one integrator and one time 
constant by neglecting the armature inductance [Astrom KJ., 1990, pp511]. As the EC 
motor used in this case is described by the manufacturers to behave just like a DC motor 
then it can be taken that all the mathematical equations used for a DC motor are 
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applicable in this case. The input is the voltage applied to the motor driving unit and the 
output is the shaft position and speed. 
In order to evaluate the unknown parameters KP, KI and the sensor gain H3 a model 
must be derived. The model of interest at this point is one, which describes the motor 
driver unit and the motor only. Later in this chapter the effect of attaching a gearbox will 
be taken into account. It is also worth mentioning that the approximations in the model 
derivation include the use of a DC input to the motor rather than a PWM. 
NO. Characteristics Symbols Units 
1 Nominal voltage Vin(max) 18.00 V 
2 No load speed no 4500 r. p. m 
3 Speed constant Kb 250 r. p. m/V 
4 Terminal resistance R 1.260 
5 Terminal inductance 
(phase to phase) 
Lm 0.3 mH 
6 Torque constant K 38.2 mNm/A 
7 Mechanical time constant tm 7 ms 
8 Rotor moment of inertia i 85e-7 Kgm2 
9 Back emf Constant E, 38.2 e-3 V/rad/sec 
Table 4.3 Typical motor characteristics 
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From first principles the following equations are derived 
dI RI-EBW+1Vt 
dt ^_ LLL 
I =current amps Lc =Choke inductance 
T= Torque Nm Bf = motor friction 
also we know that : 
T =KI =JW+BtW 
WýKI BrW 
JJ 
Rearranging equation (4.2) and (4.3) in the state space representation yields: 
equation 4.3 
All the parameters except the viscous friction coefficient Be are known. This however 
_R 
I_L 
WK 
J 
where 
-E a 1 
L I ] l + L Vt Bf w 0 
equation 4.4 
L, = This is the extra choke required for the driver. Minimum choke for the maxon driver was 0.5mä. 
As the motor had already 0.3mH per phase an additional 0.2mMi is needed 
L=L +L 
mc 
equation 4.2 
W= Velocity rad/secl L= Lm +LQ 
Vt = DC input volt s 
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can be estimated using least squares. Table (4.4) gives the steady state currents and 
speeds for various set point input voltages. 
Input Motor Current Speed in rad/sec 
Voltage Unloaded Unloaded 
1 0.14 70.60 
2 0.16 143.6 
3 0.19 216.55 
4 0.20 289.54 
5 0.21 362.5 
6 0.24 435.52 
7 0.27 510.95 
8 0.30 576.64 
9 0.32 649.64 
10 0.34 717.76 
Table 4.4 Summary of Results for Unloaded Motor 
Using the data in table (4.3) a value for friction Bf was estimated. From equation (4.3) 
T=BfW+TL equation 4.5 
Since T=KI and TL 0 (motor unloaded) in steady state the following formulae is true: - 
KI =BfW equation 4.6 
From equation (4.6) and table (4.4) the least squares estimate of B was calculated using 
Matlab. Bf=2.045* 10"s Nms/rad for the unloaded motor. Inserting the friction value of 
the unloaded motor value in the state space model yields: 
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I 2520 - 76.4 I 2000 + Vt equation 4.7 W 
[4494.118 
2.41 W0 
The above model is an open loop model, which does not take into consideration the 
motor driver unit. Now taking the unit into consideration the model will change 
considerably. 
4.5 Evaluation of the proportional and integral gains 
Knowing that a PI controller is used a closed loop model for the motor and the driver unit 
can be estimated as follows: 
Vrof e Motor driver 
Vt W 
Gc Motor(Gp) 
Kp&Ki 
V 
TH3H 
Figure 4.11 System Block Diagram 
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e= (V, tf - 
V) equation 4.8 
t 
let V1 =K pe +KIfe equation 4.9 
0 
and let ZIe.. Zee equation 4.10 
but V [0 1131 
w 
equation 4.11 
Where 
Kp= Proportion al gain 
KI =Integral gain 
H3= frequency to voltage converter + Encoder gain 
1X_ A0XB 
Z- ý0 n] 0 Z+ 0 
V` + 
01 
Vref 
01 
V. f equation 4.12 
1X A0 [X]+[03](Ke+Kiz)+ 
Z L-o H31 0ZB 
Where 
x=AX+BVt z=C=Vief-[o 1131X 
I 
X= 
W 
- IN -2520 (-76.4- (2000Y H3 )) 2000K, I 2000K P 
W 4494118 Bf 0W+0V. 
f equation 4.13 
0 -H3 0Z1 
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The parameters H3, Kp, KIcan now be experimentally estimated. 
4.6 Experimental Estimation of Encoder F/V converter Gain H3 
The value of the gain H3, can be estimated by working out the closed loop transfer 
function 
,ý 
(S) 
. From figure (4.11) the closed 
loop transfer function is 
W(s) G°G° 
equation 4.14 V , (s) 1+G, GPH3 
Vt =Kpe+KIZ =KP(V -H3W)+K, 
(V. 
f-H3W) 
s 
Kps+Ki 
V"f r 
Kps+KI 
H3W = 
Kps+Ki 
e(s) 
sss 
K s+K Ge_°` equation 4.15 
s 
Hence 
W(s) 
_ 
(K 
Ps + 
K. )G, (s) 
equation 4.16 V,. 
f(S) s+ Kps+K1 p(S)H3 
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Evaluating the above transfer function at s=O gives the DC gain of the closed loop 
w K, Gp(O) 
_1 vrcf r KýGp(O)F13 
` H3 
System 
equation 4.17 
Equation (4.17) indicates that for a constant input V,. f the corresponding motor speed 
W is given by W= VR f. Therefore the value of H3 can be obtained from the 
3 
gradient of the graph in figure (4.10). Also the least squares method was used giving the 
same value. 
: Vmr 
= Gradient of line = 72.99 V/rad/sec H3 =w 
H3=- 1 =0.0137V/rad/sec 72.99 equation 
4.18 
Substituting the value of H3 into the model derived in equation (4.13) yields the 
following 
-2520 (-76.4-(27.4K) 2000K, I 2000Kp 
4494118 2.41 0 W + 0 Vif 
Z 0 -0.0137 0 Z 1 
equation 4.19 
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Let 
- 2520 - 76.4 - (27.4K p) 2000K I 2000K p 
A= 4494118 2.41 0 and B= 0 equation 4.20 
0 -0.0137 0 1 
In order to evaluate the Kp and KI gains an experiment was set up in which the practical 
behaviour of the motor and the driver was experimentally examined. A tachometer 
(Appendix E) was mounted to the motor shaft to measure the speed of the motor. The 
output of the tacho was connected to a first order low pass filter (figure 4.12) which had a 
cut of frequency of 28 Hz. When selecting the anti aliasing filter, two considerations had 
to be kept in mind. The filter's cut off frequency must not exceed half the sampling 
frequency in order to avoid aliasing. The second was the frequency of the noise to be 
attenuated. Using the Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) in Matlab the data collected was 
analyzed to see the frequency of the noise. This clearly showed that cycle noise (50 Hz) 
was present. As well as connecting a 1-microfarad capacitor across the terminals of the 
power supply, a filter of approximately 30 Hz was chosen. Selecting the available 
components gave a cut of frequency of 28 Hz, which was close enough to the required, 
cut off frequency. The output of the filter was connected to 486 PC via a digital to 
analogue converter (Appendix E). The sampling time used was 0.5 milli seconds. The 
experimental set up shown in figure (4.13) was used. 
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4.7 Sensor Interface 
Figure 4.12 Amplifier and filter set-up 
To achieve a cut of frequency of approximately 28 Hz for the filter and a gain of I the 
following calculations were carried out. The filter needed was a low pass filter. 
f= 
2*piRlC 
let RI = 56kfl therefore C=0.1 x 10-6 farads 
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Figure 4.13 Experimental set up for data collection 
4.8 Motor model with filter 
Equation (4.20) gives the model for the motor and driver unit with unknown values of the 
proportion, integral gains. The model does not take into account the filter 
Filter transfer function 
_ 
Yz Y2 Y y+ RICs +1 R1C R1C 
Now the A matrix becomes when the filter is added as follows. 
- 2520 
[ 76.4 - 
(27.4K 
P 
)J 2000K I 0 
4494.118 2.41 0 0 
A= 0 -0.0137 0 0 
1 0 0 
RIC RIC 
equation 4.21 
equation 4.22 
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Looking at the output 
I 
Y= 
[i 000W 
0 K, 00Z 
Y 
K 41.1 x 10 -3 v/rad/sec 
I 
10000 
After filter Y0Kt000z equation 4.23 
0000 K1f 
Y 
KIf = 41.1 x 10-; v/rad/sec 
Using the set up in figure (4.13) data was collected and different values for the integral 
gain and proportional gain were tried in simulations. The results are shown in figures 
(4.14-4.23). It can be seen that at certain values of proportional and integral gains, the 
simulated data was capable of resembling the real data. The proportional and integral 
gains, which gave a reasonable match between the practical data and simulated data, are 
12 and 20000 respectively. 
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of simulated data and actual data for values of K,, =10 and 
K, =15000 
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of simulated data and actual data for values of Kp=10 and 
K, =18000 
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of simulated data and actual data for values of K,, =10 and 
K, =20000 
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Figure 4.17 Comparison of simulated data and actual data for values of K,, =12 and 
K, =18000 
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Figure 4.18 Comparison of simulated data and actual data for values of K,, =12 and 
K, =20000 
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Figure 4.19 Comparison of simulated data and actual data for values of K, =12 and 
K, =20000 after filtering the signals 
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Figure 4.20 Simulated Control Signal at values of K,, =12 and K, =20000 
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Figure 4.21 Simulated Motor Current at values of K,, =12 and K, =20000 
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Fig 4.22 Comparing the simulated behaviour with actual behaviour at chosen values 
of K,, =12 and K, =20000 of square wave at frequency of 20 Hz 
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Fig 4.23 Comparing the simulated behaviour with actual behaviour at chosen values 
of Kp =12 and K, =20000 of square wave at frequency of 30 Hz 
Figure (4.14) shows the comparison for KP=10 and K, =15000. This figure shows that 
although these values capture the general behaviour particularly the overshoot well. 
However the oscillations which follow are not only out of phase but their amplitude is 
less than that of the real data. The decay of these oscillations was faster than indicated by 
the actual system behaviour. 
Figure (4.15) shows a higher value of integral gain, K, =10 K, =18000. The transition is 
still captured although now the overshoot is beginning to exceed that shown by the real 
data. The oscillation amplitude is closer and the phase difference seems to be less than 
that of the figure (4.14). 
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Figure (4.16) shows the simulation for Kp=10 and K1=20000. The amplitude of the 
simulation exceeds that of the real data while there is no real improvement in phase shift. 
There is however improvement in the capture of the oscillation decay. 
Figure (4.17) shows the simulation when the proportional gain is increased from 10 to 12 
and the integral gain is decreased from 20000 to 18000. The amplitude of the simulation 
dropped. The transition is still captured but the oscillation amplitude is less than that 
shown by the real data. Hence figure (4.18) kept the proportional gain at 12 and increased 
the integral gain to 20000. The transition is captured and the oscillation amplitude is also 
better. The time taken for the oscillations to decay seems to resemble the real data. 
Further tuning was attempted but no real improvement was noticed. Therefore these 
values of Kp=12 and KI=20000 will be taken as the values which are the closest to the 
real values based on the simulations. 
Figure (4.19) shows the comparison between simulation of the model when values of 12 
and 20000 for the proportional and integral gains respectively are inserted and real data. 
The response is clearly satisfactory. 
Figures (4.20) and (4.21) show the motor current response and the control signal for the 
selected proportional and integral values. The control signal is clearly within the 
capability of the power supply used (30 volts). The current however is higher than that 
permissible by the continuous current of ±6 amps and the dynamic current of ± 10 
amps. However the time interval it stays outside the limit is approximately 0.025 seconds. 
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This may cause motor saturation. If this happens the controller will initiate current 
limiting, but because it is for such a short time it is unlikely to have a substantial effect on 
the performance of the system. 
To have more confidence in the values of the proportional gain and integral gain, the 
model derived was simulated and compared to real data for two different frequency 
square wave inputs. The results are shown in figures (4.22) and (4.23). They indicate that 
the selected values for the proportional and integral gains gave a close match between the 
simulation and real data. 
4.9 Mathematical Model for the Motor, Motor diver and Gearbox 
A model for the motor was derived earlier in this chapter. But that was a simple model 
which does not take into account the gearbox or load. Starting from the point where that 
model finished the load effects are considered. It is important to include the load effects 
because the final system to be modeled has a ball screw arrangement. Adding the gearbox 
may introduce extra friction or backlash. Therefore considering the load side yields 
Figure 4.23 Considering the load side 
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T. = KtI = JmÖm +BfOm +Tl 
T, =KtI-JmÖm-Bf6m 
T2 = JL°L +BLÖL +TL 
Writing T2 in terms of Tl 
11NT1 = T2 = JL°L +BLBL +TL 
Where N= gearbox ratio 
JL = load inertia 
TL = Load Torque 
equation 4.24 
equation 4.25 
equation 4.26 
equation 4.27 
il = Efficiency of gearbox 
BL= Load friction 
6L = Angular acceleration of the load 
The load inertia JL was calculated for the gearbox by working out the volume and the 
density of the material of the gearbox and then using the standard formulae the inertia 
was calculated. 
Jm+ -T) 
JL2 Äm+ Bf+ NZ JOrn =KI-TN equation 4.28 
Introducing the following notations : 
J, 
q= Equivalent Inertia as seen by the motor Bq = Equivalent Friction as seen by the motor 
Let Jeq =Jm+ 
JL2 
Bcq =Bf+ N2 ilN TI 
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Therefore equation (4.28) becomes 
W= K`I_ BcgW_ TL 
Jeq Jeq 7INJCQ 
equation 4.29 
The next unknown parameter is the total friction in the system (Motor+Driver+Leg) Beq 
Input 
Voltage (Volts) 
Motor Current 
With gearbox (Amps) 
Speed in rad/sec 
With gearbox 
1 0.3 70.56 
2 0.4 143.56 
3 0.5 214.11 
4 0.6 284.67 
5 0.7 362.53 
6 0.8 440.38 
7 0.9 506.08 
8 1.0 571.78 
9 1.05 642.34 
10 1.1 715.32 
Table 4.5 Summary of results for the motor and gearbox 
Previously using the least squares method the friction was estimated for the system 
without the gearbox. The friction for the same system but with the gearbox added was 
estimated in the same way. From (table 4.5) the value of Bq is 6.64* 10-' Nms /rad This 
clearly indicate that the amount of friction when the motor has the gearbox is 
approximately 3.5 times more than if the motor is unloaded. 
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Substituting for W in equation 4.4 yields 
1-R -Ea 
LLI10 
W _1{ -Bý W+L 
Vt+ -1 Tr. 
0 NJý 
Jeq Jý 
Substituting the values into this equation and putting TL =0 as there is no load torque 
where 
Jm =85*10-7Kgm2 JL =2.118*10-'Kgm2 N=50 rj=50% 
Jc= 85.00169 * 10'' Kgm 2B 
eq = 
6.64 * 10'5 Nms / rad 
I_- 2520 - 76.4 I 2000 
W 4494.028 - 7.811 W+0 
V` 
Now Let 
_ 
-2520 -76.4 _ 
2000 
A 
4494.028 - 7.811 
B0 
Now considering the effect of the motor driver unit as derived earlier equation 4.12 
II A00 W= -[0 H3J O0 BKpH3 -BKI w+ BKP V 00Z1 "` 
equation 4.30 
Bf = 2.046 * 10'$ Nms/rad 
equation 4.31 
equation 4.32 
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Substituting in the values gives 
I- 2520 (-76.4 - (2000KPH3 )) 
W= 4494.028 -7.811 
0 -H3 
2000K1 I 2000Kp 
0W+0 Vrer 
0Z1 
Therefore the loaded model with all the values of the DC, Proportional and Integral gains 
substituted becomes. 
I -2520 
W= 4494.028 
Z0 
Now let 
- 405.2 40 * 106 I 24000 
-7.811 0 W + 0 V1ef 
- 0.0137 0 Z 1 
- 2520 -405.2 40 * 106 
A= 4494.028 -7.811 0 
0 -0.0137 0 
24000 
B= 0 
1 
In order to compare the theoretical models and the real behaviour the above model has to 
be discretized at 10 ms and using Matlab simulation was carried out. 
Let 
X=[IWZ]T 
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equation 4.33 
T 
x((K + i)r) = eAT x(KT)+ ! e^(T-8}Bas vnf (KT) 0 
T 
AT X(KT)+B i jeM ds vnf (KT) 
0 
Working out the integratio n part first yields 
T A2S2 
B I+As+ s +..... ds 2*1 0 
3S3 T 
BS+BA2+B 
A 
2 3*2! 0 
equation 4.34 
Therefore the whole equation yields 
=eATX(KT)+ Bs+BAýý 
A3S3 
T 
+B+.... 
3*2ý 
0 
equation 4.35 
Where 
223T3A 
Ad=eAT=I+AT+A2 + 3*2! ! 
Working out the above yields 
0.0005 0.0004 - 20.0808 
Ad= - 0.0022 - 0.0008 - 50.7385 
0.0000 0.0000 - 0.0013 
2 +B 
3 
,, 
3 
Bd= 
[Bs+BA 2 
3*2! +ýýýý 
0.1037 
Bd = 73.0574 
0.0001 
equation 4.36 
A theoretical model has been derived. The model was discretized and simulation using 
Matlab was carried out in order to establish the fidelity of this model. Comparison of the 
theoretical model with the practical data is shown in figure (4.24). 
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Figure 4.24 Velocity comparison between real data and simulated data for both 
models 
The poles, zeros and DC gain of the above model are as follows 
poles location -ý [-0.0008 + 0.0012i, -0.0008 - 0.00121,0.000] 
zeros location [-0.0086,0.000] 
DC gain -> 0.90 
Figure (4.24) shows that the fidelity of the theoretical model has not been completely 
validated. The simulated response at some instances is considerably different to that of 
the practical data. Between the time interval of 0.3-0.7 seconds of figure (4.24) the 
theoretical model predicts a larger velocity than that of the real data. The same behaviour 
is exhibited between 1-1.5 seconds. 
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4.10 Friction and Inertia Estimation 
In order to estimate friction and inertia similar approach as in the derivation of the model 
for the motor and driver was used. First a theoretical model was obtained then 
experimental data was collected and finally the parameters of the model are adjusted to 
match simulations with the real data. The leg was allowed to swing freely by tilting the 
Orthosis so that the leg would be at mid point, then the leg was pulled to one side and 
released to swing freely. Using Matlab and the C program in appendix (A) data was 
collected and was used as the reference signal. The model of the leg (resembled a 
pendulum) was worked out and simulations were carried out until the response was close 
to the experimental data. 
4.11 System modelling 
n 
Figure 4.25 Friction estimation for the Orthosis leg 
In order to analyse a dynamic system, an accurate mathemetical model that describes the 
system complletely must be determined. The derivation of such models can be based on 
the fact that the dynamic system can be completely described by known differential 
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equations or by experimental methods such as input, output data based identification 
methods(chapt 5). 
In electrical circuits Kirchofs laws are used for writing the differential equations of 
electrical networks and Newton's laws are used for writing the equations of motion of 
mechanical systems. In real applications there are complex systems which contain a 
combination of electrical and mechanical components. The use of Lagranges equation 
provides a systematic unified approach for handling a broad class of physical systems. 
Lagranges equation is given by: - 
d dTg_ dT dV dD 
Qn = it de deg d81 de; 
Where 
Qn = External Torques T= Kinetic energy terms V= Potential energy terms 
D= Dissipated Energy terms (due to friction). 
The total Kinetic energy includes all energy regardless of whether the are electrical or 
mechanical. The dissipation function D represents one half of the rate at which energy is 
dissipated as heat. This usually as a result of friction or resistance. The forcing functions 
applied to a system take the form of externally applied forces or torques in mechanical 
systems or voltages and currents in electrical ones 
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For the system to be modelled (figure 4.25) the kinetic energy, potential energy, 
dissipated energy are given by: - 
T=I Ji 8' +1 m( ei) equation 4.37 
V= mg91 equation 4.38 
D=2 C16 equation 4.39 
Applying Lagrange to the above equations yields: - 
Taking the first component 
d dT 
dt d ei 
deT, = 
Jle1+m( e1) 
Where 
a, = Dis tan ce to the centre of gravity J, ý Leg Inertia m= Leg mass 
01 = Angle the leg moves 61 =angular velocity 
d 1dT 
= Jl e` +m al j1 equation 4.40 dt d eý 
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Taking the second component _ 
dT 
do, 
dT 
=0 (As there is no 8, in T) equation 4.41 do, 
Now considering the third component d -01 
V =mgy =-mga. cose, 
Taking the third component (Potential energy) 
dV 
de =mglýsm81 
But for all small angles sin 0, = 0, and taking this approximation gives 
dV 
e 4.42 
d8 =mg a. 
0 
Now Considering the fourth component (dissipated energy) 
D=2 C1OI 
de 
= CIO1 equation 4.43 
T, = J191 + ma 128, + mga l8, + C, 
Ä, 
=(J, + ma, 2 
)i, 
+ mga, O, + C19, 
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Now let M= (J, + ma; ), N=C, and P= mga 1 
Q. = M[ö1]+N[O1]+P[o1] 
M[ö1]=Qo -N[e1]-P[eg] 
[o1]= 
-M-1N[61]-M-'P[01]+M-'Q. 
Putting in state space representation 
e, 0 
6, -- M-'r 
1 0,0 
-M-'N][6 1+ 
LM'] Qa 
Substituting in the Parameters 
m= 3Kg + weight of artificial leg(l OKg) = 13Kg 
a, = distance from reference to centre of gravity = 0.73m 
g= gravity = 9.81 m/sec 2 
J, = 0.849Kgm2 (estimated, taking the leg as a cylinder) 
Ct = Unknown Nms/rad 
M= [0.849 + 6.94] M=[7.791 M-=[0.1281 [0.128] 
N=[0.2831 P=[93.10] 
equation 4.44 
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10 1 1191 
+0 Qa equation 4.45 Ä1 -11.90 - 0.05 
j[o1jLo. 
128j 
Now let our model for simulation be 
a= 
01 
b"' -0 equation 4.46 in -11.9 -0.05 
^ 0.128 
There are two initial conditions for this system That is the angular velocity and the 
angular position. The angular velocity in this case is zero as the test will be starting from 
a stationary position. However the angular position is not zero as the test is starting at an 
angle. There are two ways in calculating this parameter, the first is by reading the value 
of the potentiometer (RS, ± 20 KO) which is located at the hip joint of the Orthosis when 
it is upright. That is there is no real angle but the pot reading may not be zero. The pot is 
then read again when the leg is pulled back to the starting position. These two values are 
then subtracted from each other and divided by the pot gain yielding angular position. 
The second method is to use MATLAB. That is done by collecting experimental data i. e. 
collecting data when swinging the leg. Then finding the point from the graph where the 
swing begins. Subtract from that the mean of the signal then divide by the pot gain. 
Once all the parameters are found the simulation was carried out and the values of inertia 
and friction were varied till the simulation matched the practical data as shown in figure 
(4.26) 
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Figure 4.26 Comparison of theoretical simulations with real data of the leg motion 
after model parameters were adjusted 
For consistency the sampling time used was 10 milliseconds. This sampling time is the 
same as the sampling time used when the integral and proportional gains were derived. 
Simulation and practical data were compared to see if they were in phase or not. The 
parameters of the model were varied till the envelope corresponding to the decay of the 
sine wave was approximately the same as the practical data for the first five seconds. 
After that time interval non-linear effects (Stiction) become important. Varying the 
inertia value effects the frequency of the oscillation. This value was varied till a match 
with the practical data was obtained. Varying the friction effects the amplitude of the 
signal and the rate it decays. This was also done by varying the value till there was a 
match between the simulation and practical data as shown in figure (4.26). Closer 
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inspection of the graph shows the decay of practical data is not linear towards the end. 
This indicates that there is some non linear friction in the system (Stiction). 
Figure (4.26) shows a good comparison of the simulated inertia and friction values and 
the actual friction value. The model, which gave the simulations in figure (4.26), was 
0 
_01bm a'" 
[- 
14. -0.7 '" 0.12 
equation 4.47 
This model which gave a good estimation of the friction is considerably different than the 
theoretical model. This shows that the friction and inertia of the system have been greatly 
underestimated. The inertia and friction coefficients derived by this estimation will now 
be used for any further work. From the identified model we can now find the true values 
of friction and inertia. The experimental response also shows that non linear friction 
(Stiction) actually exists. This is shown by the sudden decay of the collected data at the 
(J, + ma; Y1 P -14.5 equation 4.48 
This expression gives a value of 1.77 Kgm 2 for the inertia 
(J 
I+ ma, 
Y` C, = 0.7Nms / rad equation 4.49 
This expression gives avalue of 4.73 for friction 
end. 
Because of the linearization carried out the model would be accurate for small angles 
approximately up to 30 degrees 
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4.12 Evaluating the Motor Performance 
Before the motor can be mounted to the Orthosis and software developed to control the 
motor, the performance of the motor has to be evaluated. The practical characteristics 
have to be compared to the theoretical characteristics and to confirm the manufacturer's 
claims that it behaves like a Permanent magnet Dc motor. 
The first test was to verify the torque capability of the motor when it is loaded and when 
there is no load. An experiment was set up where the unloaded and loaded (with the 
gearbox) motor was run at various speeds and the corresponding currents were recorded. 
These values are shown in tables (4.4) and (4.5). From that data the motor torque is 
calculated by multiplying the currents with the torque constant and the estimated torque 
which was calculated by multiplying the viscous friction values with the speed, were 
recorded and compared with the practical ones. The results are shown in table (4.6) 
Reference 
Voltage 
loaded Motor 
Torque Nm 
Estimated Torque 
arising from 
Viscous friction 
(loaded) Nm 
Unloaded 
Motor Torque 
Nm 
Estimated Torque 
arising from Viscous 
friction (Unloaded) 
Nm 
1 0.0115 0.0047 0.0053 0.0014 
2 0.0153 0.0095 0.0061 0.0029 
3 0.0191 0.0142 0.0073 0.0044 
4 0.0229 0.0189 0.0076 0.0059 
5 0.0267 0.0241 0.0080 0.0074 
6 0.0306 0.0292 0.0092 0.0089 
7 0.0344 0.0336 0.0103 0.0105 
8 0.0382 0.380 0.0115 0.0118 
9 0.0401 0.0427 0.0122 0.0133 
10 0.0420 0.0475 0.0130 0.0147 
Table 4.6 Summary of Results for Unloaded and Loaded Motor 
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Table (4.6) shows a good comparison between the theoretical and practical values of 
torque giving us confidence in the value of friction when the motor is unloaded. Closer 
inspection of table (4.6) and figure (4.27) shows clearly that at low values of reference 
voltages or speeds the torque calculated using the torque constant is not close to the 
torque calculated using estimated viscous friction values. In fact at the lowest speed the 
torque due to viscous friction is three times less than that of the torque using the torque 
constant. 
An experiment was set up to evaluate the speed of the motor at various torques. 
A tacho was mounted at one end of the motor shaft and the end coupled to the 
Dynamometer through a 50: 1 gearbox as shown below. Details of equipment are given in 
appendix (F) 
Maxon controller 
Dynamometer 50: 1 MOTOR TACHO 
gear box 
r- 1: 1 
Figure 4.28 Experimental set up for Current, Torque and Speed Evaluation 
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This set up enabled us to measure the speed and torque simultaneously. The gearbox was 
used because this would provide information that is more relevant to the real set up on the 
Orthosis, which uses a ball screw arrangement. The current was also monitored to insure 
the motor was operating within the safe limit. The torque was gradually increased noting 
down the corresponding currents and speeds. This experiment was repeated for several 
different input voltages. The results were recorded and corresponding graphs drawn. The 
experiment was carried out using the 4-Q driver. So the results are for the motor with the 
driver ( PI controller). 
All the following results were recorded for the four-quadrant driver. 
Eaperimentl: input voltage=10volts (4-Q Driver) 
TORQUES 
Nm 
Tacho Output (Volts) 
Speed*gearbox ratio 
CURRENTS 
amps 
W=Vt/Kt 
radsec 
0 0.59*50=29.5 0.85 718 
0.1 0.59*50=29.5 0.9 718 
0.2 0.59*50=29.5 1.45 718 
0.3 0.59*50=29.5 2.00 718 
0.4 0.59*50=29.5 2.6 718 
0.5 0.59*50=29.5 3.0 718 
Table 4.7 Summary of results at 10 volts 
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Torque Nm 
Figure 4.30 Effect on current when torque is increased 
Experiment 2: input voltage = 5volts 
TORQUE 
N/m 
TACHO OUTPUT 
VOLTS 
CURRENTS 
Amps 
W =Vt/Kt 
Rad/sec 
0 0.30*50=15.0 0.6 364.9 
0.2 0.30*50=15.0 0.96 364.9 
0.3 0.30*50=15.0 1.25 364.9 
0.5 0.30*50=15.0 1.7 364.9 
0.7 0.30*50=15.0 1.92 364.9 
Table 4.8 Summary of all results at 5 volts 
Current 
Amps 
Torque Nm 
Figure 4.31 Effect on current when torque is increased 
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Figure 4.32 Effect on speed when torque is increased 
Experiment3: input voltage = 2volts 
TORQUE 
N/m 
TACHO OUT PUT 
VOLTS 
CURRENTS 
Amps 
W=Vt/Kt 
Rad/sec 
0 0.12* 50=6 0.38 146.0 
0.1 0.12* 50=6 0.4 146.0 
0.2 0.12*50=6 0.68 146.0 
0.3 0.12*50=6 0.88 146.0 
0.4 0.12*50=6 1.0 146.0 
0.5 0.12*50=6 1.2 146.0 
Table 4.9 Summary of results at 2 volt 
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Figure 4.34 Effect on current as torque is increased 
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Figures (4.29)-(4.34) show the speed-torque, current torque and tacho voltage-torque 
characteristics of the motor at the gearbox output shaft. The gearbox used has a ratio of 
50: 1. 
Looking at tables (4.7)-(4.9) and figures (4.29)-(4.34), it could be seen that the Maxon 4. 
quadrant controller with integral and proportional gain is a very good speed controller. 
Despite increasing the load resistance in the dynamometer i. e. increasing the load torque, 
the speed is maintained exactly. The current is slowly increasing as the torque is 
increased. This was expected as the Maxon motor driver use a PI controller which means 
that the integral gain produces a current increase in order to compensate for the increase 
in load thus maintaining a relatively constant speed. 
Closer inspection of the first value in tables (4.7)-(4.9) shows that the current for 
unloaded motor seems to be higher than expected. The theoretical value for unloaded 
current is approximately 150 mA. This is an indication that before even applying a load 
torque or just by adding the gearbox and the coupling to the system extra friction has 
been introduced. Comparing the currents at 10 volts, 5 volts and 2 volts from table (4.4) 
and the first values from tables (4.7)-(4.9) clearly shows an increase in current. These 
values are compared because these are the points with no load torque applied but with the 
gearbox and dynamometer coupled to the motor. 
Figures (4,29), (4.32) and (4.33) clearly show how well the speed control is maintained 
for a range of input voltages. Figures (4.30), (4.31) and (4.34) show a linear increase of 
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current as the load torque is increased. The corresponding tables and figures show that 
the current required does not exceed the current limit. Closer inspection of the torque, 
current characteristics figures (4.30), (4.31), (4.34) clearly show that for torque's up to 
0.1 Nm the increase in current is not as steep as those for higher values. The low torque 
readings are not reliable because the dynamometer was not stable hence making it 
extremely difficult to get an accurate reading. 
4.13 Conclusion 
The results indicate that the motor driver unit is a good speed controller. Even when 
loaded the current increases sufficiently to overcome the load thus maintaining speed. 
While it worked perfectly maintaining the speed exactly at lower voltages and higher 
voltages it was clear that at low reference voltages the torques derived using the torque 
constant are more than the torques using the viscous friction. However both values 
become very close as the reference voltage is increased. 
The values of the proportional gain and the integral gain were successfully evaluated and 
simulations supported the use of these values. Friction for the motor and driver unit was 
estimated using least squares then the same procedure was repeated with the addition of a 
load (gearbox). These two values were not close indicating the addition of the gearbox 
would increase the friction. 
A theoretical model for the motor, driver and gearbox was derived using the estimated 
proportional, integral gains and the estimated friction values and encoder sensor gain. 
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The model derived was a third order model. The sampling time used for data collection 
and for the simulation was l Oms. This model was discretized and velocity simulation was 
compared with practical data figure (4.24). The results were not completely satisfactory. 
At time intervals between (0.3-0.7) seconds and (1-1.5) seconds the theoretical model 
exceeded the practical data. The other difference is that the real data indicate that the 
system initially overshoots. This behaviour is not captured by the simulated data. Figure 
(4.26) shows the comparison between the experimental data and the simulated data for 
the leg motion. It clearly shows that there is stiction in the system. 
Also the initial values of friction and inertia were not close to those derived using 
simulations. All these problems and the fact that different people will eventually be using 
the Orthosis means that the mass, inertia and friction will be changing. These reasons 
give motivation in the use of system identification, as will be shown in chapter 5. 
Although in this thesis off line identification is used it would not be too difficult to 
implement on line identification in the future. 
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CHAPTER 5 
System Identification 
5.0 INTRODUCTION 
The existence of cheap and powerful computers and microcontrollers has enabled 
engineers to replace analogue controllers with computer based digital controllers. 
The performance of these controllers is enhanced by the better technology available 
leading to faster speeds of computer processors and better conversion times of the 
analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue converters. The control algorithm and the 
programming language used further enhance performance. The requirement for more 
complex and high performance control systems has been the impulse for the 
development of a systematic control theory. Even with the development of such 
theory there is still a problem in the sense that a good knowledge of the dynamic 
characteristics of the controlled plant is not always available. 
The need for effective modelling tools becomes apparent when an attempt is made to 
represent real systems by mathematical models. This need stimulated a lot of 
research into techniques for obtaining models directly from plant data [Astrom K. J., 
1990, pp 19]. 
The most simple off line identification procedure employs the least squares 
technique for parameter estimation. For the off line identification of the process 
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Matlab facilities are used. Matlab is an interactive software package with, graphic 
facilities, data import/ export capabilities and together with the system identification 
toolbox can be used to implement the most common and useful parametric and non- 
parametric identification algorithms [Riadi I. C., 1990, pp3]. 
This chapter is split in two problems. The first involves the identification procedure 
for the motor, driver and the gearbox. That is the same experimental set-up for 
which a theoretical model was derived in chapter 4. This would enable us to 
compare the accuracy of the theoretical model and the identified model with real 
data. The second problem is to use the identification procedure on the full system 
(Orthosis). 
5.1 System Identification 
System identification is the experimental approach to process modelling, it includes 
the following. 
1) Estimation methods. 
2) Experimental planning. 
3) Selection of model structure. 
4) Model Validation. 
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In reality system identification is iterative. Usually a priori knowledge of the process 
being investigated is poor. A good starting point would be to consider the transient 
or frequency response analysis, which would yield crude dynamical models. Then 
using these results further experimental work can be planned to refine the models. 
5.1.1 Estimation methods or schemes 
A criterion, which will give a measure of how well a model fits the experimental 
data, is introduced when carrying out identification problems. The least squares 
method can be used to fulfill this criteria i. e. minimization of the sum of the squares 
of the error. This method is restricted to model structures that are linear in the 
unknown parameters. There are other methods available such as instrumental 
variables, prediction error, generalized least squares. However these other 
alternatives are usually more complex to implement, particularly for on line 
identification and therefore are not considered in this thesis. 
The result of the estimation problem depends of course on how the problem is 
formulated, For instance, the obtained model depends on the amplitude and 
frequency content of the input signal. There are two main ways to organise the 
computation method, on-line and off-line. The method used for this thesis is the off 
line method. 
The on-line method give estimates recursively as the measurements are obtained and 
are the only alternative if the identification is going to be used in an adaptive 
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controller or if the process is time varying. However in many cases the off-line 
methods give estimates with higher precision and are more reliable, for instance in 
terms of convergence [Mustafa M. M., 1989]. 
5.1.2 Experimental planning 
It is desirable to have identification methods that do not require special input signals, 
that is the signals do not have to be sinusoid or impulses. This is because it is 
difficult sometimes and costly to experiment with industrial processes. An ideal 
identification method should thus be insensitive to the characteristics of the input 
signal. But this is not the case in most applications. 
One requirement of the input signal is that it should excite all the modes of the 
process sufficiently. This means that the input signal frequency content must be 
large enough to excite all dynamics of the process. [Ljung L., 1987] and [Goodwin 
G. C., 1977] discuss methods for optimal input design. For simplicity in this project 
the input signal was chosen to be a Pseudorandom-binary-sequence which has a zero 
mean. The amplitude of the signal was limited by the mechanical constraints on the 
leg travel. To overcome stiction the amplitude should not be selected to be too small. 
Using a random generator in a PC produces Pseudorandom - binary sequence. The 
data signals are then converted into analogue signals in order to excite the motor 
driver. Software for generating this random data and for collecting the data is written 
in C (appendix A). The data is then stored in a Matlab file ready to be analysed by 
Matlab. 
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It is possible to base system identification on data obtained under closed loop control 
of the process. Adaptive controllers are based mostly on closed loop identification, 
however the main difficulty with data obtained from a process under feedback is that 
it may be impossible to determine individual parameters in the desired model i. e. the 
system may not be identifiable. Identifiability can be recovered if the feedback is 
sufficiently complex. The identification to be carried out is closed loop since the 
speed controller driver is a closed loop driver. This limits the identification to 
deriving an overall model but not individual parameters like the proportional and 
integral gains (Kp, K, ). The identification is an off-line identification. 
For the identification of discrete-time models the sampling has to be selected 
properly before any experiments are carried out. Once the sampling time is selected 
all related work is carried out at the same sampling time. The sampling time can be 
increased or decreased by simply changing corresponding data from the C program. 
The sampling time selection depends primarily on: - 
1) The sampling time for final application of the model (e. g. desired bandwidth of 
the closed loop system). 
2) Accuracy of the resulting model. 
3) Numerical problems if the sampling time is too small, such as round off errors, 
overflows, under flows, quantization noise. 
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Originally the maximum bandwidth of the closed loop system was not to exceed 10 
Hz so the sampling time was chosen to be 10 milliseconds giving a frequency of 100 
Hz. The usual rule of thumb indicates that the maximum closed loop bandwidth 
should be around one tenth of the sampling frequency. [Isermann R., 1980] has 
given an example, which illustrates that the sampling time should not be selected too 
small or too large because of accuracy problems in the resulting model. 
After many attempts at 10 milliseconds it was decided to increase the sampling time 
interval to 40 milliseconds giving a possible closed loop bandwidth of 2.5Hz. This 
was sufficient as it was not anticipated that higher closed loop bandwidth would be 
needed. In fact it would not be needed to go higher than 0.5 Hz (see chapter 6 
bandwidth selection section 6.8). 
This decision was taken after two months of trials. At no time it was possible to 
derive a model while sampling at lOms. During identification the Orthosis was 
suspended in the air to allow the legs to freely move. However due to the vibrations 
and shaking of the legs no model derived would match the real data. Repeating the 
experiment minutes later gave us completely different results. No consistency in the 
models derived was possible. Not only the parameters of the models were not 
consistent, but also the order and structure of the models were all different. The 
experiments were repeated at various amplitude input signals but with the same 
results. 
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In an attempt to reduce the vibrations the Orthosis was loaded with an artificial load 
(10kg-plaster leg). Signal conditioning using different filters (1st and 2"d order) with 
different cut off frequencies but with no success. Identification was only successful 
only when the sampling time was dropped to 40ms. This effectively improved the 
signal-noise ratio. The models were consistent and the results repeatable at this 
sampling rate. 
5.1.3 Selection of Model Structure 
When a model is identified using the least squares method it is in the following 
format. 
A(q-')Y(t) = B(q-')u(t) + e(t) 
Where 
A(q-') =1+a, q-1 +......... +aq-" 
B(q-') = b, + b2q.. +.......... + bnbq-b 
q"' is the backward shift operator 
{y(t), t =1,2....... n} = Output signal 
{u(t), t =1,2....... n} = Inputs 
{e(t), t =1,2...... n} = White noise disturbance 
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The model structures are derived from prior knowledge of the process and the 
disturbances. In some cases the only a priori knowledge is that the process can be 
described as a linear system in a particular operating range. It is then desirable to use 
natural representation of a linear system, such representations are called black box 
models. The choice of model structure (order and delays) are chosen by the designer. 
MATLAB makes the process semiautomatic. MATLAB does all the calculations 
and then displays the data in the form of a graph. Minimum cost (least squares) 
versus the number of parameters used. The least squares cost is calculated by (Ay - 
Bu = error) --> 1: (error)2) where A and B are the model derived and y, u are the 
output and input signals. The designer chooses the number of parameters, which he 
thinks gives the minimum cost with out making the model too complicated. That is 
although the minimum cost could be further decreased by choosing a higher order 
model but this increase in complexity is not justified by the slight improvement. A 
typical example is the difference equation model. The unknown parameters are the 
model parameters and the order of the model 
5.1.4 Model Validation 
When a model has been obtained from experimental data, it is necessary to check the 
model in order to reveal its inadequacies. For model validation it is useful to 
determine such factors as step response, Autocorrelation of residuals, Simulations, 
poles-zeros and apply other inputs which were not used for identification. It is also 
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useful to look for quantities that are sensitive to model changes. A model can never 
be accepted as a final and true description of a system. Rather it can at best be 
regarded as a good enough description of the process that is of a particular interest to 
US. 
5.2 Practical Identification (Bench test) 
The system to be identified consists of a controller driving an EC motor with a 50: 1 
gearbox connected to one end of the motor while a tachometer is mounted to the 
output shaft of the gearbox. The theoretical model for this system has already been 
worked out in the previous section, which gives us an opportunity to compare both 
models. The identified model is in the format shown in section 5.1.3 where A, B are 
polynomial in q-1. 
Before system identification could be applied on the full system (Orthosis) a bench 
test to estimate a model for the motor and driver unit with a gearbox was carried out. 
This exercise was carried out for the simpler set-up (motor, motor driver, gearbox) 
in order to evaluate this approach and test the feasibility of its use in the full system 
identification and to test the fidelity of the theoretical model. 
Three pseudo random binary signals with different amplitudes were used as inputs in 
order to obtain three different models. This would give the opportunity to see if the 
models change considerably with different amplitude input signals. 
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Figure 5.1 Input signal for test 1 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of actual data and simulated data for test I 
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Figure 5.4 Input signal for test 2 
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Figure 5.6 Residuals tests for data in test 2 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of actual data and simulated data for test 3 
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5.3 Results Analysis 
The models which were identified are as follows: 
Test 1 model. 
B=[O 0.8387 -0.0412] 
Test 2 model 
B= [0 0.7791 0.3973] 
A= [l . 000 - 0.0495] 
A= [1.0000 0.3013] 
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C-lo n h/cfon or -dufk Oupul If I 
ýf 
Test 3 model 
B= [0 0.5856 0.26781 A=[1.000 -0.04281 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
1 volt input 4 volts input 7 volts input 
Poles DC Gain Poles DC Gain Poles DC 
Gain 
0.0495 1.19 -0.3013 1.11 0.0428 1.12 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
Table 5.1 Summary of the model analysis 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
1 volt input 4 volts input 7 volts input 
Zeroes location Zeroes location Zeroes location 
0.0492 - 0.5100 -0.457 
Table 5.2 Location of the zeros of different models 
Figures (5.2), (5.5) and (5.8) show comparison of the actual behaviour and the 
simulated behaviour of all the models. The response is similar and accurately 
follows the actual data. The order of the models is exactly the same. Further analysis 
of the DC gain, the location of the poles clearly indicate that all the models are 
stable and have similar DC gain value. For this simple set up this was not surprising 
as higher amplitude of signals do not excite the system in any way, which may cause 
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vibration or non linear behaviour. However the poles and zeros location is not 
consistent. Going to more complex models with higher order does bring the poles 
and zeros location closer but in terms of simulation the improvement does not justify 
using more complex models. 
5.4 Practical Model Validation 
Now that a theoretical model and an identified model were derived, the next step is 
to compare and validate both, this is done by seeing how the models respond to the 
same input then compare it to the actual behaviour of the set-up with the same input. 
If the response is similar then the model can be accepted and used as a substitute to 
any model, which was derived from theoretical set of equations. The simulation of 
the model is compared with the practical data in figure (5.10). 
Volts 
Figure 5.10 Velocity comparison between real data and simulated data for both 
models 
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Although the comparison shown here is for the model with 7 volts input, that is 
because when the identification was carried out the 7 volts input gave the worst 
results. Simulations were also carried out for the 4 volts and 1 volt input with similar 
results. 
The comparison between the models is shown in figure (5.10). This clearly shows 
that the output of the identified model follows the actual data, better than the 
theoretical model. In particular the theoretical model predicts amplitudes for fast 
transients that are almost twice the amplitudes of the experimental data. Not only the 
identified model provides a better match, also it is a lower order (second order) than 
the corresponding theoretical model (third order model) derived in chapter 4. 
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5.5 Full system Identification 
The process to be identified consists of an EC motor (EC040-070-38EAA200A), a 
motor drive unit, a potentiometer and a ball screw arrangement, which connects the 
motor shaft to the leg. The process was interfaced to a 486 PC by using the 
(PC30GA) plug in board. Signal conditioning was done through an amplifier and a 
first order filter. The overall system configuration is shown below. Details of 
equipment are shown in appendix (F). 
Figure 5.11 The overall system configuration 
5.13 Identification results 
Five experiments were carried out, three when the Orthosis was unloaded. In all the 
experiment pseudo random input signals were used with different amplitudes and the 
fourth and fifth experiments were carried out with the Orthosis loaded with a person. 
Thus five models were derived and cross-checked with each other. Table (5.3) 
displays the parameter estimates of the five models. 
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Exp b2 b3 b4 b5 al a2 a3 a4 a5 
1 0.0743 0.0285 0.0291 0.0432 1.000 -1.7167 0.7520 0.3061 -0.3341 
2 0.0634 0.0233 0.0276 0.0260 1.000 -1.7383 0.6808 0.4440 -0.3802 
3 0.0511 0.0304 0.0328 0.0191 1.000 -1.7533 0.7460 0.2973 -0.2884 
4 0.1162 0.1020 0.0710 0.0231 1.000 -0.8755 0.0220 -0.1763 0.0362 
5 0.1209 0.0649 0.0400 0.0282 1.000 -1.0412 0.1343 -0.1374 0.0386 
Table 5.3 Parameter Estimation using ARMA model with 2 delays 
It can be seen that the first three experiments gave very similar results to each other. 
The fourth and fifth experiments show the parameter estimates when the Orthosis 
was loaded. Although these two experiments show different parameter estimates 
when compared to the first three experiments they all have the same structure and 
order as the first three. This indicates that the model for the unloaded may be good 
enough to describe the system both unloaded and loaded. In order to be satisfied 
with this statement further tests were carried out. The frequency response of the five 
models is shown in figures (5.12)-(5.16). These show that all the models derived 
have approximately a cross over frequency of 1.2 Hz, a nyquist frequency of 12.5 
Hz, and a sampling frequency of 25 Hz 
The response of the model as compared with real data collected was also 
investigated and the results shown in figures (5.18), (5.21), (5.24), (5.27), (5.29), 
(5.32). These show that several models were derived. 3 models with the Orthosis 
unloaded and the other two were with a volunteer in the Orthosis. It is clear that all 
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the models derived are validated and can be described as good enough to describe 
the system. However model 1 was derived at 4 volts input which was the highest 
input voltage used for model derivation when the Orthosis was unloaded. This 
model was cross-checked with other models derived and was validated. This model 
also managed to capture the behaviour of the Orthosis when it was loaded. This gave 
us confidence in the use of this model for designing the controller. 
The cross correlation function between residuals and inputs and the residual tests 
figures (5.19), (5.22), (5.25), (5.28), (5.30) confirm that the models can be accepted. 
For model validation the model chosen was the model in experiment one. The reason 
for that is that although the other two unloaded models were similar the input signal 
for model one was higher than those of the other two models. It was decided to take 
that model and see if it can reproduce the response of the system at different 
amplitude of random input signal. 
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frequency in Hertz 
Figure 5.12 The frequency response of model 1 
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Figure 5.13 frequency response of model 2 
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Figure 5.14 frequency response of model 3 
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Figure 5.15 The frequency response of model 4 
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Figure 5.16 The frequency response of model 5 
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Figure 5.18 Comparison of actual data with simulated data for model 1 
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Figure 5.19 Residuals tests for the data of experiment I horizontal bars indicate 
95 percent confidence levels 
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Figure 5.20 Input signal for exp2 
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Figure 5.22 Residuals tests for the data of experiment 2 horizontal bars indicate 
95 percent confidence levels 
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Figure 5.24 Comparison of Actual data with Simulated data for model 3 and 
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Figure 5.25 Residuals tests for the data of experiment 3 horizontal bars indicate 
95 percent confidence levels 
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Figure 5.26 Input signal for expo 
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Figure 5.27 Comparison of actual data with simulated data for model 4 
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Figure 5.28 Residuals tests for the data of experiment 4 horizontal bars indicate 
95 percent confidence levels 
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Figure 5.30 Residuals tests for data of experiment 4 horizontal bars indicate 95 
percent confidence levels 
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Figure 5.32 Comparison of actual data with simulated data for model 5 and 
model I 
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Figure 5.31 Input signal for experiment 5 
5.7 DC gain and poles location of the rive models 
Further comparisons can be made of the five models by comparing the poles 
location and the DC gain of the system. For experiment I from table (5.3) 
This gives the transfer function 
0.074312 + 0.02851' + 0.0291z-4 + 0.04322z-5 
1-1.71 67z-' + 0.7520z"2 + 0.3061z-3-0.3341z-Z' 
The above equation is in the z inverse in order to convert to z we have to multiply by 
the highest power of z. This allows us to find the poles and zeros of the transfer 
function. 
0.07432 + 0.028522 + 0.0291z + 0.0432z 
zs -1.7167z4 + 0.752023 + 0.3061z2 - 0.33412z 
Using Matlab the magnitude of the poles of this system can be found 
[0.00,0.9887,0.8143,0.8143,0.5097] 
Since the system is stable, to determine the DC gain we set z to I in the above 
equation. This yields a DC gain of 22.3. The same procedure was carried out for all 
the experiments with the following results. 
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Expl Exp2 Exp3 Exp4(loaded) Exp5(loaded) 
4 volts input 3 volts input 2 volts input 2 volts input 3 volts input 
Zeroes locations (Zeroes locations Zeroes location] IZeroes locations IZeroes locations 
0.8520 0.7906 0.8095 0.6482 0.6153 
0.8520 0.7906 0.8095 0.6482 0.6157 
0.8007 0.6558 0.5577 0.4729 0.6157 
Table 5.4 Location of the zeros of different models 
Expl. Exp2 Exp3 Exp4(loaded) Exp5(loaded) 
4 volts input 3 volts input 2 volts input 2 volts input 3 volts input 
IPolesl DC Gain IPolesl DC Gain IPolesi DC IPolesl DC Gain IPolesi DC Gain 
Gain 
0.9887 22.30 0.9890 23.82 0.9881 25.4 0.9948 47.59 0.9793 11.97 
0.8143 0.8253 0.7009 0.4437 0.3943 
0.8143 0.8253 0.7009 0.4437 0.3943 
0.5097 0.5644 0.4775 0.1849 0.2535 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 5.5 Summary of the model analysis 
Looking at tables (5.4-5.5) the first three tests were carried out at three separate 
input signals of different amplitudes. This enabled us to compare the models at 
different input signals. It was desirable to see if changing the amplitude of the input 
signal would change the order and the structure of the models. The first amplitude 
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was selected to be 2 volts. This was the smallest amplitude input signal which would 
excite the system enough for identification. Also the 2 volts was enough to 
overcome any friction or stiction in the system. Then the voltage was increased to 3 
and 4 volts while observing the effect on the system. Over exciting the system would 
mean that the travel of the leg would be stopped by the mechanical constraints. 
The fourth and fifth experiments were for the Orthosis with a person strapped to it. 
Therefore when choosing the input signal the response and acceptance of the person 
in the Orthosis into account. The 2 and 3 volts were the amplitudes accepted by our 
volunteers. 
All the poles indicate that the system is stable as they are all inside the unit circle. 
All the zeroes are also inside the unit circle indicating that all models will yield a 
minimum phase system. 
5.8 Conclusion 
These results show that the model is capable of describing the system quite well. 
Furthermore figures (5.29), (5.32) show the model derived for the unloaded system 
can actually fit the data collected when the model is loaded. This would indicate that 
only one model is needed whether the system is loaded or not. The order, the 
structure and the delays were the same for the unloaded model and the loaded one. 
In deriving the loaded models volunteers were used. From their reaction it was clear 
that they were not happy if large amplitude input signals were used. The experiment 
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with volunteers lasted for approximately 15 minutes. This included strapping time 
and training in the posture the volunteer was expected to take. Because these 
volunteers were able bodied it would be uncertain how they would react to Pseudo 
random input signal. That is to say it would be unknown if they will fight the system 
movement or not. This problem will not occur with paraplegics and can be 
minimised with further training for able-bodied volunteers. 
0 
From the figures and data shown in this chapter it is clear that the model derived is 
good enough to be used for the pole placement controller. It matched the data 
collected at several different amplitudes of the pseudo-random-binary signals. 
It also became apparent the importance of selecting the sampling time interval. Due 
to the shaking and vibration which corrupted the output signal, it was not possible to 
derive a consistent model when the sampling rate was 10 milliseconds. However 
when the sampling rate was dropped to 40ms these problems were not encountered. 
It is necessary to have a "clean" signal for the orthosis identification. To cope with 
cases of low signal to noise ratio, more advanced techniques are available such as 
the Generalised Least Squares. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Robust Pole Placement controller 
6.0 Introduction 
The design of a control system requires a mathematical model, which represents as 
accurately as possible the actual system. The model has to represent the system with 
fidelity but it is also desirable to have it as simple as possible. This step is crucial in the 
controller design. An accurate model gives us confidence in the resulting controller as all 
the information for the controller is based on the system model then a good model 
actually implies a good controller. 
The effect of parameter perturbations or un-modelled dynamics on stability and 
performance of systems is a crucial point in the design of control systems. Usually such 
perturbations are not amenable to exact modelling. These may be as a result of changing 
environmental conditions, calibration errors, noise or even neglected dynamics such as 
friction. Under these conditions it is desirable to have what is termed `Robust Control'. 
That is a controller that at least maintains the stability of the system. 
Modern robust control involves the development of synthesis techniques for robust 
performance stabilization, using H. norm and H2 norm. These techniques may involve 
intricate calculations. Furthermore H methods may yield unstable controllers even 
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when the open loop system is stable. This is undesirable from a practical point of view 
since excessive actuator saturation can occur. 
Among the more traditional methods for controller design, we have PID, Lag Lead and 
Pole-Assignment controllers. The Pole-Assignment method is particularly appealing 
since the designer can completely specify the closed-loop poles of the system. For any 
given set of closed loop poles the controller computation is a straightforward task of 
solving a set of simultaneous linear equations. The main problem in designing a pole 
placement controller involves the selection of the closed loop poles to achieve good 
performance and a reasonable degree of robustness. 
Once a controller has been designed we can obtain a family of stabilizing controllers 
using Youla's Parameterisation [Mustafa M. M., 1989a, 1989b]. The main advantage of 
this technique is that it can be applied to any system despite its poles and zeros locations. 
Moreover, using Youla's parameterisation we have additional degrees of freedom for 
tuning the controller to improve performance and robustness of the closed loop system. 
However the resulting controller will become more complex 
The system considered in this thesis is a single input single output system. It is assumed 
that the single input single output process to be controlled is linearizable at some 
operating point so that it can be described by a linear stochastic difference equation. 
From the previous chapter it was found that the ARMAX model can represent our system 
quite satisfactorily. Generally the ARMAX model is given by: - 
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A(q-')y(t) = B(q-')u(t) + e(t) 
Where 
A(q-') =1+a, q-' +......... +a. q' 
$(q') = b, q-1 +b2q-Z +.......... +bq-nb 
Where 
q"' is the backward shift operator 
equation 6.1 
equation 6.2 
equation 6.3 
The signals y(t) and u(t) are uniformly sampled values of the system output and input 
respectively. The signal e(t) represents modelling errors, noise and disturbances that 
cannot be measured directly. The feedback scheme for the model given by equation 6.1 is 
shown in figure (6.1). The controller polynomials F(z"'), G(z-1) and H(z'') are to be 
determined according to the pole assignment. The signal r(t) denotes the reference or set 
point for the controller. 
Figure 6.1 Pole Assignment Controller Configuration 
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From the block diagram in figure (6.1) the controller equation is given by 
F(z-')u(t) = -G(z-')y(t) + H(z-')r(t) 
Where 
F(z-') =1+f, z-' + .......... ..... + ff z' 
go +g, z.. + .......... ...... + g. gz-, 
g 
equation 6.5 
equation 6.6 
equation 6.7 
The closed loop description can be obtained by combining the controller and system 
equation in (6.1) 
[A(z-')F(z-') 
+ B(z-')G(z-'+(t) = 
[B(z-')H(z-')}r(t) + F(z-')e(t) equation 6.8 
The closed loop dynamics are designed by specifying the location of the closed loop 
poles as specified by the zeros of T(z-') i. e. by selecting F(z-') and G(z-1) according 
to 
A(z-')F(z-') + B(z-')G(z-') = T(z-' ) 
where 
T(z-')=1+tlz-' + ............... 
+tz-M 
equation 6.9 
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The resulting closed loop system is given by 
B(z"')H(z-') F(z-` ) 
y(t) = T(z_H) r(t) + T(Z_t) e(t) equation 
6.10 
u(t) = 
Az )H(z-1) 
r(t) - 
G(z l) 
e(t) equation 6.11 T(z-) T(z'1) 
The pre-compensator H(z-1) is chosen as a constant, so that the closed loop system 
r(t) -+ y(t) has unity gain. 
T(z-' ) H` 
B(zýý) 
Z=1 
equation 6.12 
It is worth noting at this point that if A(z-') or F(z"') has a root at z=1 i. e. system or 
controller has an integrator then H= G(z-')Iul and hence H does not depend on the 
system parameters 
The polynomial T(z-') influences both the response to r (t) and the noise e(t) It is 
generally difficult to get good transient response and noise rejection simultaneously. 
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6.1 Analysis of the pole assignment solutions 
Equation (6.9) is solved by equating the coefficients of the power-like of z' to yield a 
set of simultaneous linear equations. The number of unknowns is nf +ng +1 and the 
number of equations is max(n0 +nf, nb + ng) the solution depends on the degrees of 
G (z"' ), and T(z-') . We can 
have the following cases 
Case 1: Approximate solutions 
In general if 
of +ng +1<max(n, +nf, nb +ng) 
Or nt >max(na+nf, nb+ne) 
Then an exact solution does not exist, however approximate solutions such as least 
squares solutions can be found. 
Case 2: An exact and unique solution with minimum order 
If 4(z-')andB(z-')are relatively prime i. e. do not have common roots and 
nf=nb-l, ng=n, -1 
then 
nf+ng+l=max(n, +nf, nb+n8)= n, +nb-1 equation6.13 
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Le. the number of unknowns equals the number of equations. 
and nt5max(ns+nf, nb+ng)=n, +nb-1 equation6.14 
Case 3: Infinite number of exact solutions 
An infinite number of exact solutions exist when 
A, B are relatively prime and 
of +n8 +1) max(ns +nf, nb +ng) 
and 
n< <_ max(na +nr, nb +n. ) 
equation 6.15 
equation 6.16 
A controller that satisfies equations (6.9), (6.13) and (6.14) is referred to as a minimal 
order controller. A controller which satisfies equations (6.9), (6.15) and (6.16), is known 
as a high order controller. The design of the high order and minimal order controllers and 
the resulting input output behaviour of the system will be evaluated later however an 
example of solving equation (6.9) for minimal order controller is given below 
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6.2 Minimal order Example 
Let our model be 
A(z-') =1- 2.5757z-1 + 2.5753z-2 -1.2444z'3 + 0.2446z-4 
B(z-') =1.177 x 10-3 z'' + 1.5332 x 10-3 z-S 
These model parameters were selected from models, which were derived for the motor 
during experimentation. They do not represent the final models for the motor or Orthosis 
but were chosen for simplicity. 
The minimal order controller polynomials Fo (z-') and Go (z-') are parameterised 
according to the following equation. 
A(z-1)F0 (z-') + B(z-')Go (z-') = T(z-` ) 
In this example. 
nb =5 The degree of the B polynomial 
na =4 The degree of the A polynomial 
Hence equations (6.13) and (6.14) yield 
nf =5-1=4 The degree of the Fa polynomial 
ng =4-1=3 The degree of the G. polynomial 
n, S4+5 -1 =8 The degree of the closed loop polynomial T(z'1) 
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Substituting for A(z"') and B(z'') yields 
ý1-2.5757z'' 
+2.5753z-2 -1.2444z-3 +0.2448z-4)x(1+f, z-' +f2z'2 +f3z'3 +f4z-4)+ 
(1.177e-3z-4 +1.5332e-3z-S)x (go +glz"' +g2z-2 +g3z-3)=T(z-') 
Putting the above equation in matrix form 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
f 
-2.5757 
-2.5757 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2.5753 
2.5753 -2.5757 1 0 0 0 0 0 
f3 
-1.2444 
2.5753 -2.5757 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0.2448 
-1.2444 2.5753 -2.5757 1 1.177e-3 0 0 0 
90 + 0 _ 
0.2448 -1.2444 2.5753 -2.5757 1.5331-3 1.177e-3 0 0 a 0 
0 0 0.2448 -1.244 0 0 1.5331-3 1.77e-3 9 0 
0 0 0 0.2448 0 0 0 1.5331-3_ 
L93J 
0 
Once t,, t2,...... 9t8 are chosen the above expression is used to compute 
f1If2If3, f4Igo, g1, g2 and g3 
6.3 Computation of Higher order controllers using Youlas Parameterisation 
In section (6.2) we established that under suitable assumptions the pole assignment 
equation (6.9) has an infinite number of solutions. We now consider a parameterization 
of all controllers that will yield the same closed loop polynomial T(z'') in terms of the 
minimal order controller F. (z-') and G. (z-1). This parameterisation was essentially 
introduced by [Youla et al, 1974,1976a, 1976b, 1985]. Let Fo (z'') and Go (z-') be the 
t, 
t2 
t3 
t4 
ts 
t6 
t7 
t8 
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minimum order controller satisfying equation (6.9). Then any other F and G are given 
by 
F(z-') = F. (z-')+B(z-')P(z-') 
G(z-1) = Go(z-')-A(z-')P(z"') 
equation 6.17 
equation 6.18 
Where P (z-') is a stable transfer function. The stability of P (z-') is imposed to prevent 
internal instability due to unstable pole-zero cancellations. In this dissertation P will be 
chosen as a finite polynomial to insure stability and simplify calculations. 
ý'ýz t) = P. +P. z 1 +............ +pnpz'"P equation 6.19 
For such polynomials the degrees of F and G are increased by the same amount n. + 1. 
Equations (6.17) and (6.18) provide additional freedom to design the controller F, G. 
There are some important questions. How do we select P to achieve good results? Can we 
choose P to prevent the closed loop system becoming unstable under model mismatch? 
Can P be chosen to prevent actuator saturation or fast variations in control signals? Can P 
be chosen to reduce the effect of noise in y and u? What is a suitable order np of 
P(z-1) [Zarrop B., 1985)? These issues will be discussed in the following sections. 
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6.4 Closed Loop Stability in presence of model mismatch 
Consider the closed loop in figure (6.2) below 
Y(O 
Figure 6.2 Closed loop unity feedback system 
AA 
Let the true open loop system be H and let H be a model of 11 . Let S and S be the 
corresponding closed loop systems. Since H and H are in general different, it is not at all 
evident that the real system is closed loop stable just because S is stable. The following 
theorem [Astrom&Wittenmark, 19841 gives conditions to ensure the stability of S 
THEOREM 
Let H and if be represented as a ratio of polynomials in z, such that both H and H are 
strictly proper. The closed loop system S is stable if the following conditions hold. 
1) S is stable 
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2) H and H Have the same number of unstable poles. 
3) The following inequality is fulfilled for IzI 1 
k_I<I1+1i 
Proof is shown in Appendix B [Mustaffa M. M, 1989]. 
The essence of this result is that it is possible to draw conclusions about closed loop 
stability properties for two systems with similar frequency responses if they have the 
same number of unstable open loop poles. 
The above theorem gives only a sufficient condition for the closed loop stability. In other 
words if the inequality is satisfied then the closed loop system is stable, but if the 
inequality is violated we cannot conclude anything. There are systems H that violate the 
inequality and S is stable, while other systems H violating the inequality result in an 
unstable closed loop system. 
For our specific case the previous theorem takes the following form 
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Corollary 
I B( z- Let the actual system 
A(zz`I) 
) be modelled as 
A(ý(zz`I 
where A(z')and A(z`') are stable. 
) 
Based on the modelB(z'`), Ä(z"1) a pole placement controller F(a'`)andG(z'`) is 
designed with closed loop poles given by the roots of T(z"1) The closed loop system will 
be stable if 
B(z"') B(z'') T(z'' ) 
Ä(z-') A(z-') < Ä(z`')G(z`') 
for all Izl =1 equation 6.20 
If A(z') and Ä(z'') are not stable but have the same number of unstable poles it can 
still be concluded that closed loop stability can be achieved if (6.20) is satisfied 
PROOF 
For stability analysis the block diagram in figure (6.1) is equivalent to the system shown 
in figure (6.2) 
Let 
H=- and fl = 
Then from the previous theorem the sufficient condition for closed loop stability is 
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JAF BG BG BG 
for all IzI =1 
This expression is equivalent to 
IG B_B AF+BG 
FIA AF 
for all Izl=1 Ä 
Since ÄF + BG = T, equation (6.22) reduces to equation (6.20) 
Note that the inequality (6.20) can be expressed in different formats, for example 
kIG 
<1, for all (zl =1 B_B 
AA 
Or 
IGI (IÄB1 for all Izi =1 
AA 
equation 6.21 
equation 6.22 
equation 6.23 
Equation (6.23) indicates that when there are large errors between the model and the 
actual plant the term 
1 becomes very small. This effectively means that in order to JB_B 
E1 A 
satisfy the inequality (6.23), it would be of interest to make 
I1 
large and/or IGI small. If XT 
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the error is small then 
I 
becomes large. In this case we only need to make sure 
B_B 
AÄ 
that does not become too small and/or 'GI is not excessively large. A 
Knowing that usually we have model mismatch, which is more significant at high 
frequencies, then 
I JA 
can be chosen to make the R. H. S of the inequality (6.23) large at 
those frequencies. 
dB 
Frequency Hz 
I 
for different polynomials T Figure 6.3 Frequency response of 
II 
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-1¬ 
-a 
ai 
dBs 
_m 
Figure 6.4 Frequency response 
BH 
for different closed loop polynomials T 
Figure (6.3) shows different plots of 
I 
where A is the model for the Orthosis (chapter 4 
A 
model 1) and different closed loop poles polynomial T with different bandwidth figure 
(6.4). It is clear that the selection of T has an effect in terms of the magnitude of 
T 
at 
A 
low and mid frequencies. This gives us freedom in tuning T to give the desired shapes at 
these frequency regions. As stated before our options are to make the term 
(XTI 
as large as 
possible or IGI as small as possible in order to satisfy the inequality (6.23). To show how 
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this is achieved the following analysis is based on figures (6.3) and (6.4) where the 
frequency regions are split into three. The low, middle and high frequency regions 
I Figure (6.3) shows that the selection of T plays a big part in giving large values for 
I IL in 
the low frequency region. In the middle frequency region selection of T plays a 
significant part but may not be enough. This is where the second option of minimizing 
IGI can play a big part, since it is not possible to make 
I 
AI large over the whole Ä 
frequency range. 
From equation (6.23) it follows then that given any two controllers say GI and G2 which 
give the same closed loop polynomial T(z"'), then we can say that GI is a better 
controller than G2 from a stability robustness point of view if 
JÄT 1ý AT 2 for (zl =1 equation 6.24 
Or in other words 
IG1I (IG21 for all lzl=1 equation 6.25 
According to equation (6.25) we need to minimize G over the whole frequency range. 
This is what the H,. does. However in order to decrease the computational complexity 
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we will minimize using the L2 norm of IGI. This has he effect of minimizing IGI in the 
high frequency region. Further more since G is a polynomial the L2 norm becomes very 
easy to compute. 
L. and Euclidean norms 
Let Q(z"') be a complex function defined on the unit circle such that 
IQ(e-l*)l is 
integrable on we [0,2z]. 
The L2 norm of Q(z-') is then defined as 
7c 
-iw )IZ dw (IQýZýýýIIý, - 
, 
1Q(e 
It 
equation 6.26 
To evaluate the L2 norm either we can use the residuals technique or the algorithm given 
in [Astrom K. J., 1970], which is suitable for numerical computation. 
In the case where Q(z-') is a polynomial, the L2 norm reduces to q, 2 (see 
appendix B) where q, are the coefficients of Q(z-'), and by a slight abuse of language 
this will be referred to as the Euclidean norm of a polynomial. 
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Figure (6.5) shows the plots of IGI for different controller's G o, 
G, ,G2,..., that produce 
the same closed loop polynomial T for the model B, A. This is very useful in order to 
satisfy the inequality (6.23). Figure (6.5) shows that the general trend in the high 
frequency region is a reduction in gain as the order of the controller is increased. In fact 
for a minimum order and two above the minimum order there is amplification in the high 
frequency region. 
dB 
I 
Frequency Hz 
Figure 6.5 Different plot of different order controller parameter IGI 
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6.5 Calculation of the P(z-' ) 
The L2 norm of G in terms of Youlas Parameterisation, equation 6.18 is 
IIGIIL2 = 
IIG0 
-'kPIIL2 equation 6.28 
The following example illustrates the calculation of high order controllers minimizing 
(6.28). 
The model to be used is 
B_ z'' -0.12-2 
A 1-1.065z-' +0.0833z-2 
The chosen closed loop polynomials T(z-') = 0.8,0.6 ± jO. 4 
And the minimum order controller is 
F. (z-') =1 + 21.64z-' and G. (z-') = -222.577 + 22.1881z-' 
Equations 6.17 and 6.18 must be solved to obtain a high order controller 
F(z-') = Fo(z'')+B(z-')P(z-') and G(z-') = Go(z-')-A^ (z'')P(z-') 
As we are minimizing IIGIIL, first write G in terms of the free polynomial 
P. + P. (z-t ) 
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222,577 + 22.188z-1))- (1-1.065z'' + 0.0833z'2 XP0 + Piz` 
= 
(-222.577+22.1881z")-(P,, 
+ P1z'' -1.065z-'Po -1 . 065z''P, z-' + 0.08332"2P0 + 0.0833z-2P, z'2 
) 
= -222.577 + 22.18881z-' - [Po -1.065z-'Pa + o. 0833z`2Po + Ptz`' -1.065z-'P, z-' + 0.0833z'2P1z"' ] 
(- 222.577 - P0) + (22.1881 + 1.065P0 + P, + 1.065P, 
)i-' 
- 
(0.0833Po + 0.0833P, )Z-2 
Now taking the L2 norm. 
IIGIIL = (- 222.577 _ Po )2 + (22.1881 + 1.065Po + P, + 1.065P, + (0.0833Pa + 0.0833P, 
2 
50032.8 + 492.4Po + 92.7P, + 2.137Po + 3.20P; + 4.40P0P, 
Now differentiating with respect to P. and Pl 
dP 
= 492.4 + 4.26P0 + 4.40P, 
diP J=4.26 
aa 
dP = 
92.7 + 6.4P, + 4.40Po 
d iP2 
= 6.4 
0 
=4.40 dP, dP, 
4.26 4.4 
0 
4.4 6.4 
Knowing that the 
4.26 4.4 
)0 is satisfied then the solution of 
-=-=0 
will 
(4.4 
6.4 dPo V, 
give a minimum solution for P. and P, . 
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6.6 Pole Zero cancellation in the closed loop 
The closed loop input output transfer function will not be effected if we chose the high 
order controller according to the methods described above. However by using a high 
order controller we introduce extra poles and zeros in the open loop transfer function 
AF , 
therefore exact pole zero cancellation will occur because these extra poles and AF 
zeros do not appear in the input output closed loop transfer function. Two questions are 
worth asking at this point. Is the closed loop system internally stable? What happens to 
these cancellations in the presence of modelling errors? [Mustafa M. M., 1989] has shown 
that there are pole zero cancellations at the origin. Since these cancellations are in the 
stable region there is no problem of internal stability. In the presence of small model 
mismatch, some of the poles at the origin will change position but will remain inside the 
unit circle. For details see [Mustafa M. M., 1989]. 
Using the example (model) in section (6.8), we can clarify these questions. 
Let our model as derived be 
-t Oz Model: B(z 
ý) =z. 
lz- 
Z equation 6.29 Ä(z-) 1-1.065z- + 0.0833z- 
The following controllers will place the closed loop poles of this model at 0.8,0.6 ± jO. 4 
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FO (z'') =1 + 21.64z-' equation 6.30 
G0 (z-') = -222.577 + 22.1881z`' equation 6,31 
and 
F2 (z`') 1- 0.87z`' + 0.521z'2 + 0.173z-3 equation 6.32 
G2 (z'') -0.067 - 0.0551z"' + 0.0326z'2 + 0.1441z-3 equation 6.33 
If the model is exact both these controllers will lead to the same input-output transfer 
function 
B(z'') z'' - 0.1z'2 
F(z')A(z')+ß(z')G(z-') 1-2z-'+1.48z-2-0.416Z-3 
z(z-0.1) 
z3 - 2z2 + 1.482z - 0.416 
equation 6.34 
However let us assume that the model described in equation (6.29) does not exactly 
describe the true plant for example the true plant has a slightly higher gain. 
B(z-) 
_ 
1.1(z'' - 0.1x`2 ) 
A(z"') 1-1.065z-' + 0.0833z'Z 
equation 6.35 
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The closed loop transfer function for the controller F0, G. is. 
z(z - 0.1) equation 6.36 (z - 3.03)(z - 1.02)(z - 0.21) 
and for F2, G2 
z' (z - 0.1) equation 6.37 
(z - 0.63 ± jO. 34)(z - 0.72)(z - 0.012 ± jO. 061) 
The fact that the resulting transfer function (6.34) is the same when the model and plant 
are exact means that the extra zeros and poles introduced by increasing the order of the 
controller are cancelled. Some simple calculations show that these pole-zero 
cancellations occur at the origin. The transfer function (6.34) has two zeros and three 
poles. However when the minimum order controller is applied it should have 4 poles and 
three zeros. Two poles from model (6.29) and two from controller parameters. When the 
high order controller is applied it should have 8 poles and seven zeros. This shows that 
even when minimum order controller is used there is pole-zero cancellation. There are 
obviously more pole-zero cancellations with the high order controller. 
The transfer function (6.36) has three poles and two zeros. However the plant model 
(6.35) has two poles and there is one pole from G. and another from 
)_. 
Therefore there 
F. 
should be a total of four poles. This means that even under model mismatch for the 
minimum order controller there is a pole zero cancellation at the origin. 
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The transfer function (6.37) has five poles. However there should be eight poles, two 
from the plant model (6.35), three from the controller F and another three 
from Gz. 
2 
This means that there are 3 poles, which have been cancelled at the origin. 
This example also suggests another potential advantage of high order controllers. The 
minimum order controller (6.30) resulted in unstable closed loop system (6.36). However 
in the presence of model mismatch the high order controller gives a stable closed loop 
system. Whereas the minimum order controller results in an unstable closed loop system. 
A closer look at (6.37) shows that the two poles at 0.012: t jO. 061 are nearly cancelled by 
the two zeros at origin hence the input-output behaviour will not be significantly different 
from (6.36) also FR(a'`) is unstable while F2(a-l) is stable. In practice stability of the 
controller is important when the plant is open loop stable. For instance use of unstable 
controller will result in conditionally stable system, small changes in gain due to 
component malfunction or temporary signal saturation can easily result in instability, 
Since large classes of systems are inherently stable, it is desirable to design for stable 
controllers from practical point of view 
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6.7 Bandwidth Selection. 
In order to know what bandwidth for the controller is needed it is necessary to analyse the 
gait cycle. The analysis will be interms of maximum step length and maximum speeds. 
That is we need to know the time interval it takes to move one step (half a cycle) when 
travelling at maximum speed. 
The largest possible step length the Orthosis can take in terms of voltages as measured 
from the pot is 2.4 volts. That is the size of the step from the furthest point backwards to 
the furthest point forward. This corresponds to the length of the Orthosis foot, which will 
be taken as the length of the step. This is 27 cm. This measurement was taken by pushing 
the left leg back till its toes were in line with the heel of the right leg. The pot reading 
was noted down. Then the left leg was moved forward till the heel of the left leg was in 
line with the toes of the right leg. The n the pot reading was noted and both values were 
subtracted from each other. 
The Pot Gain: - 
Supply Voltage = 22 volts 
22 
= 3.71 volts/md 
340 * 7C 
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Converting voltage reading of the potentiometer into radians. 
2.4 
= 0.71 rads 3.37 
Taking into account maximum normal walking speed is 1.3 -1.8 rads/sec 
0.71 
= 0.394 seconds 1.8 
That is the time taken to move one step forward but the same time would be needed to move 
the step backwards. 
0.394 x2=0.788 seconds 
the frequency= 
1 
=1.3 Hz 0.788 
From the above it can be seen that for normal walking a model with a bandwidth of 
higher than 1.3 hertz would be required. However we are looking for about a third of 
normal walking speed. Therefore a controller which has a bandwidth of 0.5 Hz will be 
designed. 
6.8 Selection of Closed Loop Poles. 
Once an identified model was derived an integrator was added to the model to ensure 
zero steady state error for a step input. Then the roots of the open loop model were 
calculated in order to give us a starting point when selecting the closed loop poles. The 
integrator will in fact become part of the controller. 
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The selection of the polynomial T(z-1) was based on several criteria. The location of the 
roots was chosen so that the controller would have a bandwidth of 0.5 hertz as discussed 
in the previous section. The closed loop system polynomial 
T(z"') _ [0.86,0.77, -0.5,0.6 + 0.51,0.6 - 0.51] . The selection of the closed loop 
polynomial was discussed in terms of the inequality (6.23). Another criterion is the 
response desired to step input. Whether overshoots, oscillations or just smooth transition 
to the steady state is required 
Volts 
- - 
Time Seconds 
Figure 6.6 Response of the closed loop polynomial to step input 
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Figure (6.6) shows that after a time interval of 1.7 seconds the output reaches the steady 
state. There is a smooth transition from the transient to the steady state. There are no 
overshoots. This response to a step input corresponds to the 0.5 Hz bandwidth closed 
loop poles polynomial which was selected for our controller design. The next step is to 
work out the control parameters for different order controllers. 
Results of the controller parameter are obtained explicitly and their values are shown in 
tables (6.1)-(6.3) for different order controller. 
Degree of po, p, p2, - F(z-1) G(z-') IIGIIL 
P(z-' ) 
= 
Minimal 1+0.3867z-'+ 2.1293- 
Order 0.23672-2+ 3.5214z-'+ 
Controller 
0.1606 z-3 + 1.5709z-2 + 4.5170 
0.0957z-4 0.6740z-3 - 
0.7398 z-4 
np =0 1+0.3867z-'+ 1.0930- 
0.3138z-2+ 0.7060z-1- 
1.0363 0.19022-3+ 0.9874z-2+ 2.0210 
0.1258zß+ 1.1361z-3- 
0.0448z-5 0.0764z-4- 
0.3462 z-5 
np =1 1+0.3867z-'+ 0.6602- 
0.3459z-2 + 0.1594z-1- 
1.4691 
0.2493 z-3 + 0.3466z`2- 
0.6292 
0.1564z-4 + 0.2243 z-3+ 
0.9567 
0.08182-5+ 0.4813z-4- 
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0.0272z -6 0.0880 z-5 - 
0.2102z-" 
np =2 1+0.3867z-+ 0.4277+ 
0.36322-2+ 0.0679z-'- 
1.7016 
2859z-3 + 0 0.1775 z-2 - 1.0334 . 
0 3551 0.2011z-4+ 0.1537z-3- . 0.5816 
0.11372-S+ 0.0663z-4 + 
0.0550Z-6+ 0.2514z-5- 
0.0153z -7 0.1179z-6- 
0.1186 Z-7 
Table 6.1 Controller parameter with the polynomial T(z"' ) 
Degree 
of 
P(z-1 ) 
PPt, Pz -- oý p(z-') G(z-') 
IIGI1L, 
np =3 1+0.3867z-'+ 0.2953- 
0.3731 z-Z+ 0.1185 z-'- 
1.8340 
0.31272-3+ 0.02682-Z- 0.3880 
1.3424 
0.2406z-4+ 0.1160z-3- 
0.7172 
-4 15672-5+ 0 0.0802z - 0.2420 . 
0.0858z-6+ 0.0309z-5+ 
0.03802-7+ 0.1185z-"- 
0.0105z-8 0.08472-'- 
0.0808 z-, 
np =4 1+0.3867z-'+ 0.2148- 
0.3790z-2 + 0.1289z-l- 
1.9145 
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1.5508 0.3305z-3+ 0.0325z-2- 0.2976 
1.0252 0.2718z-4+ 0.0421 z-3 - 
0.5265 
0.19622-5+ 0.0841 z-4- 
0.1607 
0.1238zß+ 0.05272-5- 
0.0642z-7+ 0.0237z-"+ 
0.0274z-"+ 0.0662z-7- 
0.0069z-9 0.0730z-8 - 
0.0537z-9 
np =5 1+0.3867 z-' + 0.1601+ 
0.3831 z-2 + 0.1181 z-' + 
0.3439z-3 + 0.0637z-2+ 
1.9692 
0.2978 z-4 + 0.0032z -3 - 1.7102 0.2417 
23392-S+ 0 0.0421 z-4 - 1.2919 . 
0.8366 0.1657z«+ 0.0660z-s- 
0.4090 0.1011 z-'+ 0.0419z-6- 
0.1248 0.0516z-8+ 0.0216z-7+ 
0.0213z-9+ 0.0379z-'- 
0.0054z-"' 0.0568 z-9- 
0.0417z-1° 
Table 6.2 Controller parameter with the polynomial T(z') 
Degree po, p, p2, _ _ F(z-') G(z-1) IIGIIL 
of 1 
P(z-' ) 
np =6 1+0.38672-'+ 0.1222+ 
0.3859z-2 + 0.1025 z-' + 
0.3538z-3+ 0.0724z-2+ 
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2.0071 0.3186z-4+ 0.0335 z-3 - 
1.8289 0.2669 z-5 + 0.0094Z-4- 
1.5120 
0.2074 zý+ 0.0403 Z-'- 
1.1282 0.2059 
0.1433z-7+ 0.0555z'- 
0.7022 
0861 z-+ 0 0.0351 2-7- 0.3373 . 
0.0984 0.043029+ 0.0200z_8+ 
0.0174z-'0+ 0.0253 z-9 - 
0.0043z-11 0.0497f'° - 
0.0329z z-" 
np =7 1+0.38672-'+ 0.0951+ 
0.38792-Z+ 0.0851 z' - 
2.0342 
0.3613z-3 + 0.07042 
2- 0.1786 
1.9199 
0.3355 z-4+ 0.0476 z-3 - 1.6943 
0.2959z -S+ 0.0182z-4- 1.3968 
1.0124 0.2473 z-6 + 0.0141z-'- 
0.6210 0.18892-7+ 0.0369z-6+ 
0.2909 0.1291 z-B + 0.0475 z-7 - 
0.0843 0.0764z-»9+ 0.03 07 z-s- 
0.0377z-10+ 0.01902-9+ 
0.01502-11+ 0.0163z-1°- 
0.0036z-'2 0.04322-"- 
0.0282 z-12 
Table 6.3 Controller parameter with the polynomial T(z-') 
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6.9 Conclusion 
Now that the closed loop poles have been chosen to meet the required criteria. The 
controller parameters were all calculated as shown in the tables (6.1)-(6.3). The next step 
is to practically test the Orthosis with different order controllers to see which one would 
be more appropriate to use. All results are shown in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Evaluation of controller 
7.0 Introduction 
In this section the different order controllers are evaluated in terms of the following: - 
a) Relative Stability. 
b) Noise Transmission Properties. 
c) Modelling Errors. 
d) Experimental Input-Output behaviour. 
e) Experimental Input-output behaviour of different order controllers. 
fl Experimental Comparison of both Legs. 
7.1 Relative stability Evaluation 
Figure (7.1) shows the frequency response of the loop gain as the order of the controller 
is increased. At low frequencies there is a small gain increase. However the real 
improvement is in the high frequency region. With the minimum order controller there is 
attenuation of approximately -20 dB, with the selected controller which was 7 above the 
minimum order the attenuation reaches -80 dB. Figure (7.2) shows the phase plots of the 
different order controllers. Working out the gain and phase margins from these two 
figures yields the following. 
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Controller Gain Margin Frequency Phase Margin Frequency 
dBs Hz degrees Hz 
Min order 11.74 dBs 2.6 Hz 47.7 degrees 0.89 Hz 
controller 
2+Min order 8.29 dBs 2.1 Hz 44.17 degrees 0.81 Hz 
controller 
4+Min Order 7.3 dBs 1.82 Hz 41.99 degrees 0.74 Hz 
Controller 
6+ Min Order 6.78 dBs 1.62 Hz 40.41 degrees 0.68 Hz 
Controller 
7+Min Order 6.59 dBs 1.53 Hz 39.73 degrees 0.65 Hz 
Controller 
From equation (6.25) and the statement which was made that in terms of robustness 
controller G1 is better than controller G2 if the inequality was satisfied. In terms of these 
plots figure (7.3) this means that as the order of the controller is increased the plots 
should be moving down. Improvement really occurs in the high frequency region. Lower 
order controllers have an amplification factor in the high frequency region while higher 
order controllers give an attenuation factor, which is increasing as the order is increased. 
The improvement is not always in the right direction, namely looking at the green and 
purple plots indicates that in some regions of the high frequency one is better than the 
other, but in another region it is the other way round. However the general trend is 
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improvement as the order is increased. Some small degradation occurs in the mid 
frequency region. 
Looking at figure (7.4) shows a clear degradation in relative stability between the 
minimum order and 7+minimum order controllers. Taking these figures at face value 
seems to indicate that these results contradict our statement that " stability is improved as 
the order of the controller is increased. 
Figure (7.6) shows the frequency range where the degradation occurs. This figure shows 
that the degradation occurs in the middle frequency region. As we stated before in 
chapter 6, the L2 norm will be used to minimize G in the high frequency region. This 
indicates that the improvement in relative stability occurs in the high frequency region, 
which means that this data verifies the statement made in chapter 6. 
Comparison of both graphs at the same frequency clearly indicates improvement in 
relative stability at the 3.0 Hz point by the high order controller. Also zooming in at 
higher frequency clearly shows that the high order controller has higher attenuation. 
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Figure 7.1 Bode plot of the loop gain B%F for different order controllers 
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7.2 Noise Transmission Properties 
Figure (7.7) shows the effect of noise on the control signal u (t) as the order of the 
controller is increased. Looking at the minimum order controller it is clear that noise is 
amplified throughout the entire frequency spectrum. On the other hand the high order 
controller attenuates noise in the high frequency region. However it is actually better at 
low frequency although the difference between the different order controllers is very 
small. The difference is very prominent at high frequency. The general trend is a faster 
roll off as the order is increased. 
Figure (7.8) shows the effect of noise on the output signal y (t). As was said previously in 
control sometimes we work on the basis of trade off. That is the choice of T(z-') could 
be to have noise rejection or optimal performance. This figure clearly shows that the 
higher the controller the more the noise seems to effect the output signal. This is more 
prominent in the middle frequency range and not so obvious at high frequency. This 
degradation is not uniform over all frequency ranges. In the frequencies in the middle 
range the high order controllers seem to be better. At high frequency there is no real 
difference between them. It is worth noting when the simulation is carried out, by default. 
Matlab simulates for an input sine wave of amplitude of one volt. It is unrealistic to 
assume that the system will contain noise levels of this amplitude, for example 
quantization noise may have an amplitude of 5 milli volts. The frequency response for a 
signal of this amplitude for the highest order controller is shown in figure (7.9). This 
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clearly shows that the amplification of noise or mechanical vibration is not going to be 
very large. 
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Figure 7.7 Effect of noise on the control signal u (t) as the order of the controller is 
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Figure 7.9 Effect of quantization noise on the output signal for 5 milli volts noise 
7.3 Modelling Errors 
For the benefit of this section 
B 
is taken as the model for the Orthosis and 
B is the 
AA 
plant. 
B. 
is one of the models derived for the Orthosis during identification. It is not used 
anywhere else in the thesis. 
Figure (7.10) shows the plot of 
T1 
in black, IGI for minimum order in green 
ABB 
AA 
and IGI for 7+minimum order in red. Looking at inequality (6.23) clearly shows that it is 
always desirable to have IG smaller than that of 
T1 
especially at high 
ABB 
AA 
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Frequency Hz 
frequency. Looking at figure (7.10) clearly shows that for the selected controller (red 
plot) this is achieved in the high frequency region. There is however a region between 
approximately 0.8 Hz and 1.7Hz that the inequality is not satisfied. This is the region 
where in the relative stability analysis it was shown that there is degradation in relative 
stability. Remembering that inequality (6.23) is just a sufficient condition means that we 
cannot conclude anything in this region. Also knowing that our technique using the LZ 
norm minimizes G in the high frequency region which is where usually the model plant 
mismatch is most prominent we can see that the inequality is satisfied in that region. 
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As we cannot conclude anything because Inequality (6.23) is not satisfied. To see if the 
system 
Ä is stable we can apply our controller (minimum and high order) to 
Ä 
thus 
yielding AF+BG=T. Then the roots are calculated to see if the system is stable or not. 
7.4 Experimental Input-Output behaviour 
Apart from preserving stability, we are also interested in the input-output behaviour of 
the closed loop system. This criterion enters explicitly in the original defined objective of 
this project. As the aim of this project is to control the Orthosis so that it follows a preset 
trajectory (input signal). It is important that the input-output performance is robust with 
respect to modelling errors, noise. 
Figure (7.11 (a)) shows the response of the Orthosis to filtered square wave input. It is 
clear that the controller follows the preset reference signal closely. There are two glitches 
namely at 5 seconds and 11 seconds. These could be due to external disturbances such as 
noise or mechanical vibration. However looking at the control effort, it is clear that as 
soon as the response moves away from the reference signal the control efforts 
compensate for this deviation thus insuring the response is following the reference signal. 
Figure (7.11 (b)) shows the control effort for figure (7.11). The first observation is that 
the maximum change in amplitude does not exceed ± 1.5 volts. Considering that it is 
capable of changing between ± 10 volts, the change is relatively small. This is 
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encouraging because it is not getting close to saturation which means it has room to 
increase or decrease the control effort should it become necessary. 
Figure (7.12 (a)) shows the response to a higher frequency reference signal. Again this 
shows a good comparison. At time interval 15 seconds the Orthosis overshoots but then 
the control effort sends the appropriate correction signal (figure 7.12 (b)) bringing the leg 
in line with the reference signal. 
Figures (7.13 (a))-(7.14 (a)) are at higher frequency than the previous two. These figures 
show the response to a filtered 0.25 Hz square wave and 0.33 Hz filtered square wave. 
These figures show some stiction in the system exists particularly with low frequency 
part of the signal (filtered section). The figures show clearly that the response seems to 
stick every time the reference signal starts to decelerate due to the filter. This is consistent 
over the whole time interval for this test in both directions. The stiction is also evident in 
the other plots. 
The previous results show that the system has some difficulty in tracking low frequency 
components of the signal, figure (7.15 (a)) shows the response to a low frequency sine 
wave. It clearly shows that the system is struggling to follow the signal smoothly. In 
terms of amplitude the control effort swings between 0.6 volt and -1.0 volt. however the 
signal has fast variations in comparison with the previous ones. This effectively means 
that the control system is working all the time to track the specified trajectory. As the 
frequency of the reference sine wave is increased the Orthosis follows the reference 
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signal better but again near the peaks, as the system decelerates it struggles. All other 
results exhibit similar behaviour as described above 
Figures (7.16 (a)), (7.17 (a)) and (7.18 (a)) show the response to filtered sine waves 
which have frequencies of 0.13 Hz, 0.25 Hz and 0.33 Hz respectively. These figures 
clearly confirm that the Orthosis manages to track the preset trajectory at these higher 
frequencies. However these figures also show that stiction is still prominent at these 
frequencies. The corresponding control efforts clearly show that the system is not driven 
very hard as the amplitudes of these do not exceed 1.5 volts. 
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Figure 7.11 Response to a filtered 0.04 Hz square wave 
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Figure 7.12 Response to a filtered 0.13 Hz square wave 
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Figure 7.13 Response to a filtered 0.25 Hz square wave 
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Figure 7.15 Response to a filtered 0.04 Hz sine wave 
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Figure 7.17 Response to a filtered 0.25 Hz sine wave 
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Figure 7.18 Response to a filtered 0.33 Hz sine wave 
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7.5 Conclusion of Controller input output behaviour 
Figures (7.11) to (7.18) show the response of the selected controller to different input 
signals and the corresponding control effort. They show that the controller follows the pre 
set trajectory as set by the input signal well. However at low frequency components of 
the reference signal (effect of the filter in the square wave) the controller struggles. This 
is more prominent in figure (7.15) when a low frequency reference sine wave was used. 
The controller attempts to follow the shape but the system seems to get stuck thus 
increasing the corresponding control efforts which in turn makes the controller overshoot. 
The control effort is then decreased to get back onto track. It is clear from observing the 
Orthosis that the mechanical assembly was slightly sticking due to miss alignment. 
7.6 Experimental Input-Output behaviour of different Order Controllers. 
Figures (7.19)-(7.22) show a comparison of different order controllers for the same 
reference signal. These results were obtained with an artificial leg (approximately 10Kg) 
strapped to each leg. Looking at figure (7.19) for minimum order it can be seen that the 
Orthosis follows the general shape of the reference signal closely, but problems occur 
when the Orthosis is attempting to hold a certain position. That is the transition from one 
position to another is done perfectly but when holding is required the Orthosis seems to 
be staggering all the time, resulting in small deviations (oscillation) from the reference 
signal. As the order of the controller is increased (figures (7.20), (7.21) and (7.22)) show 
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improvement from the minimum order in terms of holding. However the Orthosis seems 
to overshoot at some point, tries to correct but over corrects resulting in slight movement 
when it is supposed to hold. Figure (7.22) clearly shows that the Orthosis follows the 
reference signal very closely and is also capable of holding, only at one instant it 
overshoots but quickly corrects and holds. 
Another comparison is the control effort for different order controllers. These are shown 
in figures (7.23)-(7.26). The control effort for the minimum order controller has clearly 
more variations than any of the others. That is the controller has to send a signal very 
quickly all the time to maintain the preset trajectory. In terms of amplitude the different 
order controllers do not show very different behaviour (approximate peaks of 1.5 volts). 
The control effort intensity decreases as the order of the controller is increased. The 
control effort for the selected controller is much smoother than any of the others. 
Figures (7.27)-(7.30) show a comparison of the different order controllers to sine wave 
input. These results exhibit the same behaviour as discussed above. The corresponding 
control efforts are shown in figures (7.31)-(7.34). The results for the sine wave show that 
the Orthosis struggles with low frequency signals. 
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Figure 7.20 Input Output behaviour 
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Figure 7.28 Input Output behaviour 
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7.7 Comparison of both Legs when the Orthosis is unloaded 
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Figure 7.27 
Input output behaviour of left leg 
Figure 7.28 
Input output behaviour of right leg 
The important result with this test is to make sure both legs are in synchrony. That is 
when one leg is moving forward, the other leg (hip) is moving back. As the Orthosis is 
suspended during the test, when the leg is driven forward the other leg is driven back. 
However when the Orthosis is loaded and walking on the ground, one leg is moving 
forward while the hip of the stance leg is moved back allowing fier the first step to be 
taken. This is then repeated for the other leg. The results in figures (7.47) and (7.48) 
clearly show both legs to be in synchrony. 
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7.8 Comparison of both Legs when the Orthosis is loaded 
a) Volunteer number 1 
Training volunteer number 1 took approximately 45 minutes. The subject was required to 
take his body weight from the moving leg to the stance leg. Then he was asked to hold 
that position while the Orthosis is moving one leg forward. Then the subject is required to 
transfer his body weight to the other leg allowing the stance leg to be moved forward. 
This procedure had to be repeated continuously. Problems encountered include fighting 
of the motion by the subject especially with the initial transient. That is when the Orthosis 
first starts moving the subject seems to stiffen up and try to hold the motion before 
relaxing again. Another problem was that when the subject was waiting for the Orthosis 
to move one leg he kept moving the leg, which is about to be moved slightly. In other 
words non of the two volunteers felt comfortable with standing on one leg and just 
suspending the other leg freely. 
Figures (7.29)-(7.34) show the response of the left and right legs when volunteer no. 1 
was walking in the Orthosis. Three different speeds were tested. The results show that the 
Orthosis followed the pre-set reference signal closely. It can be seen that during the 
transition cycle of the gait there is a slight hesitancy in the Orthosis movement. Holding 
position was also slightly difficult for the subject as shown in figures (7.29)-(7.34). This 
is shown in the figures by the ragged peaks of the response rather than a smooth peak. 
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b) Volunteer number 2 
More tests were carried out with subject 2 because his time did not allow for training. In 
fact only 5 minutes of instruction was given before the tests were carried out. He results 
clearly show a degradation in performance comparing with subject number 1. One of the 
major problems encountered by this subject is his ability to hold. Every time he 
transferred his body weight to the stance leg he also moved his other leg further back 
resulting in overshoots in the graphs. The Othosis always attempted to correct but the 
subject was always fighting the motion. He was not very happy in the Orthosis and stated 
that he felt uncomfortable. All these problems can clearly be ironed out with further 
training. Another important point to mention is that it is imperative that the person in the 
Orthosis be the right size to fit in the Orthosis. 
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Figure 7.36b Input-Output behaviour 
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It has been mentioned that the problems encountered when testing the Orthosis may be 
overcome by training. Fighting the motion of the Orthosis comes from the lack of 
confidence in the Orthosis by the volunteers. It is natural to be apprehensive from 
something, which you do not have complete control over. however it is worth 
remembering that some of the problems encountered with the able-bodied volunteers will 
not actually be the same with paraplegics. Moving the leg when they are required to hold 
is not an option with paraplegics. What is clear is that a device like the Orthosis would 
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need a great deal of training before anyone is completely happy with walking with the 
device. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Conclusion 
The reciprocating gait Orthosis and the powered reciprocating gait Orthosis design 
enables balanced standing and needs much less energy in walking compared with 
conventional calipers. However these devices are not what you would term as "Plug and 
Play". These devices are by no means easy to fit and the whole program requires a team 
effort of specially trained Orthotist, Physiotherapists, specialist's doctors and 
occupational therapists. The patient may need several weeks of training before they can 
effectively use these devices [Beckman J., 1987]. The powered Orthosis increases the 
scope of the R. G. O, The main advantage of the powered Orthosis is that the energy input 
required to operate the system is much less than that of the conventional R. G. O. It is also 
considerably faster. 
Reciprocal walking for paraplegic patients is now a viable clinical option. At present only 
mechanical systems are routinely available. As more research is done into powering these 
systems and as they become more available then the Orthosist will have an extra option 
when prescribing the systems he thinks is more applicable to different patients. 
Research into hybrid and pure F. E. S systems is continuing and as they become available 
they will inevitably improve and add to the systems available. Whilst such systems may 
be the ideal solution there are many difficulties to be resolved before all fundamental 
problems can be overcome. In particular system reliability, energy cost, safe failure mode 
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for patient, cosmesis of walking and cost are all areas in which pure F. E. 5 systems can 
not yet match the mechanical or hybrid approach. Clearly modern technology will have a 
large role to play in solving these deficiencies. It is unlikely that any one system will 
provide the ideal solution for every patient and clinicians will need to be able to asses 
which fundamental approach will suite particular groups of patients. Children, 
adolescents, young and old patients all present different problems requiring different 
approaches and subdivisions of needs within these groups will probably occur. 
The greatest potential at present seems to be shown by the hybrid approach in which 
walking is augmented by electrical stimulation. The H. G. O, R. G. O and powered R. G. O. 
being suitable for this purpose. The F. E. S may be used simply to get the patient onto the 
standing position with straight knees by stimulating the quadriceps but it could also have 
an active element in the gait. The use of such hybrid systems improves the walking of 
those using a walking brace and may extend the use of these braces to those unable to use 
them at present. 
Functional electrical stimulation has not proved beneficial for every paraplegic. It does 
not work for muscles with damaged secondary motor neurons, or in patients with 
progressive neuromuscular diseases as an alternative to F. E. S. The purely mechanical 
systems, require high energy when using them, they are also slow. Therefore the only 
viable alternative is to add external power to the mechanical system. However 
introducing external means introducing extra problems. The most important being the 
issue of control. Pole assignment controllers are used to control the powered Orthosis. 
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But before a control system is designed and implemented a model for the Orthosis had to 
be obtained using MATLAB 
The ARMAX model structure was used to describe the model initially for power supply, 
the motor driver unit, EC motor, gearbox and a Tacho as a system. The identification 
algorithm employing the PC-MATLAB system identification toolbox has successfully 
identified a model of the system in good agreement with different data. The investigated 
system was a "nice" simple system to identify, but the success in deriving a model gave 
us confidence in using the same method with the real system (Orthosis). 
When identifying a model of the system many problems were encountered. Initially the 
sampling time used was l Oms, but because of the mechanical vibrations of the leg when 
responding to pseudo-random input signals, a model was not successfully derived, not 
only the parameters were different but even the order and structure of the models was 
different. The different models derived not only were not good enough to describe the 
system but inconsistent. Because of the mechanical vibration the non-linear behaviour of 
the system was captured in the data collected to be used for identification. Matlab was not 
able to derive a linear model, which could compensate for the non-linear behaviour. 
When the sampling time was dropped to 40ms we were able to derive a model which 
accurately described the system and the results were repeatable. , 
Once a succesful model was derived the next step was to design a controller. The 
approach taken here is to exploit the non uniqueness of the solutions to the pole 
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assignment equation. Since the implementation of this method simply requires the 
knowledge of the model of the system, the approach although presented for the off line 
design, it could easily be applied to adaptive controllers. 
Youlas parameterization is used to parameterize all the high order controllers in terms of 
minimal order controller and a free polynomial. In this approach the task of finding the 
optimal controller reduces the optimization with respect to this free polynomial. For 
computational reasons we have adopted the L2 norm criterion as a measure for 
robustness. 
The use of high order controllers is a simple but effective method of improving the 
performance and robustness of pole assignment controllers. The improvement of high 
order controllers is due to more information about the system being used. While the 
results show clearly that this type of controller is effective for our system further and 
future work is still needed. These suggestions include. 
1) Self-tuning or adaptive regulators. In this thesis the off line approach was adopted and 
Youlas parameterization was used to come up with high order controller. It is 
believed that further improvement may be possible when self-tuning regulators arc 
used. This includes the on line derivation of a model and online implementation of 
the controller. 
2) Energy expenditure. One of the main purposes of adding external power to the 
Orthosis was to reduce the energy expenditure by the patient and to improve the 
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speed. A field study would be needed to evaluate the magnitude of these 
improvements and speeds the Orthosis is capable of. 
3) Power Source. This is one of the major problems to be overcome. While in the 
laboratory the power source is easily available. It is a different case when you are out 
and about. If batteries are going to be used the then duration of the battery before it 
needs charging becomes important. If the battery needs charging every 15 minutes 
say then the whole system will be of no use. The second problem is the size of the 
power source and where is it going to be placed. It is important for the source to be as 
light and small as possible. 
4) Autonomous, Independent System. The use of a computer to implement the control 
algorithm may not be a very practical solution. It would be better to use 
microcontrollers powered from a portable source. That way the system can truly be 
seen as independent autonomous system. 
5) Cosmesis. Research and trials are continuing on new designs to improve the 
cosmesis, function and greater simplicity of manufacture and fitting of the 
reciprocating gait Orthosis. 
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APPENDIX A 
C PROGRAM USED FOR DATA STORAGE AND 
COLLECTION 
* load random data from PC-MATLAB 
* and convert these data into analog signal 
* to create random signal in order to drive 
* DC motor and save the data from ADC into 
* PC-MATLAB format 
*ý 
#include "stdlib. h" 
#include "stdio. h" 
#include "dos. h" 
#include "math. h" 
#include "conio. h" 
/***************************************************************/ 
/***************** D/A conversion Function ********************/ 
void digital_to_analog2(output_voltage) 
float output voltage; 
int tempi; 
int base address; 
int damsb; 
int da lsb; 
base_address = 0x700; 
tempi = (output_voltage * 2048.0/-10.0) + 2048.0; 
if (templ>4095) templ = 4095; 
if (templ<0) templ = 0; 
outp(base_address+Oxlc, 0x20); /*set DACINV to 1 in ADCCFG*/ 
da_msb = templ»4; 
da_lsb = (templ«4) &OxfO; 
/*set the address for the output so that the output from the 
/*computer to the motor is using DAC1 at the 50 ways D connectors. 
*/ 
outp(base_address+Oxll, da_msb); 
outp(base_address+OxlO, da lsb); 
outp(base_address+Oxlc, Ox00); /*set DACINV to zero in ADCCFG*/ 
} 
/*Digital_to_analogl*/ 
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void digital_to_analogl(output_voltage) 
float output voltage; 
{ 
int tempi; 
int base address; 
int damsb; 
int da lsb; 
base_address = 0x700; 
tempi = (output_voltage * 2048.0/-10.0) + 2048.0; 
if (templ>4095) tempi = 4095; 
if (templ<0) tempi = 0; 
outp(base address+Oxlc, 0x20); /*set DACINV to 1 in ADCCFG*/ 
da_msb = templ»4; 
da_isb = (templ«4) &Oxf0; 
/*set the address for the output so that the output from the 
/*computer to the motor is using DACO at the 50 ways D connectors. 
outp(baseaddress+Oxd, da_msb); 
outp(base address+Oxc, da lsb); 
outp(base_address+Oxlc, Ox00); /*set DACINV to zero in ADCCFG*/ 
} 
/***************************************************************/ 
/******************* A/D conversion Function *******************/ 
/***************************************************************/ 
float analog_to_digital(channel) 
int channel; 
{ 
int base address; 
float ad_sample; 
float digital_output; 
int wait; 
base_address = 0x700; 
outp(0x700+0x03,0x92); 
outp(0x700+0x02,0x02); 
strobes*/ 
wait=inp(0x701); 
wait=inp(0x700); 
for(wait=l; wait<320; wait++); 
// wait=inp(0x701); 
/*initialize PC-30GA board */ 
/*set ADCCR for software 
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// wait=inp(0x700); 
outp(baseaddress+2, (channel «4)+2); 
outp (baseaddress+2, (channel«4)+3) ; 
outp(base_address+2, (channel «4)+2); 
/*setting a delay time before starting 
for(wait=l; wait<320; wait++); 
/*ad_sample is 12 bit data, 8 bit for 
/*2 address. */ 
any conversion 
each address, so we use 
ad_sample=((inp(base_address+l)&Oxf) «8)+inp(base_address); 
digital_output =10.0*((float)ad_sample - 2048.0)/2048.0; 
return(digital_output); 
} 
*1 
*1 
ý***************************************************************ý 
**********************ý ********************* MAIN PROGRAM 
#define MAX DATA 500 
main () 
{FILE *fz; 
int i, m, count, count2, dir, tempd, da_msb2, da_lsb2; 
long delay; 
float 
y [MAX DATA] v [MAX DATA]  ref [MAX DATA] U [MAX_DATA]  error, Vref, dVref 
, dl, d2; 
char name [20] ; 
float uo, test, ul=0, u2=0, uO=0, refl; 
float pi=3.1415, xref=0, dx=pi/30.0; /*generates sine waves, sq waves 
at diff fq*/ 
/* outp(0x700+0x03,0x92); 
outp(0x700+0x07,0x34); 
outp(Ox700+0x07,0x74); 
outp(0x700+0x07, Oxb6); 
outp(Ox700+0x02,0x02); 
for(count=l; count<30000; count++); 
dl=inp(0x701); 
dl=inp (0x700) ; */ 
outp(0x700+0x03,0x92); 
outp(0x700+0x02,0x02); 
strobes*/ 
outp(0x700+Oxlc, Ox00); 
outp(0x700+Oxld, Oxff); 
outp(0x700+0x18, Ox00); 
to 1*/ 
/*initialize PC-30GA board */ 
/*set ADCCR for software 
/*clear ADCCFG */ 
/*set D/A -10V to +10 V */ 
/*set gains of all A/D channels 
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outp(0x700+0x19, Ox00); /*set gains of all A/D channels 
to 1*/ 
outp(0x700+Oxla, Ox00); /*set gains of all A/D channels 
to 1*/ 
outp(0x700+Oxlb, Ox00); /*set gains of all A/D channels 
to 1*/ 
outp(0x700+OxOb, 0x80); /*initialize ppiports a, b, c, as 
outputs*/ 
outp(0x700+0x08, Ox00); /*set to zero port a*/ 
outp(0x700+0x09, Ox00); /*set to zero port b*/ 
outp(0x700+OxOa, Ox00); /*set to zero port c*/ 
/* Read A/D high and low bytes to clear A/D 
alternative: use analog_to_digital function before main loop*/ 
dl=inp (0x701) ; 
dl=inp(0x700); 
for(count=l; count<320; count++); 
dl=inp (0x701) ; 
dl=inp(0x700); 
digital to analogl(0.0); 
digital to analog2(0.0); 
for(count=l; count<320; count++)( 
dl=analog_to_digital(1); 
dl=analog_to_digital(3); 
} 
for (i=0; i<MAXDATA; i++){ 
y[i]=0.0; 
v[i]=0.0; 
U[i]=0.0; 
ref [i]=0.0; 
} 
test=5; 
uo=0; 
count=0; 
i=0; 
dir=-l; 
count2=0; 
Vref=-6; 
dVref=7.0; 
dl=0; 
d2=0; 
y[i]=analog_to_digital(1); 
do{ 
// y[i]=analog_to_digital(1); 
//d1=y[i]; 
v[i]=analog_to_digital(2); 
refl=2*sin(xref); /*3 generates a sin wave*/ 
// if(refl>=O. O) reff=2.0; 
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if(refl<0.0) reff=-2.0; /*generates an square wave*/ 
xref=xref+dx; 
if(xref>2*pi) xref=xref-2*pi; /*no overflow*/ 
/*CONTROLLER STARTS HERE*/ 
error=(Vref+dVref)-y[i]; /*Vref=reference 
voltage, y[i]=reading from kpot*/ 
ul=4*error; /*1.2 is the proportional gain 
desined in my controller*/ 
ul=0.0*ul+1.0*dVref; 
ul=refl; 
ul=dVref; 
count2=count2+1; 
if (count2>0) { 
count2=0; 
if(rand(>16384) dVref=-dVref; 
// } 
//printf("%4f %4f %4f\n", dl, v[i], ul); 
if(rand()>16384) ul=5; */ 
u0=ul; 
U[i]=u0; 
ref[i]=reff; 
test=-test; /* in order to check the sampling time*/ 
uo=uO; 
if(uo>10) uo=10; 
if(uo<-10) uo=-10; 
digital_to_analogl(10.0); 
// digital_to_analog2(0.0); 
if(count2>150) 
{ 
dVref=-dVref; 
count2=0; 
)*/ 
// if(y[i]<-5.0) dVref=0.0; 
if(y(i]>5.0) dVref=0.0; 
for (count=0; count<25000; count++){ 
/* three loops of 25000 14500 14500 for 10 ms 
//three loops of 4200 100 100 for 1 ms; 
//three loops of 950 100 100 for 1/2ms; 
//no count 0.33ms; 
8 loops of 30000 for 40ms 
} 
for (count=0; count<30000; count++){ 
} 
for (count=0; count<30000; count++) 
{ 
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} 
for(count=O; count<30000; count++) 
{ 
} 
for(count=0; count<30000; count++) 
for(count=0; count<30000; count++) 
for (count=O; count<30000; count++) 
for(count=0; count<30000; count++) 
i++; 
} 
while( (i<MAX DATA) && (kbhit()==0)); 
digital to analogl(0.0); 
digital_to_analog2(0.0); 
if((fz=fopen("motidnt2. mat", "w"))==NULL)( 
printf("cannot open file\n"); 
exit(1); 
} 
for(i=O; i<MAX DATA; i++) fprintf(fz, " %. 4f %. 4f \n", U(i], v[i]); 
fclose (fz) ; 
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/* 
* load random data from PC-MATLAB 
* and convert these data into analog signal 
* to create random signal in order to drive 
* DC motor and save the data from ADC into 
* PC-MATLAB format 
*ý 
#include "stdlib. h" 
#include "stdio. h" 
#include "dos. h" 
#include "math. h" 
#include "conio. h" 
#include "loadmat. c" 
#define MAX DATA 1000 
#define GLmax 35 
#define FLmax 35 
#define GRmax 35 
#define FRmax 35 
#define modelfile "ng4p5. mat" 
#define modelfile2 "nq4p5. mat" 
/***************************************************************/ 
/***************** D/A conversion Function ********************/ 
/***************************************************************/ 
void digital_to_analog2(output_voltage) 
float output_voltage; 
int tempi; 
int base address; 
int damsb; 
int da lsb; 
base address = 0x700; 
templ = (output_voltage * 2048.0/-10.0) + 2048.0; 
if (templ>4095) templ = 4095; 
if (templ<O) templ = 0; 
outp(base_address+Oxlc, 0x20); /*set DACINV to 1 in ADCCFG*/ 
da_msb = templ»4; 
da_lsb = (templ«4) &Oxf0; 
/*set the address for the output so that the output from the 
*/ 
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/*computer to the motor is using DAC1 at the 50 ways D connectors. 
*/ 
outp(base_address+Oxll, da_msb); 
outp(base_address+OxlO, da_lsb); 
outp(base_address+Oxlc, Ox00); /*set DACINV to zero in ADCCFG*/ 
} 
/*Digitaltoanalogl*/ 
void digital_to_analogl(output_voltage) 
float output_voltage; 
{ 
int tempi; 
int base address; 
int damsb; 
int da lsb; 
base address = 0x700; 
tempi = (output_voltage * 2048.0/-10.0) + 2048.0; 
if (templ>4095) templ = 4095; 
if (templ<0) tempi = 0; 
outp(base address+Oxlc, 0x20); /*set DACINV to 1 in ADCCFG*/ 
da msb = templ»4; 
da_lsb = (templ«4) &OxfO; 
/*set the address for the output so that the output from the 
/*computer to the motor is using DACO at the 50 ways D connectors. 
outp(baseaddress+Oxd, da_msb); 
outp(base address+Oxc, da lsb); 
outp(base_address+Oxlc, Ox00); /*set DACINV to zero in ADCCFG*/ 
} 
/***************************************************************/ 
/******************* A/D conversion Function *******************/ 
/***************************************************************/ 
float analog_to_digital(channel) 
int channel; 
{ 
int base address; 
float ad sample; 
float digital_output; 
int wait; 
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base address = 0x700; 
outp(0x700+0x03,0x92); 
outp(0x700+0x02,0x02); 
strobes*/ 
wait=inp(0x701); 
wait=inp(0x700); 
for(wait=l; wait<320; wait++); 
wait=inp(0x701); 
// wait=inp(0x700); 
outp(baseaddress+2, (channel«4)+2); 
outp(baseaddress+2, (channel«4)+3); 
outp(base_address+2, (channel «4)+2); 
/*setting a delay time before starting 
for(wait=l; wait<320; wait++); 
/*ad_sample is 12 bit data, 8 bit for 
/*2 address. */ 
/*initialize PC-30GA board */ 
/*set ADCCR for software 
any conversion 
each address, so we use 
ad_sample=((inp(base_address+l)&Oxf) «8)+inp(base_address); 
digital_output =10.0*((float)ad_sample - 2048.0)/2048.0; 
return(digital_output); 
} 
*1 
*1 
********************* MAIN PROGRAM **************************ý 
void main() 
FILE *fz, *fpl; 
int i, count, count2, dir, tempd, damsb2, dalsb2; 
float error, Vref, dVref, vl, v2, dl, d2; 
char name [20] 
float 
null, uL, uR, test, ul=0.00, refl, refr, refl=0.0, ur, u2=0.00, u3=0.00; 
float GL[GLmax], FL[FLmax], wL[FLmax], yl[GLmax], eL[GLmax]; 
float GR[GRmax], FR[FRmax], wR[FRmax], yr[GRmax], eR[GRmax]; 
float fdbckl=0, fdfwdl=0, hl=0; 
float fdbckr=0, fdfwdr=0, hr=0; 
float PL[MAX DATA] pr [MAX DATA] vL[MAX_DATA] vR [MAX DATA]; float UL[MAX_DATA], UR[MAXDATA], REFR[MAX_DATA], REFL[MAX_DATA]; 
int type, mrows, ncols, imagf, t; 
double *xi, *xr; 
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float pi=3.1415, xref=0, dx=pi/200.0; /*generates sine waves, sq 
waves at diff fq*/ 
null=O; 
count=O; 
i=0; 
count2=0; 
dVref=4; 
dl=O; 
d2=0; 
test=5; 
/* ADC data */ 
/*initialize arrays*/ 
for(i=0; i<FLmax; i++) 
{ 
FL [i] =0; 
wL[i]=0; 
} 
for(i=0; i<FRmax; i++) 
{ 
FR[i] =0; 
wR[i]=0; 
1 
for(i=O; i<GLmax; i++) 
{ 
GL[i]=O; 
yl [i] =0; 
eL [i] =0; 
} 
for(i=0; i<GRmax; i++) 
{ 
GR[i]=0; 
yr[i]=0; 
eR[i]=0; 
} 
for(i=0; i<MAX_DATA; i++){ /*initialitation to zero 
(security)*/ 
pL[i]=0.0; 
pr[i]=0.0; 
vL [i] =0.0; 
. UL[i]=0.0; 
UR[i]=0.0; 
REFR[i]=0.0; 
REFL[i]=0.0; 
// printf("ß. 4f %. 4f %. 4f %. 4f %. 4f 
%. 4f\n", REFL[i], pL[i], UL[i], REFR[i], pr[i], UR[i]); 
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clrscr(); 
printf(" \n\n\n\n") ; 
printf (ºº * ************ 
* *\nºº) 
printf (ºº 
*\nºº) . 
printf(º' * ORTHOSIS DRIVE SYSTEM 
*\n") 
printf(ºº * CHECK THAT COMPUTER IS SET TO TURBO MODE 
*\nºº) 
printf(ºº * AND OUTPUT OF D/A CONVERTER IS SET TO ZERO 
*\nf) 
printf(ºº * PRESS ANY KEY TO STOP 
*\nºº) 
printf (ºº 
*\nºº) 
printf(" * ARAFAT A. ZAIDAN 
*\n") 
printf (ºº 
*\nºº) ; 
printf('º * Supervisor: Dr G. A. Medrano-Cerda 
*\nf) 
printf (º' 
*\nf) 
printf(" * UNIVERSITY OF SALFORD 
*\nºº) 
printf (º' * JULY/1997 
*\nºº) : 
printf (" 
*\nº') ; 
printf (ºº * ************ 
* *\nf) 
fpl=fopen(modelfile, "rb"); 
if (loadmat(fpl, &type, name, &mrows, &ncols, &imagf, &xr, &xi)) 
{ 
printf("\nREAD ERROR\n"); 
} 
free (xr) ; 
if(imagf) 
{ 
free(xi); 
} /* printf("%d %d %d \n", typel, mrowsl, ncolsl); */ 
for(i=0; i<ncols; i++) 
{ 
FL[i]=*(xr+i); 
printf("\n%f\n", FL[i]); */ 
} 
if (loadmat(fpl, &type, name, &mrows, &ncols, &imagf, &xr, &xi)) 
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{ 
printf("\nREAD ERROR\n"); 
} 
free (xr) ; 
if(imagf) 
{ 
free(xi); 
} 
/*printf("%d %d %d \n", type, mrows, ncols); */ 
for(i=0; i<ncols; i++) 
{ 
GL[i]=*(xr+i); 
printf("\n%f\n", GL[i]); */ 
} 
fclose (fpl) ; 
fpl=fopen(modelfile2, "rb"); 
if (loadmat(fpl, &type, name, &mrows, &ncols, &imagf, &xr, &xi)) 
"{ 
printf("\nREAD ERROR\n"); 
} 
free (xr) ; 
if(imagf) 
{ 
free(xi); 
} /* printf("%d %d %d \n", typel, mrowsl, ncolsl); */ 
for(i=O; i<ncols; i++) 
{ 
FR[i]=*(xr+i); 
printf("\n%f\n", FR[i]); */ 
} 
if (loadmat(fpl, &type, name, &mrows, &ncols, &imagf, &xr, &xi)) 
{ 
printf("\nREAD ERROR\n"); 
} 
free (xr) ; 
if(imagf) 
{ 
free (xi) ; 
} 
/*printf("%d %d %d \n", type, mrows, ncols); */ 
for(i=0; i<ncols; i++) 
{ 
GR[i]=*(xr+i); 
printf("\n%f\n", GR[i]); */ 
} 
fclose (fpl) ; 
h1=0; 
hr=0; 
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for(i=0; i<GLmax; i++) 
for (i=0; i<GRmax; i++) 
for(i=0; i<FLmax; i++) 
for (i=0; i<FRmax; i++) 
for(i=0; i<GLmax; i++) 
for(i=0; i<GRmax; i++) 
printf ("%f\n", hl) ; 
printf ("%f \n", hr) ; 
hl=hl+GL[i]; 
hr=hr+GR[i]; 
printf ("\%f\n", FL [i]) 
printf ("\%f\n", FR[i]) ; 
printf("\%f\n", GL[i]); 
printf("\%f\n", GR[i]); 
outp(0x700+0x03,0x92); /*initialize PC-30GA board */ 
outp(0x700+0x02,0x02); /*set ADCCR for software 
strobes*/ 
outp(0x700+Oxlc, Ox00); /*clear ADCCFG 
outp(0x700+Oxld, Oxff); /*set D/A -10V to +10 V 
outp(0x700+0x18, Ox00); /*set gains of all A/D channels 
to 1*/ 
outp(0x700+0x19, Ox00); /*set gains of all A/D channels 
to 1*/ 
outp(0x700+Oxla, Ox00); /*set gains of all A/D channels 
to 1*/ 
outp(0x700+Oxlb, Ox00); /*set gains of all A/D channels 
to 1*/ 
outp(0x700+OxOb, 0x80); /*initialize ppiports a, b, c, as 
outputs*/ 
outp(0x700+OxO8, Ox00); /*set to zero port a*/ 
outp(0x700+0x09, Ox00); /*set to zero port b*/ 
outp(0x700+OxOa, Ox00); /*set to zero port c*/ 
/* Read A/D high and low bytes to clear A/D 
alternati#ve: use analog_to_digital function before main loop*/ 
dl=inp(0x701); 
dl=inp(0x700); 
for(count=l; count<320; count++); 
dl=inp(0x701); 
dl=inp (0x700) ; 
digital 
_to_analogl(0.0); analog2(0.0); digital to 
_ _ for(count=l; count<320; count++){ 
digital to analogl(null); 
digital to analog2(null); 
dl=analog 
_todigital(1); 
/*reading speed from left leg*/ 
d2=analog_to_digital(2); /*reading speed from right leg*/ 
} 
for(i=O; i<GLmax; i++) yl[i]=dl; /*to assign the same value at 
all 
the initial conditions, to have the same 
value in t=0 and all the previous values*/ 
for(i=O; i<GRmax; i++) yr[i]=d2; 
fdbckl=O; 
for(i=l; i<GLmax; i++) 
{ 
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fdbckl=fdbckl+GL[i]*y1[i]; 
} 
fdbckr=O; 
for(i=1; i<GRmax; i++) 
{ 
fdbckr=fdbckr+GR[i]*yr[i]; 
} 
count=O; 
// reff=4.0; 
/****************Loop starts here ****************/ 
do{ 
dl=analog_to_digital(l); /*reading position of left leg*/ 
d2=analog_to_digital(2); /*reading position of right leg*/ 
vl=analog_to_digital(3); /*reading(nothing for now) from 
left leg*/ 
// v2=analog_to_digital(4); /*reading(nothing for now) from 
right leg*/ 
yl[0]=d1; 
yr[0]=d2; 
/*PUT REFERENCE SIGNAL FOR LEFT LEG HERE*/ 
refl=2*sin(xref); /*generates a sin wave*/ 
if(refl>O) refl=4; 
if(refl<=O) reff=-4; /*generates an square wave*/ 
xref=xref+dx; 
if(xref>2*pi) xref=xref-2*pi; /*no overflow*/ 
if(count2<50) refl=2; 
if(count2>=50) reff=-2; 
if(count2>=100) count2=0; 
u2=0.5*u2+0.5*refl; 
refl=u2; 
count2++; 
// printf("%d %. 4f\n", count2, u2); 
/*PUT REFERENCE SIGNAL FO RIGHT LEG HERE*/ 
refr=2+3.0*sin(xref); 
if(refr>2) refr=5; 
if(refr>2) refr=3; */ 
refr=-u2; 
//THE REFERENCE FOR RIGHT LEG WILL BE SAME AS LEFT LEG BUT IN 
OPPOSIT DIRECTION 
/* PUT CONTROLLER FOR LEFT LEG HERE */ 
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/* Part on the forward and part on the feedback */ 
/******************************************************/ 
eL [0]= (hl*refl-GL [0] *yl [0] -fdbckl) ; 
wL [0] =eL [0] -fdfwdl; 
ul=ul+wL[O]; /*effect of the integrator*/ 
if(ul>10) ul=10; 
if(ul<-10) ul=-10; 
/******************************************************/ 
/* PUT CONTROLLER FOR RIGHT LEG HERE*/ 
/* part on the forward and part on the feedback */ 
/*******************************************************/ 
eR[O]=(hr*refr-GR[O]*yr[O]-fdbckr); 
wR [0] =eR [0] -fdfwdr; 
u3=u3+wR[O]; 
if(u3>10) u3=10; 
if(u3<-10) u3=-10; 
/*******************************************************/ 
uL=ul; 
UL[count]=uL; 
if(uL>O) outp(0x700+0x08, OxOl); /*sets AO(port a) high 
for left leg clockwise rotation 
if(uL<O) 
outp(0x700+0x08, Ox00); /*sets AO low for left leg 
anti-clockwise */ 
uL=-uL; /*no negative voltage*/ 
uR=u3; 
UR [count ] =uR; 
// if(uR>O) outp(0x700+0x09, Ox01); /*sets BO high for right 
leg clockwise rotation*/ 
if(uR<O) 
outp(0x700+0x09, Ox00); /*sets BO(port b) low for right 
leg anti-clockwise*/ 
uR=-uR; 
// } /*there is no negative voltage used in 
this case only 0-10*/ 
uL=ul/. 92; 
if(uL>10) uL=10; 
// test=-test; 
digital-to 
_analogl(uL); 
/*sends control signal ul to left 
leg using output DA1*/ 
uR=u2/. 92; 
if(uR>10) UR=10; 
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digital 
_to_analog2(uR); 
/*sends control signal uR to right 
leg using output DA2*/ 
// printf("%d %. 4f\n", uL, uR); 
if(count2>100) 
dVref=-dVref; 
count2=0; 
// count2=count2+1; 
/*move arrays*/ 
for(i=FLmax-l; i>O; i--) 
{ 
wL[i]=wL[i-1]; 
} 
for(i=FRmax-l; i>O; i--) 
{ 
wR[i]=wR[i-1] ; 
} 
for(i=GLmax-l; i>O; i--) 
{ 
yl [i] =yl [i-1] ; 
eL[i]=eL[i-1]; 
} 
for(i=GRmax-l; i>0; i--) 
{ 
yr[i]=yr[i-1]; 
eR[i]=eR[i-1]; 
} 
/* Part on the forward and part on the feedback for left leg */ 
/******************************************************/ 
fdbckl=0; 
for(i=1; i<GLmax; i++) 
{ 
fdbckl=fdbckl+yl[i]*GL[i]; 
} 
fdfwdl=0; 
for(i=1; i<FLmax; i++) 
{ 
fdfwdl=fdfwdl+FL[i]*wL[i]; 
} 
/******************************************************/ 
/*part on the forward and part on the feedback for right leg*/ 
fdbckr=O; 
for(i=1; i<GRmax; i++) 
{ 
fdbckr=fdbckr+yr[i]*GR[i); 
} 
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fdfwdr=O; 
for(i=1; i<FRmax; i++) 
{ 
fdfwdr=fdfwdr+FR[i]*wR[i]; 
} 
for(i=O; i<31000; i++) 
{ 
/* 10 ms sampling three loops 31000 */ 
} /*sampling time*/ 
for(i=0; i<31000; i++) 
{ 
} /*sampling time*/ 
for(i=0; i<31000; i++) 
{ 
} /*sampling time*/ 
for(i=0; i<31000; i++) 
{ 
/* 10 ms sampling three loops 31000 */ 
} /*sampling time*/ 
for(i=0; i<31000; i++) 
{ 
} /*sampling time*/ 
for(i=0; i<31000; i++) 
{ 
} /*sampling time*/ 
for(i=0; i<25000; i++) 
{ 
} /*sampling time*/ 
for(i=0; i<25000; i++) 
{ 
} /*sampling time*/ 
for(i=0; i<25000; i++) 
{ 
} /*sampling time*/ 
REFL[count]=refl; 
REFR[count]=refr; 
pL[count]=dl; 
pr[count]=d2; 
vL[count]=v1; 
vR[count]=v2; 
/* printf("%4f %4f %4f\n", wL[O], yl[O], refl); */ 
count=count+l; 
) 
while( (count<MAX_DATA) && (kbhit()==0)); 
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/**************************************************************/ 
/* END */ 
digital to analogl(null); 
digital to analog2(null); 
outp(0x711,0x80); 
outp(0x710, Ox00); 
outp(0x700+0x08, Ox00); /*set to zero port a*/ 
/* printf("%4f %4f %d\n", dl, uo, count); */ 
if((fz=fopen("unl2. mat", "w"))==NULL){ 
printf("cannot open file\n"); 
exit(]. ); 
} 
for(i=O; i<MAX DATA; i++) fprintf(fz, "%. 4f %. 4f %. 4f %. 4f %. 4f 
%. 4f\n", REFL[i], pL[i], UL[i], REFR[i], pr[i], UR[i] ); 
fclose (fz) ; 
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APPENDIX B 
L2 NORM FOR POLYNOMALS 
Appendix B: L2 norm for polynomials 
Let Q(z-') = qo + qýz"' + .............. +gn9Z-nq 
n IIQ(Z_1)r 
Z)L 
_iQ`e-. 
iw)l2 dw 
jr 2 
,1 
qo +q, e-iw +.......... +gnye-'"9I dw 2; r , 
i 
=2J{ qo +q, cos w+ ......... +qnq cos(ngw) - 
- j[q, sin w+....... + qnq sin(nqw)] I2 }dw 
=I J{[qa +q, cos w+.......... +q4 cos(ngw)]2 
+ [q, sin w+........ + qnq sin(ngw)]Z )dw 
1 ff nq 
2 
ng-I ng 
f {Z (q, cos iw) +2Z (q, q, r cos iw cos Kw) 2%t 
_n 1=0 1-0 K-1+1 
nq -1 
+E (q, sin iw)2 + 2n (q, qK sin iwsin Kw)}dw 
1-0 1-0 K-1+1 
9 
Now Since f cos iw cos Kw =0 for i : gK 
_n 
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9 
Jsin iwsin Kw =0 for i#K 
And cost iw+sin2 iw=1 
IIQ(z')IIZ 
=1 
j(go2 
+q12 +........... +gnq2)dw 
`2 2; r -A 
n9 2 2]q, 
=o 
= euclidean norm of Q(z-' ) 
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APPENDIX C 
MAXON MOTOR DATA SHEET 
r. º ". 
0 
maxon EC motor (E 
040 mm. brushiess, 100 Watt approved 
v'. 
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Motor Type: 
maxon EC motor 040 mm, brushless 
Y-circuit'. 100 Wart. oall bearings. 2 shafts 
... 
Order Number 
Motor Data 
118895 
1 
I 
118897 118898 118900 
1 
118901 
1 Assigned Dower rating W 100 100 100 100 100 100 
100 100 
2 Nominal Voltage volt 12.00 
I 
12.00 18.00 30.00 36.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 
3 No load speed rpm 6600 4500 4500 4800 4500 2800 
2200 1800 
4 Stall torque mNm 543 550 546 589 550 326 260 209 
5 Soeed/toroue gradient rpm, mNm 12.3 8.3 8.2 8.3 8.3 
8.7 8.8 8.8 
6 No load current mA 410 230 150 100 80 
30 30 20 
7 Terminal resistance phase to phase Ohm 0.38 0.55 1.26 3.00 4 
90 18.3 28.4 43.6 
8 Max. permissible speed rpm 15000 15000 15000 15000 15000 15000 
15000 15000 
9 Max. Continuous current at 5000 rpm A 4.37 3.63 2.4 1.55 , 1.22 
0.63 0.51 0.41 
10 Peruriss. continuous power loss W 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 
13.3 13.3 
11 Max. efficiency 79.0 80.0 80.8 81 1 80.8 -,,. s 75.5 
73.8 
12 Torque constant mNm/A 17.2 25.2 38.2 58.9 74.9 j 142 176 217 
13 Soeed constant rpm/ 555 379 250 162 '27 . 670 540 440 
114 Mechanical time constant ms 11 7 7 7 7 
8 8i 8 
15 Rotor inertia gcm2 85 85 85 85 85 85 
85 85 
16 Terminal inductance (phase to phase) mH 0.08 0.1 0.3 ý 0.8 1.2 
j 4.4 ý 6.8 10 
17 Thermal resistance housing-ambient K/W 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 
6.3 
18 Thermal resistance winding-housing K/W 1.2 1.2 1.2 
ý 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1'2 
19 Thermal time constant winding s 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
20 Thermal time constant stator s 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1C50 1050 1050 
! Operating Range Comments (Details on page 86) 
A Inn 
'0000 
1 ." 100 Watt (A) 
+2000 
Qý 
e 
Continuous operation 
In observation of above listed thermal resistances 
(lines 17 and 18) the maximum permissible wincing 
eooo 10 
temperature will oe reached during continuous ooer" 
aeon at 25'C ambient. 
Thermal limit 
'000 s 
IIII Short term operation 
The motor may be briefly over! oaced (recurring). 
eo "00 +so t00 : eo M k*'0 
o 
maxon Modular System 
Digital-Encoder 
I HP HEDS 5540 ! 
500 CPT. 3 chap. 
Details page 147, 
Planetary Gearhead 
r, 42 mm 2.94.14 7 Nm 
Details page t28 
Digital-Encoder 
HP HEDL 5540: 
- -'-'- 500 CPT 3 chap 
Details page 147 
Resolver 
026 mm, 10 VI 
Details page 152' 
ro m. *oo EC motor 
Stock program 
Standard program 
Special program ion request! ) 
Axial play <8N 0 mm 
>8N max. 0.14 mm 
" Preloaded ball bearings 
min. oreloacing 8N 
" Max. ball bearing loads 
axial (dynamic) 1O N 
raoial (5 mm from flange) 70 N 
Press-fit force (static) 170 N 
same as aoove. shaft suooorted 5000 N 
" Radial playlball bearings 0.03 mm 
" Amoient temperature range "20/+125'C 
" Max. oermissiole winding .J 
temperature . 125'C 
" Weignt of motor 390 g 
" Values listed in the table are nominal. 
For applicable tolerances see page 33. 
Cable Connection 
black .................. motor winding 
2 
white ................. motor winding 
3 
red ..................... motor winding 
1 
whitelgray .......... Hall sensor 
3 
green .................. 
Vcc Hall 
blue .................... 
GND 
black/gray ......... Hall sensor 
2 
redlgray .............. Hall sensor 
1 
APPENDIX D 
MAXON DRIVER DATA SHEET 
maxon motor control 4-Q-EC, Type number 132368 
Operating instructions April 1997 edition 
4-0 -EC Servoamplifier with 
speed control by encoder signals 
The 4-Q-EC is a Servoamplifier for elec- 
tronic commutated (brushless) DC mo- 
tors with Hall sensors and mounted en- 
coder. 
The speed control of the PWM (pulse 
wide modulation) servoamplifier is 
made by the encoder signals. 
The servoamplifier controls the three 
windings in the motor according to the 
position of the rotor. The position feed- 
back is achieved by Hall sensors. The 
output power stage is designed in MOS- 
FET technology for high efficiency. 
Pin, -Q-EC 
, 
ilý 
1 DC Supply voltage 
2 Ground 
3 Winding 1 
4 Winding 2 
5 Winding 3 
6 Hall Sensor 1 
7 Hall Sensor 2 
8 Hall Sensor 3 
9 Hall Sensor supply voltage 
+5V/3OmA 
10 Ground 
11 Enable 
12 Ground 
13 neg. reference voltage -10 VDC 
14 pos. reference voltage +10 VDC 
15 negative set value speed 
16 positive set value speed 
17 Ready 
18 Encoder supply voltage 
+5V/ 100mA 
19 Ground 
20 Encoder Channel A 
21 Encoder Channel B 
22 Set value current limit 
23 Ground 
24 Monitor actual speed Cacho 
Safety precautions 
Skilled personnel 
Installation and starting of the 
equipment shall only be performed 
by experienced, skilled personnel. 
AA Statutory Regulations 
The user must ensure that 
the servo amplifier and the compo- 
nents belonging to it are assem- 
bled and connected according to 
the local statutory regulations. 
A Additional Safety Equip- 
ment 
Electronic apparatus are basically 
not fail-safe. Machines and appa- 
ratus must therefore be fitted with 
independent monitoring and safety 
equipment. It must be ensured 
that, if the equipment breaks down, 
is operated incorrectly, the control 
units break down, the cables break 
etc., the drive or the complete ap- 
paratus respectively is kept in a 
safe operating modus. 
Danger 
ZL 
Do ensure that, during the in- 
stallation of the Servoamplifier, no 
apparatus is connected to an elec- 
tric supply! After switching on do 
not touch any live parts. 
AA Max. Supply Voltage 
Make sure the supply voltage 
is between 12 - 50 VDC. Attention: 
higher voltage than 50 VDC or 
wrong polarity will destroy the unit. 
Q Load Decoupled 
For the primary operation the 
motor should be free running, i. e. 
with the load decoupled. 
Repairs 
" Repairs may only be made by 
authorised persons or by the man- 
ufacturer. It is dangerous for the 
user to open the unit or make re- 
pairs to it. 
Electro Static Discharge 
" (ESD) 
flL 
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Performance Data 
" Supply voltage Vcc 12 - 50 VDC 
Ripple < 5% 
" max. continuous output current 
with additional heat sink t6A 
" absolute current limit 
(cycle by cycle) t 10 A 
" minimum load inductance 
(phase by phase) 400tH 
" Switching frequency 20kHz t 10% 
Input 
" Set value speed n., 
(differential, Ri > 47k12) -10... +10 V 
" Set value current limit Imax 
(Ri>47kc2) 0... +10V 
" Enable 
Input open = motor disabled 
" Encoder signals Channel A, Channel B 
max. 225kHz per channel 
Voltage output 
" Reference voltage +10 VDC / -10 VDC, max. 5mA 
" Hall sensor supply voltage +5 VDC, max. 30mA 
" Encoder supply voltage +5 VDC, max. 100mA 
Trim potentiometer 
" Gain speed controller (gain) 
" Offset (Offset) 
" Current limit set (Im. ) 
" Set value adjustment speed (nm) 
" Current fine adjustment (lam) 
Status reading 
" READY max. 30 V 
(Output Open Collector) max. 50mA 
Monitor output 
" Monitor act. speed tacho nagt -5 .. . +5 
V, max. 5mA 
Ambient temperature range 
Operation -10 ... +45'C Storage -40 ... +85°C 
Humidity range 
" no condensation 20 ... 80 °ö 
Mechanical Data 
Weight 215 g 
Size(LxWxH) 103x7Qx39mm 
Mounting plate or flange for 4 screws M3 
Distance between threads 95 x 54 mm 
Connections: 
" PCB-clamps 16 and 8 poles 
pitch 5 mm 
suitable for cable profile 
multiple-stranded wire 0,14 - 2,5 mm2 
single wire 0,14 -4 mm2 
Minimum External Wiring 
12-50 VDC 
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1 1. I Determine power supply requirements 
You may make use of any available 
power supply, as gong as it meets the 
minimal requirements shown on the 
right. 
Please note: 
" Regulations for electrical equipment. 
" During set up and adjustment phases 
we recommend to separate the motor 
mechanically from the machine to 
prevent damage due to uncontrolled 
motions! 
Important: 
The maximum voltage must be in 
agreement with the desired operating 
point of the motor. 
Power supply requirements 
Output voltage 
Vcc min. 12 VDC 
Vcc max. 50 VDC 
Ripple <5 °'o 
Output current 6A (constant) 
The required voltage can be calculated as follows: 
Known values: - Operating torque MB [mNm] 
- Operating speed nB [rpm] 
- Nominal motor voltage UN [Volt] 
(according to catalog, Motor Data, Une 2) 
- Motor no load speed at UN, no [rpm] 
(according to catalog, Motor Data, Line 3) 
- Speed/torque gradient of the motor 
An/AM [rpm mNm] 
(according to catalog, Motor Data, Line 5) 
Sought values: Supply voltage Vcc [Volt] 
Solution: Vcc =ö" (ne +n" Me) +4V 
Choose a power supply capable of supplying this calculated volt- 
age under load. The formula takes a4 Volt max. voltage drop at 
the 4-Q-EC Servoamplifier into account. 
SteP`rý. rýýý ,ý+td;; s Task c 
2. Preadjust potentiometers 
By preadjusting the potentiometer fa- 
vourable starting conditions are estab- 
lished for the 4-Q-EC Servoamplifier. 
Important: 
The adjustment range of the potentio- 
meter is 3/4 turn (=270°). 
The final adjustment is made in step 4. 
Turn potentiometer fully clockwise Pt gain (CW) 
P2 Offset Middle 
Turn potentiometer fully clockwise 
P3 Imp, (CW) 
Turn potentiometer fully counter P4 nmý clockwise (CCW) 
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Connect motor Windingl" through 
Winding3" as shown 
in diagram. 
In case the original motor cable requi- 
res extension: 
" take into account diameter and length 
of cable. The motor windings have a 
low resistance therefore the resistan- 
ce of the connecting wires can 
change the motors performance. 
" use separately shielded cables for the 
motor and for the feedback. 
3.2 
Connect Hall sensors as shown in dia- 
gram. 
In case the original Hall sensor cable 
requires extension: 
" use separately shielded cables for the 
feedback and for the motor. 
Vcc I° IWI 
Gý   O Gnd ý c. ) Wlndin 1 IG" O Winding I 
" 
M Windirr 
2, ' 'I C-0 ' O Winding 2 cm 
Winding 3' , !! C-0   
ö 
Winding 30 
> E 
m 
_= 
Q" O Mall-Sensor 1ö 
a 
u 
ý O Hai Sensor 2 m 
E 
w 
"r 
m 
z O8 HaflSensor 3 
Q O9 Vwu* Monibrn, x 24 
lei Ie' 10 Gnd Gnd 23 2 i0l 
el   11 Enable Imax 
O 
  Gý 
Connect Hall sensors 
OI"i Q' V. W 
Q i O2 Gnd 
O  O3 Winding 1 
c a 
O Winding 2° ° 
a 
E 
Qý "0 Winding 30 
> 
o 
E 
a 
Hall-Sensor 1r E 
6O Hall-Sensor 1 (&1 -c V 
a 
.E 
HaI -Sensor 2I OI S m Q ° 
H Hall--Sensor 3I 
a 
0j Hall- ensor 2 
E 
Q  O8 Hall-Sensor 3 
M 
V111 +5V/30mAI p V I l Hall+ Monitornac,   "O 
e 
ýJ 
Gnd I 
  10 Gnd Gnd 22   je 
}= 
! elm 11 Enable Imax O  U O~ 
  12 Gnd Channel Bn  IQ 
3.3 Connect encoder signals 
Connect encoder signals as shown in 
diagram. 
" If cable length I >1,5 m and / or if 
interference instability exists, use a 
screened cable and a Line Driver (i. e. 
AM26LS31 and a Line Reciever i. e. 
AM26LS32). 
_ý 
4 
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3.4 
Determine supply voltage 
(see Step 1). 
" Check that the supply voltage Vcc is 
between +12 VDC und +50 VDC 
" Switch off supply voltage. 
" Connect power supply as shown in 
diagram. 
Caution: 
voltages higher than +50 VDC, or 
wrong polarity, will destroy the unit. 
3.5 
To enable the power stage, Pin 11 En- 
able and Gnd (i. e. Pin 12) must be 
connected. 
Version 1: 
Enable with switch 
.. 
Switch closed  Switch, öpen' =r 
Power stage Power stage 
activated disabled 
Motor Motor not 
connected connected 
Version 2: 
Enable with open collector transistor 
or TTL / CMOS components 
Transistor Trän"sýtoý 
conducting ý _ closed Low" - NOR. 
Power stage Power stage 
activated disabled 
Motor Motor not 
connected connected 
Connect power suppi 
.. 50 VDC C) +12   O Vcc ý W 
Gnd i O  ý2 Gnd 
$ 
<, J 
Winding 1 
OI   
O4 Winding 2 
ýQT 
°ul 
I 
el   OS Winding 3 
>E 
äa 
QI  6O Hai l-Sensor 1 5 
OI   
O7 Hali. Sensor 2 
0W 
m 
-ý - OI  ! Hal lSensor 3 
Q E 
ö O9 V Hau * Monitor n ct 24   
QI 
1(91   10 Grid Gnd 23 _ ö 
Effect "Enable" function 
Qý   OS Winding 3 
> 
öo 
Q  6O Hall-Sensor 1 
Ew 
c 
Q" O7 Hall-Sensor 2 
0 W äp 
a 
Q  O Hall-Sensor 3 
Ea 
_a 
i ý-----y 
ýý; Qý   Vnau+ Monitornom 0   tý 
Q  
' 
10 Gnd Gnd   Q 
Switch --- . O  11 Enable Im x ý' 
j  Q 
OI   12 Gnd Channel BO 
t 
I  QI 
  ý 13 Vmf - Channel A 20   
Q 
I, ý" 14 V  t + Gnd 19   
Q 
'81 1  15 n, t - Encoder+SV t8   Q 
Q  16 n,  i + 
Ready 1O7   Q 
b) 
oo IW4Jauor i 
"v"Iý Mit) 
IU) Gnd 
" CID E-bI. 
" (I Gnd Ch. r1 
)V- ch. 
ý. w - Er 
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1 3.6 1 Connect Set value speed I 
The set value speed can be given 
through an extemal voltage or potentio- 
meter. 
Version 1: 
with external voltage ±10 VDC 
QI " 
O7 HaIISensor 2. '1Q 
Q  
Qý   
G 
O 
Hall-Sensor 3 
Vw11+ Monitor n act 
(D-24 
" 
Qý " 
Q  
10 
11 
12 
Gnd Gnd 23 
Enable Imax 
O 
21 Gnd Channel B 
  (al ýý 
ei 
' Qý 
Qý   13 V1 - Channel A 20 " 
Ci 
ýI   14 V, el + Gnd 19  1 
Q  
QI  
15 
16 
n. i - Encoder +SV 18 
n, n " Ready 17 
" Qi 
!  el 
Version 2: C" Q V,,,,, + Morrbr naj 
with external potentiometer. " & 1o Gnd Gnd Gnd Recommended potentiometer 10 KS2 I I 
" 1, E nable IMAXI 
Gnd Cý " 
; 
12 Gnd Channel BI 
10 V 
" 13 V,,, - Channel N 
N+10 v -C% 
O" 14 V+ Gnr 
Con. 2 Con. 1 
©I " 
I 
15 n- Encoder +SV 
Center tab 
QI" 16 n, ", + Really, 
ýý. ýt `ý : Step : ý-ýý-" 
ý-:. 
3.7 Set value current limit Ima  
The set value current limit I, nax can be 
given through an external voltage or 
internal potentiometer P3 Imax . 
Version 1: 
with external voltage 0... 10 VDC 
Basic requirements: 
internal potentiometer (l a, ) must be at 
the left limit stop. 
Caution: 
It set value current limit is 0V the mo- 
tor does not run. 
Note versions 2 and 3 on page 7. 
li mwuon motor control 
-- 
nAnr)o . Aoi i1,17 "+uorrn, "; uhiw"I to 
Version 2: 
with external potentiometer. 
Recommended potentiometer 10 KS2 
Basic requirements: 
internal potentiometer (Im. ) must be at 
the left limit stop. 
Version 3: 
internal potentiometer P3 I,,, 
Caution: 
If the set value current limit (Pin 22) 
1. is not connected, this Pin should 
be connected to Gnd. 
" 
D Ha4-Sensor 1E c 
o 
W S 
  
(D Hall-Sensor 2 ä 
E 
lß 
" 
m 
Q  O8 Hall-Sensor 3 
o 
(91. O VHa1i+ Mor rnsu 
) I 
  IQ 
QI  10 Gnd Grid 23   Q 
OI   11 Enable Im n 22   IQ 
Q  12 Gad Channel B 21   Q 
QI  13 V rot - Channel A 20  1 (9 
Coo. 
O  14 VrN + Grid 19   (F)l Center tab 
Q  15 n,, - Encoder +5V 18   Qý C 
O  16 n,., + Ready iO7   Eýl 
on. 
n n 
, 
ý_ St2M, ý trw , ýF :: Task 
3.8 Ready 
f ; 
Enable and . t- Disabled = ' 
, ý=temperature ' and 
/ br ove r_ atu e' e m ,. k. N ..: r r . te 
p 
Pin 17 Ready Pin 17 Ready 
'Low" "High" 
The signal READY is an Open Collec- 
tor" output, it is active low (Gnd connec- 
ted). 
An external additional voltage is required: 
max. 30 VDC 
(LOAD max. 50 mA 
This solution is therefore load break 
resistant, i. e. even a broken connecti- 
on between the Ready output signal 
and the controller lead to an error 
message. 
AD, I V)-)7 ýxfillon i `. iu OýNCI to 0000 O 
ö>E 
  OS Winding 3 öoä, 
tý   6O Hall-Sensor 1 
E 
ö 
tý   O7 Hall-Sensor 2 
w X 'a ä 
  O8 Hal Sensor 3 
E-7 z 
" O V Hau + Monitor na 2a   
QI 
ýý+-Q+-  ' 10 Gnd Gnd 23   el 
e  11 Enable Imax 22 "Q 
8m 12 Gnd Channel B 21 
r 61 1 
OI   13 Vref - Channel A 20 
i  O1 
OI " 14 Vref + Gnd 19   
Oý 
O" 15 raset - Encoder +5V 18 " 
Qý 
(ý  . 16 raset + Ready 17   
OI ' 
+U 
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3.9 Monitor actual speed tacho 
Monitor actual speed Cacho nwt -5V... +5V 
max. 5mA 
Caution: 
Primarily the monitor signals are for 
assessing the dynamic of the speed 
controller and not for quantified meas- 
urements. 
An exact adjustment of the maximum 
speed should be made, for example, 
with the help of an incremental pulse. 
" Another voltage may not be connec- 
ted to the monitor outputs. 
" The monitor output signal ±5V cor- 
responds to the adjusted max. 
speed n, =. at ±10V set value input. 
DQ vcc °I W 
Qý   ý2 Gnd 
OI   Winding 1O° 
<4I Qý  I O4 Winding 2ü 
I 
ýO{ m 
>I C I  O Winding 3 =i o 
(al   O6 Hal l-Sensor 1 c 
W QI   
O7 Hai1-Sensor2 C1ä 6 
E to 2 
Q  O8 Hal (Sensor 3 
OI  Og VMS,, + Mortibr na 24 01 
I   
Monitor actual speed n. cr 11 
Grid 
Q  10 Gnd Grid 23 Q 
(D (D ED (D 
P7 P2 P3 P4 
go" Offset 1- nmu 
1.4I W0 
A ! 
Attention: The amplification of the speed controller can be adjusted with the 
If the motor vibrates or becomes loud potentiometer P1 (GAIN). 
the amplification is adjusted too high 
and the potentiometer P1 (GAIN) must 
be readjusted until the instability of the Right limit: small amplification of the controller 
closed loop of the drive under all loads slow reaction 
disappears. Left limit: high amplification of the controller 
faster reaction but high overshoot 
Step Task 
4.2 Offset potentiometer P2 (Offset) 
Note: Give speed set value zero, e. g. by short circuiting the set value input Pin 
The adjustment of the offset can be 16 (n,., +) and Pin 15 (ns, -). 
influenced by temperature changes. Set the motor speed to zero with the potentiometer P2 (Offset) until motor 
shaft is stationary. 
'3 naxon motor control n-i 1997 -niI. 111 . to rnnrnýx 
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4.3 1 Current limit potentiometer P3 
Caution: 
The current limit is depends on the mo- 
tor type used and on the supply voltage 
(current ripple). If the current limit has 
to be adjusted precisely, the motor cur- 
rent must be measured with a clamp-on 
probe. 
The current limit can be adjusted by the potentiometer P3 (l ). 
In case of using the internal current limit P3 there should be a 
connection between Pin 22 (Imax) and Pin 23 (Gnd). 
The (Im,, ) limit acts as security against thermal overload of the motor. If 
the motor gets too hot, the potentiometer P3 (I,,,. ) must be adjusted to a 
lower value. 
Caution: The maximum possible speed is adjusted with the potentiometer P4 
The max. speed depends on the motor (n. ). 
type used and on the supply voltage Give the max. set value speed (e. g. 10V) and turn P4 (n., ) so far that 
(current ripple). the required speed is achieved. 
Right limit: maximal possible speed 
Left limit: minimal possible speed 
4.5 1 Current fine 
Caution: If necessary you can adjust the current with the potentiometer 
Normally it is not necessary to adjust 
the potentiometer (l uS, ). Give set value speed zero, e. g. by short circuiting the set value input Pin 
16 (n., +) and Pin 15 (ns, -). Adjust potentiometer current fine until no 
more current flows through the motor winding. 
I 
I 5.1 Error Handling I 
Defect ossible'söürce of defect Measures ., 
Supply voltage . 12 VDC : heck 
Pin 1 
Enable not activated check Pin 11 
set value speed is 0 check Pin 15,16 
Shaft doesn't rotate 
current limit too low 
Check adjustment Poti P3 
(or external set value to low) 
bad contacts check wiring 
wrong wiring check wiring 
Speed is not controlled encoder signals check Pin 18 - Pin 21 
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Interelectric AG specializes in the develop- 
rnent, manufacturing and sales of high qua- 
lity drive components and systems under 
the trade mark maxon motor. 
The maxon DC motor range qurte likely 
represents the world's most extensive varie- 
ty of moving coil motors. 
Interelectric's newly established manufactu- 
ring facility in the heart of Switzerland fea- 
'ures the most modem equipment. Interelec- 
tric presently employs approximately 400 
People. All key components are manufactu- 
red inhouse with custom design machinery. 
This is your assurance for efficient produc- 
'ion of large to very large quantities, as well 
as maximum flexibility wnere special re- 
quirements are to be met. Our , modular 
system- provides for great flexibility and 
rapid and cost-effective deliveries. Inter- 
electric's extensive R&D department is 
able to meet the requirements of the rapidly 
developing market of high tecnnology drive 
systems. Our sales engineers are at your 
iisposal to discuss tailorea solutions for 
your specialized requirements. 
., Our expertise: To convert electronic signals into highly dy- 
namic mechanical motion. Our up to date 
quality assurance procedures provide forthe 
highest possible quality. 
We fulfil quality standard ISO 9001, 
:N 29001 and BS 5750. 
, ales engineers at the factor 
, 
i, in our subsid- 
ýaries, as well a: s carefully and continuously 
educated distribution partners offer you ex- 
Zert support and consulting - call for the 
Maxon advantage! 
maxon DC motors are hrgn quality : rive The maxon EC 
components and are equipped with nigh per- motors are particuiarty nctewcrthy or ; heir 
formance permanent magnets. excellent torque handling characteristics, 
hign performance, extremely wide speed 
The patented moving coil rotor represents 
the heart of our motor. For you, this means 
the latest technology in compact, high per- 
formance, low inertia drives. The program is 
complemented with precision gearheaos for 
a wide range of speeds and torques. High 
resolution analog and digital encoders, cou- 
pled with state of the art electronics are your 
assurance of dynamic motion control. 
"7maxon p1-max program 
The new maxon 14-max breakthrougn 
DC motor-program that gives you luxury per- 
formance at economy costs. New motcr 
housing, precision-made from rolled steel. 
New, reduced diameter commutator, em- 
ploying more segments, provides longer life. 
Newly designed precious-metal brushes en- 
sure longer life and help minimize power 
consumption. The added benefit of snap on" 
technology allows for greater flexibility in 
mounting gearheads, encoders and tacho- 
meters. 
The maxon 
Amax 
comprises 7 different 
motors in 0 from 12 to 40 mm; versions with 
precious-metal or graphite brushes, sleeve 
or ball bearings and with double enden 
shafts. 
range :rc. ^f rcuv e *, heir un ; ur^assea -, er- 
vice, `.:. 
fors . vr, h maxcr ýo or ;. `/ancus 4- ; uac- 
rant servo-amplifiers meet your needs re- 
garding --erormance ana speed accuracy 
with maxon DC motors. The most soohisti- 
cated ciectronic commutation is available 
with maxon EC motors. 
We offer comprenensive scluhons fcr appli- 
cations equtr g crec, se : ositiening an-, 
_ntrci`ed ctatlcrai ^cnen. 
Prec: sicr spur ana planetar/ yearreacs 
matcr ec 'o maxon motors. 
maxon tachos and encoders: On y 
mounter to motors with thrcugn snatts for 
reasons of prec: sicn and resonance. 
Order the new maxon-catalogue with CD- 
ROM and maxon selection program. 
180 pages of helc!.:! "'_r. ^--it: on on motors. 
gears, : ac^os ar.:. 'or' 'ý snits. 
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APPENDIX E 
TACHOGENERATOR DATA SHEET 
I LL ________ i 
DC-Tachogenerators 
EMF constdui es 4.3 7,0 
6,69 
Tolerance of EMF constant 1 __ 1 Load resistance RL 25 35 
Operating speed, max. recommended ne ma. 5 000 5 000 Current. max. recommended limited by the load resistance 
Terminal resistance R 260 350 
Ripple voltage, average (peak-peak) 7 5 
Ripple frequency, cycles 10 14 
Linearity error, unloaded 
between 500 and 5 000 rpm 0.2 0.2 
Reversion error +1- 0,2 0,2 
Temperature coefficient of EMF 
Temperature coefficient of resistance 
Inductance 
Armature inertia 
Number of poles 
Commutator segments 
Brush leaves 
Magnet 
Direction of rotation 
Polarity 
Operating temperature range 
- standard 
- optional 
Shaft load max. 
radial at 3 000 rpm (3 mm from bearing) 
= axial at 3 000 rpm 
- axial at standstill Shaft bearings 
- standard 
Weight 
Type 2225,2233 
0,02 0,02 
0,4 0,4 
7 15 
1.65 2.5 
2 2 
5 7 
5 5 
permanent Al nico magnet. calibrated 
i1, o 
81 
3 000 
810 
5 
14 
0,2 0,2 
0,02 
0,4 
30 
2.5 
2 
7 
5 
reversible 
+ on plus pole if shaft is driven in clockwise direction 
-30... + 85 
-55 ... +125 
1,2 1.2 1,2 
0.2 0,2 0,2 
20 20 20 
sintered sleeve bearings (optional ball bearings) 
45 61 61 
mV rrm 
mV. rad. 
0 
KO 
rpm 
a 
o 
per rev. 
0 
o1oloci 
oio/ oci 
mH 
gcm 
gold alloy 
gold alloy 
oC 
oC 
Design Advantages 
These tachogenerators feature the patented skew wound This unique design results in following advantages: 
ronless rotors (System Faulhaberf). " linear speed/back-EMF characteristics 
" extreme low starting friction - even after long standstill Commutation system 9 low armature inertia 
Commutator and brushes are made of high quality gold alloy " high efficiency 
and provide a minimized but constant contact resistance as " smooth running 
well as insensibility to changes in environment. 
.... ... "ýtni..: u , 
1. iLi rter 'o ý, anrr II : ntnrrn, rr.. -ý, rcit . 1nnn. unp"ýt'. > ... i . vi 'c', 
pCSIC: Cn ]i ; üC"C 
3 -0 _e4 ýX 
i 
M2-4 ceeo 020 022-0,052 021,7 02 -0,008 
'- I1_a nioö ns IA 
6i 
013 
i 
, -. 
ý 
4 
-(J UU4 
022-0', 052 021,7 02 -0,008 
07-0,05 1/10,02 
1j IA 
03,5 03 ,5 
2,4 
4 2,1 6=0,3 
32.8 8,1 
2233 U 007 G9 2233 U 011 G9 
1ý 
2 
10,6 3,8 
65 
DC-Tachogenerators Type 2225,2233 
2225 U 4,3 G9 
position of , ccno 
terminals not 7ef! nea _ ., ý. 
APPENDIX F 
VARIOUS DATA SHEETS FOR EQUIPMENT USED 
HP VEE 
Mean. Accuracy: 0.25% max, 0.057 typ 
CMRR: 100dB typ. 80dB max for 
., 
.E RE 
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Sof wa 
anguaQes. Tnese . ce 
Debra. C C-- 
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93 E 
CONS 
N'. 
>'ve'-s wt als:; De avahaofe 
TestPoin:, das/La,,. La. -Vie'N arc -+r E_. 
,e =DRE SDK aiio. vs the user to con, oý 
5oara via W! n-_ A. P' --ails. 
emo exan, cies is nc cciled 1/0 and 
' erruots under \N ^cows as well as VBX. 
"CX and A" veX Control software is 
ANALOG INPUTS 
Input channels 16/32 single-ended or 8/16 
differential 
Overvoltage protection 
±35V (powered on); ±25V 
powered off 
Resolution 
.................................... 
12 bit (1 in 4096) 
................................................................. Input ranges ±5V, ±10V. 0 to 10V 
........... Input coupling DC 
System accuracy ±1 LSB depending on 
.................................... 
environment 
........................ -. --.... . . . ........... . AID linearity 
.............................. 
.. ... ... ... .. Differential ±/, LSB max 
........... .. .. . SNR 
................................... 
. . ......................................... .. 8441B typ 
.............................................................. Total harm disc -98dB 
System accuracy ±2 LSB depending on 
environment 
Acquisition rate F series 330KS/s max 
G series 100NS/s 
A/D FIFO buffer 2k samples 
Acquisition modes Polled I/O. interrupts, REP INSW 
AMPLIFIER CHARA CTERISTICS 
Input Impedance 1OGS2/2OpF (On chan) 
1OGQ/100pF (Off chan) 
Offset voltage Adjustable to zero 
Input Gains L 10,100,1000 (or 1,2,4,8) 
Error. Adjustable to 0 
Nonlinearity: 0.002% (typ), 
0.015% (max) [G<1000] 
0.02% (typ), 0.06% (max) 
[C=1000] 
G=1 
Monotonicity: 0 to 70°C 
Temperature drift 6ppm/°C (Full scale) 
lppm/°C (Bipolar zero) 
±30ppm/°C (Gain typ) 
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Bandwidth (small signal) 
1. OMHz (G<1000) 
.................................. 
250kHz (G=1000) 
............................ ........... 
Full power bandwidth 1MHz for G<1000, 
100kHz for C=1000 
Crosstalk -85dB, DC to 100kHz 
System Noise 
................................ . 
±1LSB (G=1) 
ANALOG OUTPUTS 
No of Channels 4x 12 bit 
Accuracy 
.... .. 
±1 LSB 
...... _.. ...... .. _.. . ................. 
DNL 
............................. 
'/. LSB max 
............................................................ ....... Output Ranges 
.................................... 
±5V, ±10V, 0 to 10V, 0 to 13V 
............................................................ Update Rate 100kHz (depending on computer) 
Offset Error. Unipolar 'h LSB typ, 1 LSB 
(max) 
........................................ 
Bipolar. '12 LSB typ, 2 LSB (max) 
............................................................... Resolution 16 bits 
DIGITAL I/O 
No of TTL I/O lines 24 in 3 ports (8255 PPI) 
......... 
Digital Logic Levels High: 2.0V (min), 5.0V max 
......................................... 
Low: 0.0V (min), 0.8V (max) 
....................................................... Current Output ±3mA (source/sink) 
Interrupt support Yes (Mode 0, Mode 1, Mode 2) 
EXTERNAL INTERFACE 
Connector Types SCSI 50-way Right Angie Female 
IDC40 Header (for digital I/O) 
COUNTER TIMERS 
Resolution 16-bit 
Clock Frequency 2 or 8 Mhz (for A/D) 
No of counters 3 (2 used for A/D cony. ) 
KI INTERFACE 
Base Address Auto selected 
No of registers Sixteen 32 bit 
Interrupts Auto selected 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
Rel. humidty 0% to 90% (non-condensing 
Operating temp 0°C to 70°C 
Board dimensions 193mm x lllmm 
Power requirements +5V ýý L2A typ 
(C = gain) 
The easy way tc 
control 
instruments 
It Extensive support for GPIB and serial 
communications 
f Cross-platform open systems 
" Supplied with over 450 Drivers 
S Graphical programme language 
0 Easy to build custom drivers 
f Powerful and easy to use 
" Easy integration with standard 
languages 
$ Custom data displays 
i Control any instrument from any vend; 
t Unlimited run time 
# Integrates with other applications 
" Unbeatable debugging capabilities 
t Significantly reduces development tint 
" Powerful compiler for fast execution 
0 Construct virtual instruments easily 
tanguage. To develop programs ir HPVEE. VOL. 
connec graphical ''objects rnsteac o` wrung 
Get the 
POWER 
get HP VEE 
HP VEE 
-)ears e ýcec ýece ýe=ýr^ ar__ 
ERE 
onI J: 
? 
ane 'e: 
1ý 
So-ware o. -iver _ yes r _,., cec 
anguages. I pese -ice 
De! an!. C'C-- 
B; ýiee- /! sua' _ 
C--v'isua Bas;:. s.; ai 
--, Wr °5/9E. Vv reows " -. e- C:, 
J- . rers A:!, also De avaiiaae 
es-Poi n.. Dasy' ac. _aDVievv, anc 
HP VEt. 
,eE RE SDK allows ; ne use- :c controi 
-e ooarc via Win-- : ýPl cair,. 
-emc exar E)Ies us r. g poilec 1"0 and 
. erruc)ts ende, - W -cows as well as VBX, 
DCX and ActiveX Control software is 
-ne 
ANALOG INPUTS 
Input channels 16/32 single-ended or 8/16 
differential 
....... Overvoltage protection 
±35V (powered on); ±25V 
.................................. 
powered off 
.................................................................. Resolution 
.............................. 
12 bit (1 in 4096) 
............................................................... Input ranges 
.................................. 
±5V, ±10V, 0 to 10V 
................................................................ Input coupling 
.................................... 
DC 
............................. System accuracy 
................................... 
±1 LSB depending on 
.................................... 
environment 
............................ . .. A/D linearity 
................................ 
. . ................................ Differential ±3/4 LSB max 
..................................... SNR ............................ S4dB typ 
Total harm disc 
_... _ ...... 
-98dB 
........ .... _ System accuracy 
. ........... 
±2 LSB depending on 
environment 
Acquisition rate F series 330NS/s max 
G series 10OKS/s 
A/D FIFO buffer 2k samples 
............... _......... Acquisition modes 
. Polled I/O, interrupts, REP INSW 
AMPLIFIER CHARACTERISTICS 
Input Impedance 10GS2/20pF (On chan) 
1OCQ/100pF (Off chan) 
Offset voltage Adjustable to zero 
Input Gains L 10,100,1000 (or L 2,4,8) 
Error. Adjustable to 0 
Nonlinearity: 0.002/ (typ), 
0.015°/ (max) [G<1000] 
0.02% (typ), 0.06% (max) 
[C=1000] 
Accuracy: 0.25- max, 0.05'/. typ 
CMRR: 100dB typ, 80dB max for 
C=1 
Monotonicity: 0 to 70°C 
Temperature drift 6ppm/°C (Full scale) 
lppm/°C (Bipolar zero) 
+30ppm/°C (Gain typ) 
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Bandwidth (small signal) 
1.0MHz (G<1000) 
250kHz (G=1000) 
Full power bandwidth 1MHz for G<1000, 
100kHz for G=1000 
Crosstalk 
....................................... 
-85dB, DC to 100kHz 
................................................................ System Noise ±1LSB (C=1) 
ANALOG OUTPUTS 
No of Channels 4x 12 bit 
......... Accuracy 
.......... . _........... _......... 
±1 LSB 
.. _........ .................. DNL 
...................................... 
`/. LSB max 
............................................................. Output Ranges 
........................................ 
±5V, ±10V. 0 to 10V, 0 to 13V 
.............................................................. Update Rate 
................................ 
100kHz (depending on computer) 
............................................................ Offset Error. Unipolar. '/, LSB typ, 1 LSB 
(max) 
....................................... 
Bipolar 11z LSB typ, 2 LSB (max) 
.............................................................. Resolution 
........................................ 
16 bits 
............................................................. 
DIGITAL I/O 
No of TfL I/O lines 24 in 3 ports (8255 PPI) 
.......... - .... ....... .. _.. _............ Digital Logic Levels High: 2.0V (min), 5.0V max 
....................... -............ 
Low: 0.0V (min), 0.8V (max) 
................. --. 1-1 .............................. Current Output 
....................................... 
t3mA (source/sink) 
................................................................ Interrupt support Yes (Mode 0, Mode 1, Mode 2) 
......... ......... 
EXTERNAL INTERFACE 
Connector Types SCSI 50-way Right Angle Female 
........................................ 
IDC40 Header (for digital I/O) 
............................................................... COUNTER 11MERS 
Resolution 
........................................ 
16-bit 
........................................................ Clock Frequency 
......... - ............... -......... 
2 or 8 Mhz (for A/D) 
............................................................... No of counters 3 (2 used for A/D cony. ) 
PCI INTERFACE 
Base Address Auto selected 
No of registers Sixteen 32 bit 
.................... . Interrupts . ......... Auto selected 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
Rel. humidty 0% to 90% (non-condensing 
Operating temp 0°C to 70°C 
Board dimensions 193mm x J. lmm 
......... Power requirements 
.................................. 
+5V ® L2A typ 
.... 
, 00-7 
The easy way tc 
control 
instruments 
0 Extensive support for GPIB and seria 
communications 
" Cross-platform open systems 
e Supplied with over 450 Drivers 
" Graphical programme language 
" Easy to build custom drivers 
f Powerful and easy to use 
" Easy integration with standard 
languages 
" Custom data displays 
" Control any instrument from any vena 
" Unlimited run time 
lý Integrates with other applications 
" Unbeatable debugging capabilities 
t Significantly reduces development tie 
" Powerful compiler for fast execution 
" Construct virtual instruments easily 
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(G = gain) 
ne 
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Accuracy: 0.25% max. 0.05% typ 
CMRR: 100dB typ, 80dB max for 
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SPEC IFICATION 
ANALOG INPUTS 
Input channels 16132 single-ended or 8/16 
differential 
Overvoltage protection 
±35V (powered on); ±25V 
powered off 
Resolution 
-. - I-- ............. 
12 bit (1 in 4096) 
..................... ................................... Input ranges ±5V. ±10V, 0 to 10V 
Input coupling DC 
............... System accuracy ±1 LSB depending on 
environment 
A/D linearity 
................................... 
Differential ±'/4 LSB max 
.......................................... ................... SNR ... 84dB typ 
Total harm disc 
...................................... -98dB .................................. . .... .. . System accuracy 
.... ......... . . ....... 
±2 LSB depending on 
environment 
Acquisition rate F series 330KS/s max 
G series 100KS/s 
k/D FIFO buffer 2k samples 
Acquisition modes Polled I/O, interrupts, REP INSW 
AMPLIFIER CHARA CTERISTICS 
Input Impedance 10GS2/20pF (On chan) 
10C12/160pF(Off chan) 
Offset voltage Adjustable to zero 
Input Gains 1.10.100,1000 (or L 2,4,8) 
Error. Adjustable to 0 
Nonlinearity: 0.002% (typ), 
0.015% (max) [6<1000] 
0.02/ (typ), 0.06% (max) 
[G=1000) 
G=1 
Monotonicity: 0 to 70°C 
Temperature drift 6ppm/°C (Full scale) 
1ppm/°C (Bipolar zero) 
t30ppm/°C (Gain typ) 
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Bandwidth (small signal) 
1. OMHz (G<1000) 
250kHz (G=1000) 
Full power bandwidth 1MHz for G<1000, 
............................... 
100kHz for G=1000 
................................................. .. ........ Crosstalk -85dB. DC to 100kHz 
System Noise ±1LSB (C=1) 
ANALOG OUTPUTS 
No of Channels 4x 12 bit 
Accuracy t1 LSB 
DNL 
.................................. 
LSB max 
........................................................... Output Ranges 
._.. _... _ .................... 
±5V, ±10V, 0 to 10V, 0 to 13V 
.... - .................... _..................... 
Update Rate 100kHz (depending on computer) 
Offset Error. Unipolar. / LSB typ, 1 LSB 
(max) 
..................................... 
Bipolar. '/: LSB typ, 2 LSB (max) 
............................................................. Resolution 
........................................ 
16 bits 
............................................................. 
DIGITAL I/O 
No of TTL I/O lines 
........................................ 
24 in 3 ports (8255 PPI) 
.............................................................. Digital Logic Levels High: 2.0V (min), 5.0V max 
...................................... 
Low: 0.0V (min), 0.8V (max) 
............................................................... 
Current Output ±3mA (source/sink) 
Interrupt support Yes (Mode 0. Mode 1, Mode 2) 
EXTERNAL INTERFA CE 
Connector Types SCSI 50-way Right Angle Female 
IDC40 Header (for digital I/O) 
COUNTER TIMERS 
Resolution 16-bit 
........... 
Clock Frequency 2 or 8 Mhz (for AID) 
No of counters 3 (2 used for A/D cony. ) 
KI INTERFACE 
Base Address Auto selected 
................................... No of registers Sixteen 32 bit 
...................... Interrupts Auto selected 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
Rel. humidty 0% to 90% (non-condensing) 
Operating temp 0°C to 70°C 
Board dimensions 193mm z HImm 
Power requirements +5V cý L2A typ 
(C = gain) 
The easy way tc 
control 
instruments 
41 Extensive support for GPIB and seria 
communications 
" Cross-platform open systems 
" Supplied with over 450 Drivers 
" Graphical programme language 
" Easy to build custom drivers 
" Powerful and easy to use 
" Easy integration with standard 
languages 
" Custom data displays 
" Control any instrument from any venn 
" Unlimited run time 
" Integrates with other applications 
" Unbeatable debugging capabilities 
* Significantly reduces development tin 
0 Powerful compiler for fast execution 
0 Construct virtual instruments easily 
Ianguage. To ceveicp programs in HP'. 
cornet' craohical 'oplec"s msteac J 
T^ 
Get the 
POWER 
get HP VEE 
Filter and Amplifier used from figure 5.11 
-Vs +Vs 
The maximum voltage change when the Orthosis foot moved the full step was 
2.4 volts. However to use the maximum possible resolution of the D/A 
converter, an amplifier was used. R3 and R4 were chosen so as to give an 
amplification factor of 3.5. 
The filter used was the same one shown in figure 4.12. 
Dynamometer Specification 
Manufactureres 
Type No. 
Ser. No. 
Resolution 
JJ. Lloyd Instruments Limited 
FH1 
3128301 
0-2 Nm 
269 
Potentiometer Used 
Manufacturers RS 
Resistance 20K S± 20% 
Lin 0.5% 
Part No. 173-1596 01 
270 
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